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This dissertation provides description and phonological accounts for the patterns of 
ghost vowel alternations in two languages where these alternations are largely 
conditioned by constraints on syllabification: modern standard Bulgarian and a variety 
of standard French spoken in Paris. 
Much more space (the whole chapter 1) is devoted to escription of the Bulgarian 
data. This is necessary, because apart from Scatton's books, there are very few 
publications on Bulgarian phonetics and phonology written in languages other than 
Bulgarian. The description argues for distinguishing between ghost schwas that are 
underlyingly present and schwas that are triggered by epenthesis.  
As for French schwa/zero alternations, there is a gre t deal of literature on the subject. 
Moreover, the French data I refer to are given very detailed description in a series of 
well-known publications. However, chapter 4 discusses the data from French and 
claims that different phonological status should be attributed to two distinct classes of 
French ghost vowels. Sensitivity of [Œ]/zero alternations to the rhythmic structure of 
the utterance is another point of emphasis. Needless to ay, I am perfectly aware that 
schwa/zero alternations in French are a widely variable phenomenon. I do not 
presume that the data on which my analysis is based reflect the behavior of all French 
speakers. However, to the extent that they represent one particular dialect of the 
language, as attested by the authority of the scholars who collected them, they 
constitute a valid test for the phonological model h re exploited. Further research is 
needed to enlarge the coverage, taking into account other dialects of French. 
Chapter 2 begins with comments on previous treatments of Bulgarian ghost vowels 
and of liquid/schwa metathesis in Bulgarian. The proposal for an alternative linear 
analysis (§2.3) aims to demonstrate that doing without word-final jers is possible in 
every framework. Then I give two accounts for the Bulgarian data in two different 
frameworks: Harmonic Phonology (the 3-level M/W/P model) and Optimality Theory 
(the 2-level Correspondence Theory version). Both accounts use the same underlying 
representations fro words with ghost vowels: all ghost [e]'s and the ghost schwas that 
are viewed as underlyingly present are represented as floating vowels at M-level. In 
both accounts, some of the ghost schwas are assumed not to be present underlyingly 
and to be the product of default vowel insertions. 
Chapter 3 offers a diachronic view on the Bulgarian ghost vowel alternations. My 
hypothesis is that both representations and rules associated with the Old Church 
Slavonic jer vowels (that gave rise to the modern ghost vowel alternations) have been 




The variety of French discussed in chapter 4 is treated only in the framework of 
Harmonic Phonology. However, since this model is also applied to the analysis of 
Bulgarian, this makes it possible to conduct a contrastive description of the 
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1. The data 
 
1.1. Data on ghost [E] and [e] vowels. 
 
Ghost vowels (GV's) are vowels that alternate with zero in surface forms. Two of the 
six vowels in the Bulgarian vowel system [i, e, a, E, o, u] systematically behave as 
ghost vowels: [E] and [e]. Exceptionally, [i] and [o] can be ghosts : [i] in four lexical 
items, [o] optionally in one (cf. Tilkov 1982:232, Aronson 1968:121).The examples in 
(1) parallel those in (2). Each pair demonstrates that in similar phonological and 
morphological contexts, a vowel [E] or [e] may be syncopating (1) or stable (2). 
 
(1) xra‚băr 'brave' masc.sg. (1a) xra‚br+i, pl.  
 za‚lăk 'morsel' masc.sg.  za‚lc+i, pl.  
 fa‚kel 'torch' masc.sg.  fa‚kl+i, pl.  
 tă‚ž+en 'sad'1 masc.sg.  tă‚ž+n+a, fem.  
     
(2) ga‚băr 'hornbeam' masc.sg.  ga‚băr+i, pl.  
 za‚măk 'castle' masc.sg.  za‚măc+i, pl.  
 štă‚rkel 'stork' masc.sg.  štă‚rkel+i, pl.  
 ko‚ž+en 'leather' adj.2 masc.sg.  ko‚ž+en+a, fem.  
 
First of all, it is important to distinguish between two different problems: 
 
(3)  The distribution of roots and suffixes whose last vowel is [E] or [e] in two 
different paradigms: the non-syncopating paradigm vs. the syncopating 
paradigm, see (2) vs. (1). Morphemes that fall into the syncopating paradigm 
will be considered to contain a ghost vowel (a ghost [E] or a ghost [e]). 
 
(4)  The ditribution of syncopated vs. non-syncopated allomorphs within the 
syncopating paradigm, see (1) vs. (1a). 
 
Our claims are: 
  
                                                
1 This adjective is derived from tăg+a‚ 'sadness' with a change [g] —> [ž] by 1st Velar Palatalization 
before the front vowel [e] of the suffix; cf. 1.4.2. 
2 cf. ko‚ž+a ‘leather’, noun fem.sg. 
2 
(5)  the distribution described as (3) is lexically conditioned. To have a ghost vowel 
is an idiosyncratic property of a given root/suffix and must be encoded in its 
lexical representation.  
 
(6)  The distribution stated in (4) is phonologically conditioned, unless a 
morphophono-logical effect suspends the GV alternatio  (see 1.1.6.1).  
 
1.1.1. Domain of ghost vowel alternations 
 
GV alternations like those in (1) occur only within the phonological word. The 
conditioning context for syncopation of [e] or [E] never spans word boundaries. We 
can test this by adding the clitic form e, 3p.sg.pres., of the copula 'be', to the 
alternating forms listed in (1): 
 
(7) Xra‚băr e 'He is brave', *Xra‚br e 
 Sa‚mo edi‚n za‚lăk e 'It is just a morsel', *Sa‚mo edi‚n za‚lk e 
 Fa‚kel e, kakvo‚ da e? 'It's a torch, what could it be?' *Fa‚kl e, … 
 Tă ‚žen e 'He is sad', *Tă‚žn e 
 
As can be seen from (7), the vowel that is lost in (1a) before a vocalic inflection (-i 
or -a), does not syncopate before the vocalic clitic form e. 
 
1.1.2. Ghost vowels in roots 
 
1.1.2.1. Ghost vowel alternations with inflection  
 
With inflection only Ø-inflected roots (i.e. roots whose base form is consonant-final) 
may exhibit ghost vowels. Most of the Ø-inflected roots are masculine (e.g. măž 'man' 
masc. sg.) and a limited set are feminine nominal roots (e.g. kost 'bone' fem.sg.). All 
neuter roots, most feminine and a limited set of masculine roots are vocalic, i.e. the 
base form is vowel-inflected (V-inflected). In V-inflected forms, stress can fall on the 
root (e.g. mlja‚k+o 'milk' neut.sg., ma‚s+a 'table' fem.sg.) or on the inflection (mor+e‚ 
'sea' neut.sg., žen+a‚ 'woman' fem.sg., bašt+a‚ 'father' masc.sg.). 
  
3 
1.1.2.1.1. Inventory of ghost vowel Ø-inflectedroots 
 
1.1.2.1.1.1.  Masculine noun Ø-inflected roots with ghost vowels 
 
A number of masculine noun roots exhibit a ghost vowel ă [E], see (8). The change of 
the stem-final -k to -c before the plural inflection -i is due to 2nd Velar Palatalization, 
see 1.4.2. 
 
(8) vo‚păl 'wail' — vo‚pl+i, pl. 
 že‚zăl 'scepter' — že‚zl+i, pl.  
 co‚kăl 'wainscot, plinth' — co‚kl+i, pl. 
 ă‚găl 'corner' — ă ‚gl+i, pl. 
 če‚xăl 'slipper' — če‚xl+i, pl. 
 bo‚băr 'beaver' — bo‚br+i, pl. 
 mini‚stăr 'minister' — mini‚str+i, pl. 
 fi ‚ltăr 'filter' — fi ‚ltr+i, pl. 
 li ‚tăr 'litre' — li‚tr+i, pl. 
 cili ‚ndăr 'cylinder' — cili‚ndr+i, pl. 
 ne‚găr 'Black' — ne‚gr+i, pl. 
 ti ‚găr 'tiger' — ti‚gr+i, pl. 
 vi ‚xăr 'whirlwind' — vi‚xr+i, pl. 
 o‚găn 'fire' — ogn´+o‚ve, pl. 
 ri ‚tăm 'rhythm' —  ri‚tm+i, pl. 
 ko‚săm 'strand of hair' — ko‚sm+i, pl. 
 za‚lăk 'mouthful, bite' — za‚lc+i, pl.  
 la‚kăt 'elbow' — la‚kt+i, pl.  
 no‚kăt 'nail' — no‚kt+i, pl. 
 
Other masculine roots contain a ghost vowel [e]: 
 
(9) vă ‚zel 'knot' — vă‚zl+i, pl. 
 fa‚kel 'torch' — fa‚kl+i, pl.  
 kote‚l 'cauldron' — kotl+i‚, pl. 
 ore‚l 'eagle' — orl+i‚, pl. 
 pete‚l 'cock' — petl+i‚, pl. 
 koz+e‚l 'male goat' — koz+l+i‚, pl. 
 de‚n 'day' — dn+i‚, pl. 
 ov+e‚n 'ram' — ov+n+i‚, pl. 
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 za‚ek 'rabbit' — za‚jc+i, pl. 
 vene‚c 'wreath' — venc+i‚, pl. 
 šture‚c 'cricket' (the insect) — šturc+i‚, pl. 
 
Many foreign borrowings exhibit a GV alternation. The suffix -(i)zăm, productive in 
borrowings, exhibits a ghost schwa, cf. (18). 
  
 entusia‚+zăm 'enthusiasm' — entusia‚+zm+ăt, def.  
 
In some of the examples a non-productive suffix is recognizable: -el3 in koz+e‚l, cf. 
koz+a‚, 'female goat'; -en in ov+e‚n, cf. ov+c+a‚ 'sheep' 
It can be seen that most masculine GV roots are stressed on one of their stable vowels. 
However, a limited number of them —where the ghost is [e], cf. (9)— are stressed on 
their final vowel in the singular. When the latter, a ghost vowel, is syncopated in the 
plural, the stress is shifted to the inflection. 
 
1.1.2.1.1.2. Feminine noun Ø-inflected roots with ghost vowels 
 
A few feminine nouns that are Ø-inflected like masculine nouns exhibit a ghost ă or e. 
 
(10) mi‚săl 'thought' — mi‚sl+i, pl. 
 săbla‚zăn 'temptation' — săbla‚z+n+i, pl. 
 pe‚sen 'song' — pe‚sn+i, pl. 
 
1.1.2.1.1.3. Adjectival Ø-inflected roots with ghost vowels  
 
In Bulgarian the masc. sg. indefinite form is used as lexical entry for adjectives.4 The 
adjectives listed in (11) contain a ghost schwa.  
 
(11)  ză ‚l 'evil' masc.sg. — zl+a‚, fem., zl+o‚, neut., zl+i‚, pl., zl+i‚j+[E] masc.sg.def. 
 na‚găl 'arrogant' — na‚g+l+i, pl. 
 po‚dăl 'base' — po‚d+l+i, pl. 
 sve‚t+ăl 'light' (cf. sve‚t+[∆+E]5 'shine')— sve‚t+l+i, pl. 
                                                
3 from Proto-Slavic -īlŭ (< Indo-European -ilo) according to Georgiev 1971-1995, vol.2:525. 
4 Unlike other Slavic languages that confine this form (coinciding with the bare adjectival stem) to 
predicative use, Bulgarian has also extended it to at ributive use and has lost the former longer 
attributive form. 
5 
 to‚păl 'warm' — to‚pl+i, pl. 
 kră ‚g+ăl 'round' (< krăg 'circle') — kră‚g+l+i, pl. 
 be‚g+ăl 'cursory' (< bjag 'running') — be‚g+l+i, pl. 
 bi‚stăr 'clear' masc.sg. — bi‚str+a, fem., bi‚str+o, neut., bi‚str+i, pl., bi‚str+ij+[E], 
masc.sg.def. 
 bo‚dăr 'alert' — bo‚dr+i, pl. 
 dobă‚r 'good' — dobr+i‚, pl. 
 mă‚dăr 'wise' — mă‚dr+i, pl. 
 pă‚stăr 'variegated' — pă‚str+i, pl. 
 xi ‚tăr 'clever' — xi‚tr+i, pl. 
 xra‚băr 'brave' — xra‚br+i, pl. 
 šte‚dăr 'generous' — šte‚dr+i, pl. 
 mă‚rt+ăv 'dead' (cf. s+mărt 'death') — mă‚rt+v+a, fem., mă‚rt+v+o, neut., 
mă‚rt+v+i, pl., mă‚rt+v+ij+[E], masc.sg.def. 
 edn+a‚k+ăv 'identical' — edn+a‚k+v+i, pl. 
 k+ak+ă‚v 'what sort of' — k+ak+v+i‚, pl. 
 vsja‚+k+ak+ăv 'every sort of' — vsja‚+k+ak+v+i, pl. 
 nja‚+k+ak+ăv 'some' — nja‚+k+ak+v+i, pl. 
 ni‚+k+ak+ăv 'no' — ni‚+k+ak+v+i, pl. 
 dă‚lăg 'long' — dă‚lg+i, pl. 
 
In some of the adjectives in (11), the non-productive adjectivizing suffixes -l-, -r-, -v-6 
are recognizable. 
 
1.1.2.1.2. Ø-inflected ghost vowel root + Vocalic suffix: 
 
1.1.2.1.2.1. In noun declension 
 
Some vocalic nominal inflections (all plurals, some vocatives) cause the syncopation 
of the ghost vowel in a GV root, cf. (8), (9), (10), or in a GV suffix, see (12). Others 
                                                                                                                                 
5 As usually do Bulgarian linguists, I use the 1p.sg.pres. as citation form for verbs. The old infinitive 
has been lost in Bulgarian. A newly-created truncated infinitival form can be used after a small set of 
modal auxiliaries like sti‚ga 'stop', nede‚j 'do not', etc. [∆+E] stands for orthographic ja, the ending of the 
1p.sg.pres. for so-called soft stem verbs, which corresponds to the vowel [E] with palatalization of the 
preceding consonant. Thus, the stem-final consonant i  sve‚tja 'shine' is realized as palatalized [t∆]. 
6 Coming from historical suffixes -lŭ, -rŭ, -vŭ. 
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exert a suspending effect on the GV alternation in the root (definite articles, count 
plurals, some vocatives), cf. 1.1.6.1. 
The following vocalic inflections in noun declension trigger GV syncopation : 
 
i. The plural inflection - i 
 
The plural inflection -i is usually found with masculine polysyllabic and with 
feminine nouns and exceptionally, with some monosyllabic masculine nouns. (8), (9), 
(10) for roots, and (12), further repeated in 1.1.4.1, for suffixes, demonstrate that the 
ghost vowel syncopation is systematic before the plural -i. 
 
(12) lov+e‚c 'hunter' — lov+c+i‚, pl. 
 xubav+e‚c 'handsome man' — xubav+c+i‚, pl. 
 
ii. The plural inflection - ove 
 
The plural -ove is found exclusively in the declension of masculine monosyllabic 
nouns. Two GV masculine roots7 take this inflection and in both plurals the ghost 
vowel is syncopated. 
 
(13) o‚găn 'fire' — ognj+o‚ve, pl. 
 vja‚tăr 'wind' — vetr+ove‚ 8 , pl. 
 
i.i.i. Vocative affixes for masc. sg. nouns 
 
The vocative is productive with animate masc. sg. and fem. sg. nouns only. None of 
the feminine GV roots is animate. For masc. sg. nouns with Ø-inflected roots there are 
two basic suffixes: -o (with the variant -́o [∆o]) and -e. Some nouns have two 
vocatives with different affixes, e.g., čove‚k+o and čove‚č+e 'you man' (with 1st Velar 
Palatalization changing [k] into [č] before -e, a front vowel, and not before -o, a back 
vowel), cf. čove‚k 'man'. 
The vocative suffix -e systematically triggers GV syncopation in the root: 
                                                
7 The surface forms of these two nouns are bisyllabic, ut their underlying forms can be viewed as 
monosyllabic, see (124), (125). 
8 This is an instance of the ä-alternation, cf. 1.5. Here vja- [v∆a] changes to ve- [ve], i.e. [a] changes to 
[e] because of the stress-shift on the final syllable in the plural, and the preceding consonant 
depalatalizes before a front vowel. 
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 mini‚stăr 'minister' — mini‚str+e 'you minister' 
 ti ‚găr 'tiger' — ti‚gr+e 'you tiger' 
 vja‚tăr 'wind' — ve‚tr+e 'you wind' 9 (with personification) 
 vi ‚xăr 'whirlwind' — vi‚xr+e 'you whirlwind' (with personification) 
 
Suffixed nouns in -ec-, see (12), also syncopate the suffixal ghost [e] when they take 
the -e vocative, e.g. sta‚r+ec 'old man' — sta‚r+ č+e 'you old man', where the change 
[c] —> [č] is an instance of Affricate Palatalization, see 1.4.2. 
 
The vocative suffix -́o, [∆o], i.e. -o with palatalization of the preceding consonant, 
combines only with sonorant-final roots. Syncopation in GV roots is systematic, see 
(14). Here palatalization of the root-final consonant is not part of the root's lexical 
form, as can be seen from the respective def. sg. forms: ore‚la (*ore‚lja), pete‚la 
(*pete‚lja), ove‚na (*ove‚nja), but belongs to the suffix. Note also the stress-shift to the 
first syllable in the vocative. 
 
(14) ore‚l 'eagle' — o‚rl+[ ∆o] 'you eagle' 
 pete‚l 'cock' — pe‚tl+[ ∆o] 'you cock' 
 ove‚n 'ram' — o‚vn+[∆o] 'you ram' 
 šture‚c 'cricket' (the insect) — štu‚rč+o (< šturc+[∆o] with Affricate Pal., cf. 1.4.2, 
and [∆]-deletion10) 
 
The vocative -o (without palatalization) suspends the GV alternation, i.e. the ghost 
vowel of the stem is retained, see (15). An exception is mo‚măk 'lad' which regularly 
syncopates its ghost ă before the vocalic vocative -o, see (16). Note that the -c suffix, 
that normally shifts its stress to the inflection, cf. (12), remains stressed in vocatives. 
 
(15) za‚ek 'rabbit' — za‚ek+o 'you rabbit'  
 lov+e‚c 'hunter' — lov+e‚c+o 'you hunter' 
 begl+e‚c 'fugitive' — begl+e‚c+o 'you fugitive' 
 
(16) mo‚măk 'lad', momc+i‚, pl.  — mo‚mk+o 'you lad', *mo‚măk+o 
 
                                                
9 See footnote 8. The difference is that in the vocative the change [v∆a] —> [ve] occurs before a front 
vowel in the next syllable (the vocative -), cf. 1.5. 
10  cf. ex.7a, Table 3, p.74, and the analysis in chapter 2, (13). 
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iv. The masc. sg. definite article 
 
A systematic suspension of the GV alternation in the root is observed before the 
postpositive definite article for the masc.sg, see (17). The Bulgarian definite article -
ăt, -a, phonetically -[E], masc.sg., -ta, fem.sg., -to, neut. sg., -te and -ta, pl. (where the 
vowel varies in accordance with the plural inflection11), is postposed to the first 
nominal constituent of definite noun phrases. If the first nominal constituent is an 
adjective, the latter takes the definite article, which in adjectival declension is -ija(t), 
phonetically -[ij+E(t)] where [ij] is a thematic vowel added to the article that we find 
also with nouns, masc.sg., -ta, fem., -to, neut., -te, pl. The masc. sg. definite article 
contrasts non-objective and objectiveforms. The distinction is strictly observed only in 
careful written Bulgarian, where the so-called pălen člen ('full article') is restricted to 
non-objective s (subject and predicative attribute), while the kratăk člen ('short 
article') is used elsewhere (direct object or prepositional complement). The standard 
colloquial variant of Bulgarian, at least the variant spoken in Sofia, does not 
distinguish two forms of the article and makes use of -[E] for nouns and -[ij+E] for 
adjectives, i.e. without the final [t], in all cases.  
Some authors (Scatton 1975, Zec 1988) posit an underlying jer (i.e. a high lax vowel, 
which in their interpretation corresponds to our underlying ghost vowels) for the [E] 
of the definite article. According to the definition f ghost vowels we adopt here, i.e. a 
vowel that alternates with zero, the [E] of the definite masc.sg. article cannot be a 
ghost vowel. It never happens to find itself before another vocalic suffix and thus 
never syncopates. 
 
(17) vo‚păl 'wail' — vo‚păl+[E] def., objective form, vo‚păl+ăt, def., non-objective 
form 
 mini‚stăr 'minister' — mini‚stăr+[E], def. 
 vja‚tăr 'wind' — vja‚tăr+[E], def. 
 ko‚săm 'strand of hair' — ko‚săm+[E], def. 
 o‚găn 'fire' — o‚găn[∆]+[E], def. 
                                                
11  The choice of the plural definite article (-te or -ta) is made on phonetic grounds and regardless of 
the noun's gender: -te is selected by nouns whose plural inflection is i-final (e.g. le‚bed 'swan' masc.sg. 
— le‚bed+i, pl., le‚bed+i+te, pl.def.; vod+a‚ 'water' fem.sg. — vod+i‚, pl., vod+i‚+te, pl.def.) or e-final (e.g. 
gra‚d 'town' masc.sg. — grad+ove‚, pl., grad+ove‚+te, pl.def.; ra‚m+o 'shoulder' neuter sg. — ram+ene‚, 
pl., ram+ene‚+te, pl.def.), whereas plurals with a-final inflections select the -ta definite article (e.g. kra‚k 
'leg' — krak+a‚, pl., krak+a‚+ta, pl.def.; pol+e‚ 'field' neuter sg. — pol[∆+a‚], pl., pol[∆+a‚]+ta, pl.def.; 
ra‚m+o 'shoulder' neuter sg. — ram+ena‚, pl., ram+ena‚+ta, pl.def.) 
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 za‚lăk 'mouthful' — za‚lăk+[E], def. 
 no‚kăt 'nail' — no‚kăt[∆]+[E], def. 
 vă ‚zel 'knot' — vă‚zel+[E], def. 
 ore‚l 'eagle' — ore‚l+[E], def. 
 de‚n 'day' — den[∆]+[E‚], def. 
 za‚ek 'rabbit' — za‚ek+[E], def. 
 
In (17) it can be seen that some of the roots (namely den, ogăn, nokăt) contain a final 
consonant that is underlyingly palatalized. The root-final consonant depalatalizes in 
the uninflected form, because in Bulgarian, the word-end neutralizes the opposition 
palatalized vs. plain consonants, see 1.4.1.  
The ghost [E] of the suffix -(i)zăm resists the suspending effect of the definite article, 
see (18).12 
 
(18) entusia‚+zăm 'enthusiasm' (cf. entusia‚ t 'enthusiast') — entusia‚+zm+[E], def. 
 cin+i‚zăm 'cynicism' (cf. cin+i‚k 'cynic', cin+i‚č+en 'cynical') — cin+i‚zm+[E], 
def. 
 skeptic+i‚zăm 'scepticism' (< skepti‚k 'sceptic' with k —> c by 2nd Velar Pal., cf. 
skepti‚č+en 'sceptical' with 1st Velar Pal.) — skeptic+i‚zm+[E], def. 
 
spa‚zăm 'spasm', spa‚zm+i, pl., where -zăm is not a suffix, retains its ghost [E] before 
the definite article: spa‚zăm+[E], spa‚zăm+ăt. 
 
v. The count plural inflection -a 
 
The count plural, used with cardinal numerals, is productive with countable and non-
personal masculine nouns. 
With personal masculine nouns, special "virile" forms of the numerals with the 
suffix -(i)ma are used (dva‚+ma 'two', tri ‚+ma 'three', četiri ‚+ma 'four', pet+i‚ma 'five', 
šest+i‚ma 'six', etc.) and the latter do not select the count plural, but the normal plural, 
e.g. tri ‚+ma ne‚gr+i  'three Blacks', pet+i‚ma mini‚str+i  'five ministers'. Neither feminine 
nor neuter nouns have count plurals. 
 
(19) že‚zăl 'scepter', že‚zl+i, pl. — dva‚ že‚zăl+a 'two scepters' 
                                                
12 This peculiarity of Standard Bulgarian was systematically infringed by Todor Zhivkov, leader of the 
Bulgarian Communist Party for 30 years (1958-1989), even in his political talks. He thus demonstrated 
his indifference to orthoepic norms. 
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 ă‚găl 'corner', ă ‚gl+i, pl. — če‚tiri ă‚găl+a 'four corners' 
 bo‚băr 'beaver', bo‚br+i, pl. — pe‚t bo‚băr+a 'five beavers' 
 ti ‚găr 'tiger', ti‚gr+i, pl. — še‚st ti‚găr+a 'six tigers' 
 fi ‚ltăr 'filter', fi ‚ltr+i, pl. — dva‚jset fi‚ltăr+a 'twenty filters' 
 o‚găn 'fire', ogn´+o‚ve, pl. — dva‚ o‚găn[∆+a] 'two fires' 
 fa‚kel 'torch', fa‚kl+i, pl. — sto‚ fa‚kel+a 'hundred torches' 
 koze‚l 'male goat', kozl+i‚, pl. — dva‚ koze‚l+a 'two male goats' 
 la‚kăt 'elbow', la‚kt+i, pl. — pe‚t la‚kăt[∆+a] 'five elbows, five cubits' 
 
me‚tăr 'metre', me‚tr+i , pl. and li ‚tăr 'litre', li ‚tr+i , pl., as well as their derivatives 
exceptionally drop the ghost [E] in the count plural: 
 
(20) de‚set me‚tr+a (*me‚tăr+a) 'ten meters' 
 dva‚ milili ‚tr+a (*milili ‚tăr+a) 'two milliliters' 
 
1.1.2.1.2.2. In adjectival declension 
 
In adjectival declension, all vocalic inflectional suffixes without exception trigger GV 
syncopation: the definite article for the masc.sg. -ija, -[ij+E], objective form, and -
ijat, -[ij+Et], non-objective form, cf. (iv) above, the fem.sg. ending -a, the neut. sg. 
ending -o, the plural inflection -i. 
 
(21) masc.sg.indef. masc.sg.def. fem.sg. neut. sg. pl. 
 bi ‚stăr 'clear' bi‚str+ij+[E] bi ‚str+a bi‚str+o bi‚str+i 
 dobă‚r 'good' dobr+i‚j+[E] dobr+a‚ dobr+o‚ dobr+i‚ 
 be‚g+ăl 'cursory' be‚g+l+ij+[E] be‚g+l+a be‚g+l+o be‚gl+i 
 ză ‚l 'evil' zl+i ‚j+[E] zl+a‚ zl+o‚ zl+i‚ 
 mă‚rtăv 'dead' mă‚rtv+ij+[E] mă‚rtv+a mă‚rtv+o mă‚rtv+i 
 kakă‚v 'what sort of'  kakv+a‚ kakv+o‚ kakv+i‚ 
 tă‚ž+en 'sad' tă‚ž+n+ij+[E] tă‚ž+n+a tă‚ž+n+o tă‚ž+n+i 
 rja‚d+ăk 'rare' re‚dk+ij+[E] rja‚d+k+a rja‚d+k+o re‚d+k+i 
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1.1.2.1.3. Ø-inflected GV root + Consonantal inflectional suffix 
 
1.1.2.1.3.1. In noun declension 
 
The singular definite article for feminine nouns (-ta, -[ta‚]) is the only consonantal 
inflection in declension. It does not trigger syncopation when added to GV Ø-
inflected roots: 
 
(22) mi‚săl 'thought', mi‚sl+i, pl. — misăl+ta‚, sg. def. 
 neprija‚zăn 'enmity', nerpija‚zn+en, 'hostile' adj.masc.sg. — neprijazăn+ta‚ 
'enmity' sg. def. 
 pe‚sen 'song', pe‚sn+i, pl. — pesen+ta‚, sg. def. 
 
1.1.2.1.3.2. In verb conjugation 
 
GV alternations in conjugation are very limited. This is due to the fact that the vast 
majority of Bulgarian verbs contain a verbalizing suffix between the root and 
conjugational desinences. Thus, the verbal stem consists of the root and a verbalizing 
suffix. A number of Bulgarian verbs exhibit different verbalizing suffixes in the 
present tense and aorist. Below we describe both the present tense stem and the aorist 
stem for the main subclasses of verbs. All verb forms are derived from one of these 
two stems.  
The typically Bulgarian third conjugation, which is productive for the derivation of 
secondary imperfectives and assimilation of borrowed v rbs (cf. Scatton 1993), is 
characterized by a number of verbalizing suffixes all ending in -a (-a-, -ja-, -ava-, -
java-, -va-, -uva-, -ira-, -stva-). Third-conjugation verb forms have no thematic vowel, 
but retain their verbalizing suffix in both the present and aorist stems. Thus, 
consonantal desinences attach exclusively to the final [a] of the suffix, see (23). 
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(23) bja‚g+a+m 'run' (< bjag 'running' noun) 
 bja‚g+a+m, pres. 1p.sg. bja‚g+a+x, aor. & ipft. 1p.sg. 
 bja‚g+a+š, 2p.sg. bja‚g+a 13, aor. 2&3p.sg. 
 bja‚g+a, 3p.sg. bja‚g+a+še, ipft. 2&3p.sg 
 bja‚g+a+me, 1p.pl. bja‚g+a+xme, aor. & ipft. 1p.pl. 
 bja‚g+a+te, 2p.pl. bja‚g+a+xte, aor. & ipft. 2p.pl. 
 bja‚g+a+t, 3p.pl. bja‚g+a+xa, aor. & ipft. 3p.pl. 
 bja‚g+a+j, imper.sg.  bja‚g+a+j+te, imper. pl. 
 bja‚g+a+l, aor. & ipft. part. masc.sg.  bja‚g+a+n, passive part.14 
 bja‚g+a+št, pres.part. masc.sg. bja‚g+ +jki, gerund  bja‚g+a+ne, verbal 
noun 
 
Most first- and second-conjugation verbs exhibit a thematic vowel in the present tense 
stem (-e- for first conjugation and -i- for second conjugation) and a verbalizing suffix 
(-a- for first conjugation and -i- or -∆a- for second conjugation) in the aorist stem. The 
thematic vowel is retained before consonantal desinences and is replaced by the 
vocalic inflections of the 1p.sg., -a [E], and 3 p.pl., -at [Et], see the conjugation pattern 
in (24) illustrated by the second-conjugation verb či ‚st+[∆+E] 'clean'.  Before the 
vocalic inflections the second-conjugation thematic vowel -i- deletes, but causes 
palatalization of the preceding root-final consonant. 
The verbalizing suffixes -ej- and -aj- attach the thematic vowel -e- in the present tense 
stem (like first-conjugation verbs) and exhibit vowel-final forms (that result from 
j-deletion) in the aorist stem: živ+e‚j+[E] 'live' (< živ 'alive' adj.masc.sg.), pres. 1p.sg., 
živ+e‚+e+š, 2p.sg. — živ+[∆a‚]+x, aor. 1p.sg.; igr+a‚j+[E] 'play'. (< igr+a‚ 'play' noun 
fem.sg.), pres. 1p.sg., igr+a‚ e+š, 2p.sg— igr+a‚+x, aor. 1p.sg. 
 
                                                
13 This form being homophonous with the 3p.sg. of the present tense, there exists an alternative aorist 
form with stress-shift to the inflection. The latter involves the ä-alternation in the root: beg+a‚. 
14 The passive participle of an intransitive verb like bjagam is used, in its neuter form, with the so-
called "impersonal passive", e.g. Po tazi păteka mnogo e bjagano. 'This is a well-run path.' 
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(24) či ‚st+[∆+E] 'clean' 1p.sg. pres. (< čist 'clean' adj.masc.sg.) 
  present tense aorist imperfect imperative 
 1p.sg. či ‚st+[∆+E] či ‚st+i+x či ‚st+e+x  
 2p.sg. či ‚st+i+š čist+i‚ či ‚st+e+še čist+i‚ 
 3p.sg. či ‚st+i čist+i‚ či ‚st+e+še  
 1p.pl. či ‚st+i+m či ‚st+i+xme či ‚st+e+xme  
 2p.pl. či ‚st+i+te či ‚st+i+xte či ‚st+e+xte čist+e‚+te 
 3p.pl. či ‚st+[∆+E]t či ‚st+i+xa či ‚st+e+xa  
 či ‚st+i+l, aor.part. masc.sg.  či ‚st+e+l, ipft.part. masc.sg. 
 či ‚st+en, passive part. masc.sg. či ‚st+e+št, pres.part. masc.sg. 
 či ‚st+e+jki, gerund   či ‚st+e+ne, verbal noun 
 
Finally, the unsuffixed roots of some first-conjugation verbs, are augmented with an 
intervening vowel -o- (cf. če‚t+o+x, če‚t+o+xme, etc. in (25) below) before the 
consonantal aorist desinences -x, -xme, -xte, -xa, and take a thematic vowel -e in the 
Ø-inflected 2p.sg. and 3p.sg. of the aorist (cf. če‚t+e). Verbs belonging to this 
conjugational type take the thematic vowel -- before consonantal inflections in the 
present tense. The conjugation of unsuffixed verbs therefore also results in a stable 
vocalic environment. 
 
(25) čet+[E‚] 'read' (cf. pro‚+čit 'reading' noun masc.sg.) 
  present tense aorist imperfect imperative 
 1p.sg. čet+[E‚] če‚t+o+x čet+[∆a‚]+x  
 2p.sg. čet+e‚+š če‚t+e čet+e‚+še čet+i‚ 
 3p.sg. čet+e‚ če‚t+e čet+e‚+še  
 1p.pl. čet+e‚+m če‚t+o+xme čet+[∆a‚]+xme  
 2p.pl. čet+e‚+te če‚t+o+xte čet+[∆a‚]+xte čet+e‚+te 
 3p.pl. čet+[E‚]t če‚t+o+xa čet+[∆a‚]+xa  
 če‚l, aor.part. masc.sg., cf. (32) čet+[∆a‚]+l, ipft.part. masc.sg. 
 če‚t+en, passive part. masc.sg. čet+[∆a‚]+št, pres.part. masc.sg. 
 čet+e‚+jki, gerund   če‚t+e+ne, verbal noun 
 
In (26) below the morphological decomposition for the different conjugational types 
is given with both the present tense and the aorist stem. Either stem may be composed 
of  ‘verbalizing suffix (Vblz.sfx.) and/or thematic vowel (Th.V.) + inflections’. Only 
the last conjugational type attach directly the aorist desinences, but the root is vowel-
final due to j-deletion: ču+x (< čuj+x), 1p.sg.aor. of ču‚j+[E] 'hear', pi+x (< pij+x), 
1p.sg.aor. of pi‚j+[E] 'drink'.  
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(26) Examples Present tense stem Aorist stem 
  Vblz. Th. Inflections Vblz. Th. Inflections 




sfx. V. 2-3p. 
sg. 
1p.sg., 1-3p.pl. 
3rd bja‚g+a+m -(_)a-  -m, -t -š, -Ø, -me, te -(_)a-  -Ø  -x, -xme, -xte, -xa 
2nd či ‚st+∆+E,   - 
[∆]- 
-E,-Et  -i-  -Ø  -x, -xme, -xte, -xa 
 gnezd+∆+E‚  -i-  -š, -Ø, -me, te     
 let+∆+E‚,   -[∆]- -E,-Et  -∆a‚-  -Ø   
 vi ‚d+∆+E  -i-  -š, -Ø, -me, te     
1st živ+e‚j+E  -e‚j-  -E,-Et  -∆a‚-  -Ø   
  -e‚- -e-  -š, -∅ , -me, te     
 igr+a‚j+E  -a‚j-  -E,-Et  -a‚-  -Ø   
  -a‚- -e-  -š, -Ø, -me, te     
 mi ‚n+E,    -E,-Et  -a-  -Ø   
 kov+E‚  -e-  -š, -Ø, -me, te     
 čet+E‚,    -E,-Et   -e- -Ø   
 vlja‚z+E   -e-  -š, -Ø, -me, te  -o-  -x, -xme, -xte, -xa 
 ču‚j+E    -E,-Et    -Ø   
 pi ‚j+E   -e-  -š, -Ø, -me, te    -x, -xme, -xte, -xa 
 
A GV stem like mă ‚dăr 'wise' masc.sg., mă‚dr+i , pl., thus never happens to find itself 
before a consonantal suffix in verbs. Consider the conjugation of the following three 
verbs derived from mă‚dăr: the second-conjugation ipfv. mă ‚dr+[∆+E] 'concoct, invent'' 
(27), the first-conjugation pfv. po+mădr+e‚j+[E] 'become wise' (28) and the 
corresponding secondary ipfv. po+mădr+ [∆a‚]va+m (29) which illustrates the 
productive third-conjugation verb class.  
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(27) mă‚dr+[∆+E] 'concoct, invent' ipfv. 
  present tense aorist imperfect imperative 
 1p.sg. mă‚dr+[∆+E] mă‚dr+i+x mă‚dr+e+x  
 2p.sg. mă‚dr+i+š mădr+i‚ mă‚dr+e+še mădr+i‚ 
 3p.sg. mă‚dr+i mădr+i‚ mă‚dr+e+še  
 1p.pl. mă‚dr+i+m mă‚dr+i+xme mă‚dr+e+xme  
 2p.pl. mă‚dr+i+te mă‚dr+i+xte mă‚dr+e+xte mădr+e‚+te 
 3p.pl. mă‚dr+[∆+E]t mă‚dr+i+xa mă‚dr+e+xa  
 mă‚dr+i+l, aor.part. masc.sg. mă‚dr+e+l, ipft.part. masc.sg. 
 mă‚dr+en, passive part. masc.sg. mă‚dr+e+št, pres.part. masc.sg. 
 mă‚dr+e+jki, gerund mă‚dr+e+ne, verbal noun 
 
 (28) po+mădr+e‚j+[E] 'become wise' pfv. 
  present tense aorist imperfect imperative 
 1p.sg. po+mădr+e‚j+[E] po+mădr+[∆a‚]+x po+mădr+e‚+e+x  
 2p.sg. po+mădr+e‚+e+š po+mădr+[∆a‚] po+mădr+e‚+e+še po+mădr+e‚j 
 3p.sg. po+mădr+e‚+e po+mădr+[∆a‚] po+mădr+e‚+e+še  
 1p.pl. po+mădr+e‚+e+m po+mădr+[∆a‚]+xme po+mădr+e‚+e+xme  
 2p.pl. po+mădr+e‚+e+te po+mădr+[∆a‚]+xte po+mădr+e‚+e+xte po+mădr+e‚j+te 
 3p.pl. po+mădr+e‚j+[E]t po+mădr+[∆a‚]+xa po+mădr+e‚+e+xa  
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]+l, aor.part. masc.sg. po+mădr+e‚+e+l, ipft.part. 
 
 (29) po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+m 'become wise' ipfv. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+m, pres. 1p.sg. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+x, aor. & ipft. 1p.sg. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+š, 2p.sg. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va, aor. 2&3p.sg. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va, 3p.sg. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+še, ipft. 2&3p.sg 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+me, 1p.pl. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+xme, aor. & ipft. 1p.pl. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+te, 2p.pl. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+xte, aor. & ipft. 2p.pl. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+t, 3p.pl. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+xa, aor. & ipft. 3p.pl. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+j, imper.sg.  po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+j+te, imper. pl. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+l, aor. & ipft. part. po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+št, pres.part. masc.sg. 
 po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+jki, gerund po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+ne, verbal noun 
 
i. The aorist participle suffix -l/-l- 
 
The only case in conjugation, where an unsuffixed first-conjugational consonant-final 
stem (C-stem) is found in adjacency with a consonantal suffix, is the aorist participle. 
The suffix in question is -l /-l- and is attached directly (without thematic vowel) to the 
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aorist stem, see (30). The other l-participle, the imperfect participle, takes as the basis 
for its formation the imperfect, which is always vowel-final; see (31). 
We can see that the aorist participle suffix is consonantal if we look at the 
phonological shape of participles from vocalic verb stems (V-stems). The examples 
given in (26) and (31) below are from vlja‚z+[E] 'enter', za+nes+[E‚] 'bring', rek+[E‚] 
'say', či ‚st+[∆+E] 'clean', ka‚ž+[E] 'tell' and ču‚j+[E] 'hear'. The aorist stem is found in the 
aor.1p.sg. before the inflection -x. Between a C-stem and the aorist inflection -x, the 
vowel -o- is inserted. 
 
(30)  masc.sg. fem.sg. neut. sg. pl.  
 C-stems vlja‚z+ăl vlja ‚z+l+a vlja‚z+l+o vle‚z+l+i  
  za+ne‚s+ăl za+ ne‚s+l+a za+ ne‚s+l+o za+ ne‚s+l+i  
  re‚k+ăl re‚k+l+a re‚k+l+o re‚k+l+i  
 V-stems či ‚st+i+l či ‚st+i+l+a či ‚st+i+l+o či ‚st+i+l+i  
  ka‚z+a+l ka‚z+a+l+a ka‚z+a+l+o ka‚z+a+l+i  
  ču‚+l ču‚+l+a ču‚+l+o ču‚+l+i  
 
 
(31)  pres.1p.sg. aor.1p.sg. aor.part. ipft.1p.sg.. ipft.part. 
 C-stems vlja‚z+[E] vlja ‚z+o+x vlja‚z+ăl vle‚z+e+x vle‚z+e+l 
  za+nes+[E‚] za+ne‚s+o+x za+ne‚s+ăl za+nes+ja‚+
x 
za+nes+ja‚+l 
  rek+[E‚] re‚k+o+x re‚k+ăl reč+a‚+x reč+a‚+l 
 V-stems či ‚st+[∆E] či ‚st+i+x či ‚st+i+l či ‚st+e+x či ‚st+e+l 
  ka‚ž+[E] ka‚z+a+x ka‚z+a+l ka‚ž+e+x ka‚ž+e+l 
  ču‚j+[E] ču‚+x ču‚+l ču‚+e+x ču‚+e+l 
 
The issue here is what happens when the  -l /-l- suffix is added to a consonantal verb 
stem. Two alternative processes are observed: 
1) If the final consonant is a fricative or a velar stop, schwa epenthesis takes place: a 
schwa is inserted between the stem-final consonant and he -l suffix: 
 
 vlja‚z+l —> vlja‚z+ăl, za+ne‚s+l —> za+ne‚s+ăl, re‚k+l —> re‚k+ăl 
 
2) If the final consonant is a coronal stop, cluster implification occurs – the coronal 
stop is deleted before the -l / l- suffix: 
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(32) če‚t+l —> če‚l, aor.part. masc.sg., če‚l+a, fem., če‚l+o, neut., če‚l+i, pl. (čet+[E‚] 
'read' ipfv. pres.1p.sg., če‚t+o+x, aor.1p.sg.) 
 za+ve‚d+l —> za+ve‚l, aor.part. masc.sg., za+ve‚l+a, fem., za+ve‚l+o, neut., 
za+ve‚l+i, pl. (za+ved+[E‚] 'lead' pfv. pres.1p.sg., za+ve‚d+o+x, aor.1p.sg.) 
 
ii. GV alternations in Present tense vs. Aorist. 
 
A subclass of verbs exhibit an '[e]/zero' alternation between the present tense stem and 
the aorist stem: 
 
(33) na+ber+[E‚] 'pick', pfv.pres.1p.sg., na+ber+e‚, 3p.sg. — na+br+a‚+x, aor. 1p.sg., 
na+br+a‚, 3p.sg. 
 iz+per+[E‚] 'wash', pfv.pres.1p.sg., iz+per+e‚, 3p.sg. — iz+pr+a‚+x, aor. 1p.sg., 
iz+pr+a‚, 3p.sg. 
 să+der+[E‚] 'tear', pfv.pres.1p.sg., să+der+e‚, 3p.sg. — să+dr+a‚+x, aor. 1p.sg., 
să+dr+a‚, 3p.sg. 
 s+me‚l+[ ∆+E] 'grind', pfv. pres.1p.sg., s+me‚l+i, 3p.sg. —s+ml+[∆a‚]+x, aor.1p.sg., 
s+ml+[∆a‚] ‚, 3p.sg. 
 po+ste‚l+[ ∆+E] 'spread out', pfv. pres.1p.sg., po+ste‚l+i, 3p.sg. — po+stl+a‚+x, 
aor.1p.sg., po+stl+a‚, 3p.sg.15 
 
Besides, this presumably ghost [e] alternates with [ ] in secondary derived 
imperfectives: 
 
 na+ber+[E‚], pfv. — na+bi‚r+a+m, ipfv. 
 iz+per+[E‚], pfv. —  iz+pi‚r+a+m, ipfv. 
 să+der+[E‚], pfv. —  să+di‚r+a+m, ipfv. 
 s+me‚l+[ ∆+E], pfv. —  s+mi‚l+a+m, ipfv. 
 po+ste‚l+[ ∆+E], pfv. — po+sti‚l+a+m, ipfv. 
 
This seems to correlate with Derived Imperfective Raising in Slovak (Rubach 
1993:149) and Polish (Rubach 1984:29): 
                                                
15 These alternations occur also in the respective non-prefixed imperfective stems: ber+[E‚] 'pick' ipfv. 
1p.sg.pres. — br+a‚+x, aor.; per+[E‚] 'wash' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. — pr+a‚ x, aor.; der+[E‚] 'tear, rip' ipfv. 
1p.sg.pres. — dr+a‚+x, aor.; me‚l+[ ∆+E] 'grind' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. — ml+[∆a‚]+x, aor.; ste‚l+[ ∆+E] 'spread out' 
ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. — stl+a‚+x, aor. Surprisingly, the verbal nouns for some of these verbs take the aorist 
stem instead of the present tense stem: br+a+ne‚, pr+a+ne‚, dr+a+ne‚. 
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(34) Slk.  za+tk+nú+t´ 'imprison' pfv.  za+ty!k+aj+ú 'they imprison' ipfv. 
 Slk.  vy+sch+nú+t´ 'to dry' pfv.  vy+sych+aj+ú 'they dry' ipfv. 
 Pol.  zamk+ną+ć 'to lock' pfv.  zamyk+aj+ą 'they lock' ipfv. 
 
But the difference is that in Bulgarian the [e] does not syncopate before the vocalic 
verbalizing suffix neither in the present tense nor i  the other forms derived from the 
present tense stem, cf. ber+[∆a‚]+x, ipft. 1p.sg., ber+e‚+še, 2&3p.sg., ber+i‚, imper.sg, 
etc. So it is not a real ghost vowel. It seems preferable to analyze verb stems like 
ber+[E‚] 'pick' as allomorphic: the present stem contains  stable [e], whereas the aorist 
stem contains a ghost [e].  
One verb exhibits a ghost [o] in present tense vs. aorist:   
 
(35) ko‚l+[ ∆+E] 'slay' ipfv. pres.1p.sg., ko‚l+i, 3p.sg. — kl+a‚+x, aor. 1p.sg., kl+a‚, 
2&3p. sg.; cf. za+ko‚l+[ ∆+E] 'slay' pfv.—za+ko‚l+va+m, derived ipfv. 
 
This should also be considered a case of allomorphic verb stems. More on derived 
imperfectives is found in 1.1.2.2.4 and 1.1.2.2.5 below. 
 
1.1.2.2. Ghost vowel alternations with derivation 
 
1.1.2.2.1. Ø-inflected ghost vowel root + Vocalic suffix 
 
GV syncopation systematically occurs before vocalic suffixes in various derivational 
patterns where a GV root is involved. 
1) Adjectivization of GV root nouns by means of different vocalic suffixes (-ov, -at, -
est, -ičen, -eški, -even, -i, etc.): 
 
 ă‚găl 'corner'—ă ‚gl+ov, adj. masc.sg. 
 bo‚băr 'beaver'—bo‚br+ov, adj.masc.sg.  
 če‚săn 'garlic'—česn+o‚v, adj.masc.sg. 
 ore‚l 'eagle'—orl+o‚v, adj.masc.sg.  
 ti ‚găr 'tiger' —ti‚gr+ov 'tiger' adj.masc.sg.  
 ko‚săm 'strand of hair'—kosm+a‚t 'hairy' masc.sg. 
 ă‚găl 'corner'—ă ‚gl+est 'angular' masc.sg. 
 vă ‚zel 'knot' —vă‚zl+est 'knotty' masc.sg. 
 no‚kăt 'nail'—no‚kt+est 'nailed' masc.sg. 
 ri ‚tăm 'rythm' —ritm+i‚čen 'rhythmical' masc.sg. 
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 me‚tăr 'metre'—metr+i‚čen 'metric' masc.sg.  
 ove‚n 'ram' —o‚vn+eški 'mutton' adj. masc.sg.  
 de‚n 'day' —dn+e‚ven 'day, daytime' adj. masc.sg.  
 za‚ek 'rabbit' —za‚jč+i 'rabbit' adj. masc.sg.16 
 
2) Derivation of adjectives from adjectives.  
The stem ghost vowel may be in an adjectival GV root or in the suffix -en/-n-. 
 
 dobă‚r 'good' —dobr+i‚čăk, dimin. masc.sg. 
 xi ‚tăr 'clever' —xi‚tr+ičăk, dimin. masc.sg. 
 bo‚l+en 'sick' masc.sg., bo‚l+n+i, pl. — bol+n+a‚v 'sickly' masc.sg. 
 dre‚b+en 'small' masc.sg., dre‚b+n+i, pl. — dreb+n+a‚v 'petty' masc.sg. 
 
3) Nominalization of adjectives.  
The stem GV may be in the root or in one of the suffixes -en/-n- or -ăk/-k-.  
 
 na‚găl 'arrogant' —na‚gl+ost 'arrogance' 
 mă‚dăr 'wise' —mă‚dr+ost 'wisdom' 
 be‚d+en 'poor' —be‚d+n+ost 'poverty', bed+n-ota‚ 'poverty', bed+n+ja‚k 'poor 
man' 
 rja‚d+ăk 'rare'—rja‚d+k+ost 'rareness' 
 pă‚stăr 'variegated'—păstr+ot+a‚ 'variegation' 
 to‚păl 'warm'—topl+ot+a‚ 'warmth', topl+in+a‚ 'heat'  
 sve‚t+ăl 'clear'—svet+l+in+a‚ 'light' noun 
 dobă‚r 'good'—dobr+in+a‚ 'goodness' 
 dă‚lăg 'long'—dălž+in+a‚ 'length'17  
 mă‚rtăv 'dead'—mărtv+i ‚l+o 'dead season, deadness'  
 
4) Derivation of nouns from nouns: 
 
 o‚găn 'fire' —ogn+i‚št+e 'fireplace' 
 za‚lăk 'mouthful, bite' —za‚lč+e, dimin.18 
 kote‚l 'cauldron'—kotl+e‚, dimin. 
 ore‚l 'eagle' —orl+e‚, 'young eagle', orl+i‚c+a 'female eagle' 
                                                
16 The root-final velar changes to [č] by 1st Velar Pal., cf. 1.4.2. As for the change e —> j, see 1.1.4.5. 
17 The change g —> ž is due to 1st Velar Pal., see 1.4.2. 
18 With k —> č due to 1st Velar Pal., see 1.4.2.  
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 ti ‚găr 'tiger' — tigr+e‚ 'yound tiger', tigr+i‚c+a 'tigress' 
 če‚xăl 'slipper' —čexl+a‚r 'maker of slippers' 
 
5) Derivation of nouns and adjectives from numerals: 
 
 se‚dem 'seven' — sedm+i‚c+a 'the figure seven', se‚dm+i 'seventh' masc.sg. 
 o‚sem 'eight' — osm+i‚c+a 'the figure eight', o‚sm+a 'eighth' fem.sg. 
 
6) Verbalization of nouns (all verb forms are pres. 1p.sg.): 
 
 vi ‚xăr 'whirlwind' —raz+vi‚xr+[∆a]+m se 'rage, storm' verb ipfv. 
 vja‚tăr 'wind' —pro+vetr+[∆+E‚] 'ventilate' pfv. 
 ko‚săm 'strand of hair' —o+bez+kosm+[∆ E‚] 'dehair' pfv. 
 fi ‚ltăr 'filter' —filtr+i ‚ram 'filtrate', ipfv. & pfv. 
 
7) Verbalization of adjectives (all verb forms are p s. 1p.sg.): 
 
 dobă‚r 'good' —o+dobr+[∆+E‚] 'approve' pfv., o+dobr+[∆a‚]va+m, ipfv. 
 xi ‚tăr 'clever'—xitr+u‚va+m 'play tricks', ipfv., nad+xitr+[∆+E‚] 'outwit' pfv., 
nad+xi‚tr+[∆a]+m, ipfv. 
 be‚d+en 'poor' — o+bed+n+e‚j+[E] 'become poor' pfv., o+bedn+[∆a‚]va+m, ipfv. 
 mă‚dăr 'wise' — mă‚dr+[∆+E] 'invent, concoct' ipfv., iz+mă‚dr+[∆+E], pfv., 
iz+mă‚dr+[∆a]+m, sec. ipfv. 
 mă‚dăr 'wise' — po+mădr+e‚j+[E] 'become wise' pfv., po+mădr+[∆a‚]va+m, ipfv. 
 
1.1.2.2.2. Ø-inflected ghost vowel root + Consonantal suffix 
 
When a GV root finds itself before a consonantal suffix in derivation, syncopation 
never applies. This can be observed with different types of derivational processes: 
 
1) Adjectivization of nouns: 
 
 ne‚găr 'Black' —ne‚găr+ski 'Black' adj. 
 vja‚tăr 'wind' —vja‚tăr+ničav 'flighty, frivolous' 
 za‚ek 'rabbit'—za‚eš+ki 'rabbit' adj. (š < č+s[k+i] by 1st Velar Pal. and cluster 
simplifaction, see 1.1.4.4) 
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2) Derivation of nouns from nominal stems: 
 
 ne‚găr 'Black' — ne‚găr+ka 'female Black', ne‚găr+če 'young Black' 
 ă‚găl 'corner' —ă ‚găl+če, dimin. 
 bo‚băr 'beaver' —bo‚băr+če, 'young beaver' 
 vă ‚zel 'knot' —vă‚zel+če, dimin. 
 no‚kăt 'nail' —no‚kăt+če, dimin. 
 
3) Nominalization of adjectives: 
 
 ra‚ven 'equal' masc. sg., ra‚vn+i, pl. — ra‚ven+stv+o 'equality' 
 duxo‚v+en 'clerical' masc. sg., duxo‚v+n+a, fem. — duxo‚v+en+stv+o 'clergy' 
 
4) Verbalization by means of the consonantal suffix -stva- (-stvuva-). This suffix is 
usually attached directly to nouns (kljuka‚r 'gossip' noun masc.sg. —kljuka‚r+stva+m 
'gossip' 1p.sg.pres., plagia‚t 'plagiarism'—plagia‚t+stva+m 'plagiarize' 1p.sg.pres.), but 
we also find it with one GV adjectival stem: 
 
 bo‚dăr 'alert' — bo‚dăr+stva+m, bo‚dăr+stvuva+m 'be awake' ipfv. pres.1p.sg. 
 
1.1.2.2.3. V-inflected ghost vowel roots  
 
Some vowel-inflected (V-inflected) roots also exhibit GV alternations with derivation: 
 
1.1.2.2.3.1. Neuter noun roots in -o and -e 
 
(36) rebr+o‚ 'rib', rebr+a‚, pl. —rebăr+c+e‚, dimin., rebăr+c+a‚, pl. 
  stăkl+o‚ 'glass' —stăkăl+c+e‚ 'a little piece of glass' 
 masl+o‚ 'butter' —masăl+c+e‚, dimin. 
 a‚gn+e 'lamb' —a‚găn+c+e, dimin. 
 petn+o‚ 'spot' —petăn+c+e‚, dimin. 
 pism+o‚ 'letter' —pisăm+c+e‚, dimin. 
 srebr+o‚ 'silver' —srebăr+c+e‚ 'a little piece of silver' 
 
It can be seen from (36) that all these neuter roots present a cluster 'consonant + 
sonorant' before vocalic inflections. The ghost vowel that neuter V-inflected roots 
exhibit is always [E], never [e]. The ghost schwa manifests itself before the 
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consonantal diminutive suffix for neuter nouns -c+e and, in one of these roots, before 
the GV adjectivizing suffix -en/-n-, see (37). 
 
(37) srebr+o‚ 'silver' — sre‚băr+en, adj. masc. sg., sre‚băr+n+i, pl. 
 
Apart from the root srebr+o‚ 'silver', the other roots listed in (36) select the non-GV 
adjectivizing suffix -en/-en-, cf. (67). 
 
1.1.2.2.3.1. Feminine noun roots in -a 
 
Several feminine V-inflected roots exhibit a ghost schwa in derived adjectives: 
 
(38) za+ga‚dk+a 'puzzle', zaga‚dk+i, pl. — zaga‚dăč+en 'puzzling' masc. sg.—
zaga‚dăč+n+ij+[E], def., zaga‚dăč+n+a, fem., zaga‚dăč+n+o, neut., zaga‚dăč+n+i, 
pl. 
 kle‚tk+a 'cell (biol.)' — kle‚tăč+en, 'cellular' masc.sg., kle‚tăč+n+a, fem. 
 o+ce‚nk+a 'evaluation' — oce‚năč+en 'evaluational' masc.sg., oce‚năč+n+a, fem. 
 reše‚tk+a 'grating' —reše‚tăč+en 'barred' masc., reše‚tăč+n+a , fem. sg. 
 
The above noun roots manifest their ghost vowel in adjectives before the GV 
suffix -en/-n- (cf. 1.1.6.2.1). The change k—>č before the adjectivizing suffix is due 
to 1st Velar Pal., cf. 1.4.2. The ghost vowel of the feminine noun roots in (38) is not 
predictable from the phonetic structure. Not all nou s ending in ‘consonant + k + a’ 
have a ghost vowel: 
 
 slju‚nk+a 'saliva' — slju‚nč+en (*sljunăč+en) 'salivary' masc., slju‚nč+en+a, fem. 
 
In the above example, the non-GV suffix -en/ en- is used, as can be seen from the 
feminine form where [e] is retained. 
 
1.1.2.2.4. Stabilized jers in perfectives vs. imperfectives 
 
Most of the Bulgarian verbs related to the Slovak and Polish verbs undergoing 
Derived Imperfective Raising, cf. (34), developed a st ble vowel from a previous jer 
in their root. Thus they became non-alternating, i.e. the vowel of the imperfective 
stem is retained in the perfective stem also: 
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(39) Bg. iz+să‚x+n+[E] 'dry' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — iz+să ‚x+va+m, ipfv. 
 (cf. Slk. vy+sch+nú+t´ 'dry' pfv. infin. — vy+sych+aj+ú, ipfv. 3p.pl.pres.) 
 Bg. na+ti‚k+a+m 'shove in' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — na+ti‚k va+m, ipfv. 
 (cf. Slk. za+tk+nú+t´ 'imprison' pfv. infin. — za+ty!k+aj+ú, ipfv. 3p.pl.pres.) 
 Bg. pri+mă‚k+n+[E] 'drag up to' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — pri+mă‚k+va+m, ipfv. 
 (cf. Rs. pri+mk+nu+t´ 'drag up to' pfv. infin. — pri+myk+a+t´, ipfv. infin.) 
 Bg. na+e‚m+[E] 'rent, hire' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — na+e‚m+a+m, ipfv. (cf. na‚+em 
'rent' sg., na‚+em+i, pl.) 
 (cf. Slk. ná+jom, 'hiring' nom.sg., ná+jm+u, gen.sg. — na+jím+aj+ú, 'hire' ipfv. 
3p.pl.pres.) 
 Bg. na+zov+[E‚] 'name' pfv. — na+zov+a‚v +m, ipfv (but cf. na+zv+a‚ni+e 
'denomination') 
 Bg. pri+zov+[E‚] 'call on' pfv. — pri+zov+a‚va+m, ipfv., cf. pri+zv+a‚ni+e 
'calling, vocation' (< pri+zv+a‚+n 'called on' adj.masc.sg.) 
 (cf. Slk. ná+zov 'name' nom.sg., ná+zv+u, gen.sg. — na+zy!v+aj+ú, 'name' ipfv. 
3p.pl.pres.) 
 
In (40) we can see that the Bulgarian verbs corresponding to Slovak n-final verbs 
(Rubach 1993:152) have either stabilized their stem ghost vowel (cf. na+če‚n+[E], 
o+pă‚n+[E]) or dropped it everywhere (cf. po‚+čn+[E], o‚+pn+[E]), even before the 
consonantal imperfectivizing suffix -va (cf. po‚+č+va+m, o‚+p+va+m). 
 
(40) Bg. na+če‚n+[E] 'begin' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., na+če‚n+a+x, aor. — na+če‚+va+m, 
ipfv.pres. 
 Bg. po‚+čn+[E] 'begin' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., po‚+čn+a+x, aor. — po‚+č+va+m, ipfv. 
pres. 
 (cf. Slk. za+ča+t´ 'begin' infin., za+ča+l, part. — za+čn+em, 1st sg. pres.; Rs. 
na+ča‚+t´ 'begin', na‚+ča+l, part. — na+čn+u‚, 1p.sg.pres.) 
 Bg. o+žă‚n+[E] 'reap' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., o+žă‚n+a+x, aor., o+žă‚n+va+m, ipfv. pres. 
 (cf. Slk. vy+ža+t´ 'mow' infin., vy+ža+l, past part. — vy+žn+em, 1p.sg. pres.; 
Rs. po+ža‚+t´ 'reap', po+ža‚+l, past part. — po+žn+u‚, 1p.sg.pres.) 
 Bg. na+pă‚n+[E] 'strain' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., na+pă‚n+a+x, aor., na+pă‚+va+m, ipfv. 
pres. 
 Bg.o+pă‚n+[E] 'stretch, strain' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., o+pă‚n+a+x, aor., o+pă‚+va+m, 
ipfv.pres. 
 Bg. o‚+pn+[E] 'stretch, strain' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., o‚+pn+a+x, aor., o‚+p+va+m, 
ipfv.pres.  
 (cf. Slk. na+pä+t´ 'strain' infin., na+pä+l, past part. — na+pn+em, 1p.sg. pres.) 
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Note that the root-final -n of this subclass of verbs is deleted before the 
consonantal -va suffix, which is not the case with other Bulgarian verb subclasses: 
 
(41)  pfv. 1p.sg.pres. ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. 
 Deleting root-final -n po+tă‚n+[E] 'sink' po+tă‚+va+m 
  s+gă ‚n+[E] 'fold' s+gă ‚+va+m 
  na+sti‚n+[E] 'catch cold' na+sti‚+va+m 
 Non-deleting root-final -n iz+go‚n+[∆+E] 'chase off' iz+go‚n+va+m 
  pro+dă‚n+[∆+E] 'break down' pro+dă‚n+va+m 
 
As for the suffixal -n- in derived semelfactive and inchoative perfectives, it is always 
deleted before -va in derived imperfectives: 
 
(42)  pfv. 1p.sg.pres. (< primary ipfv.) derived ipfv. 
 Deleting suffixal -n- ko‚p+n+[E] 'dig' (< kop+a‚j+[E]) ko‚p+va+m 
  mi ‚g+n+[E] 'wink' (< mi‚g+a+m) mi‚g+va+m 
  po+bja‚g+n+[E] 'flee' (< bja‚g+a+m) po+bja‚g+va+m 
 
1.1.2.2.5. GV alternations in Derived imperfectives vs. Perfectives  
 
A subclass of first-conjugation verbs with no vowel in the root exhibit what seems to 
be a GV alternation with the introduction of the vowel [i] in their derived 
imperfectives: 
 
(43) pfv. 1p.sg.pres. pfv. 1p.sg.aor.  ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. related noun 
 pod+pr+[E‚] 'prop up'  pod+pr+[∆a‚] ‚+x pod+pi‚r+a+m pod+po‚r+a 'prop' 
 pro+str+[E‚] 'hang out' prostr+[∆a‚]+x pro+sti‚r+a+m pro+sto‚r 'clothes line' 
 s+pr+[E‚] 'stop' spr+[∆a‚]+x s+pi‚r+a+m   
 za+vr+[E‚] 'thrust' za+vr+[∆a‚]+x za+vi‚r+a+m  
 s+vr+[E‚] 'thrust' svr+[∆a‚]+x s+vi‚r+a+m  
 să+zr+[E‚] 'catch sight of' să+zr+[∆a‚]+x să+zi‚r+a+m  
 v+zr+[E‚]  se 'gaze, peer' v+zr+[∆a‚]+x  se v+zi‚r+a+m  se v+zor 'gaze' 
 u+mr+[E‚] 'die'  u+mr+[∆a‚]+x u+mi‚r+a+m mor 'plague' 
 za+mr+[E‚] 'decline' za+mr+[∆a‚]+x za+mi‚r+a+m  
 
With this subclass we have systematic syncopation in the perfective stem and 
systematic maintenance of the vowel [i] in the deriv d imperfective stem. Should we 
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consider that there is a ghost vowel [e] in the perfective that raises to [i] in the 
imperfective? Consider the related nouns that are giv n for some of these verb stems: 
they all contain [o] which is not a ghost vowel, cf. pro+sto‚r 'clothes line' masc.sg., 
pro+sto‚r+i , pl. We prefer to consider the roots in question as allomorphic. They 
exhibit three different allomorphs: /CoC/ in nouns — /CC/ in perfective verbs — 
/CiC/ in derived imperfectives. Allomorphy in pfv./ipfv. verb pairs is systematic with 
verbs that take the imperfectivizing suffixes -a-, -[∆a]- and can be achieved by means 
of a variety of phonological changes. A non-exhaustive list of some of the most 
frequent changes is given in (44) below. Note that t e latter only accompany the 
change of conjugational type: all derived imperfectives in Bulgarian are of the 
productive and regular third conjugation. 
 
(44) [e]-Raising, i.e. stable [e] vs. [i] 
 na+me‚r+[∆+E] 'find' pfv. pres.1p.sg., na+me‚r+i+x, aor.1p.sg. — na+mi‚r+a+m, 
ipfv. pres.1p.sg., na+mi‚r+a+x, aor. & ipft. 1p.sg. 
 
 [o]-Lowering, i.e. [o] vs. [a] 
 ot+vo‚r+[∆+E] 'open' pfv. pres.1p.sg., ot+vo‚r+i+x, aor. 1p.sg. — ot+va‚r+[∆a]+m, 
ipfv. pres. 1p.sg., ot+va‚r+[∆a]+x, aor.&ipft. 1p.sg. 
 
 Stressless root19 (pfv.) vs. Stressed root (ipfv.) 
 ot+kač+[E‚] 'unhook, unhinge' pfv. pres.1p.sg., ot+kač+i ‚+x, aor. 1p.sg. — 
ot+ka‚č+a+m, ipfv. pres. 1p.sg., ot+ka‚č+a+x, aor. & ipft. 1p.sg. 
 
 t —> št, d—> žd 
 iz+pra‚t+[ϑ+E] 'send' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., iz+pra‚t+i+x, aor. — iz+pra‚št+a+m, ipfv. 
 ubed+[∆+E‚] 'persuade' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., ubed+i‚+x, aor. — ubežd+a‚va+m, ipfv. 
 
One verb exhibits a GV alternation in perfective prs. tense vs. perfective aorist & 
imperfective: 
 
(45) za+kăln+[E‚] 'swear', pfv. pres.1p.sg., za+kăln+e‚, 3p.sg. — za+kle‚+x, aor. 
1p.sg., za+kle‚, 3p.sg. — za+kle‚+va+m, ipfv. pres.1p.sg. 
 
                                                
19 Following Daniels (1976) based on Halle (1973), we assume that Bulgarian morphemes fall into two 
classes: lexically stressed and lexically stressles (unstressed). The latter lack inherent stress. A 
stressless root typically shifts the stress to the infl ction, see 1.3.1. 
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In (45) the [e], that surfaces in the aorist (befor the consonantal inflection -x) and in 
the imperfective (before the consonantal suffix -va), is syncopated in the present 
tense. Where the ghost [e] manifests itself, the root-final [n] is deleted. Such nasal 
deletion has been already observed with imperfectivs, cf. (41). Root-final nasal 
deletion is observed in some aorist forms also, cf. vze‚m+[E] 'take' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., 
vze‚+x, aor.1p.sg., cf. vzi‚m+a+m, ipfv. pres. 1p.sg. 
In the related verb given in (46) below, the GV alternation is restricted to the present 
tense vs. aorist of the perfective. Here too, the surfacing of the ghost [e] vowel in the 
aorist combines with root-final n-deletion, cf. (41). As for the imperfective 
pro+kli ‚n+a+m, it is the result of [e]-raising (44) without n-deletion. 
 





Unlike other Slavic languages, Bulgarian does not exhibit ghost vowels in prefixes. 
v-/vă- and s-/să- are the only prefixes to manifest themselves in two alternative 
surface forms. In some cases the selection of one or the other form is phonologically-
conditioned. The forms ă-, vă- systematically appear to avoid a sequence of two 
identical consonants (a geminate) word-initially: 
 
 să+sta‚v[∆+E] 'compose', să+zi‚d+am 'build up', să+zr+[E‚] 'catch sight of'; 
 vă+vlek+[E‚] 'drag, involve', vă+ved+[E‚] 'lead in, introduce' 
 
 s+kri‚j+[E] 'hide' pfv. (< kri‚j+[E] 'hide' ipfv.), s+pla‚š+[E] 'frighten' pfv. 
(< pla‚š+[E] 'frighten' ipfv.), s+ču‚p+[∆+E] 'break' pfv. (<ču‚p+[∆+E] 'break' ipfv.) 
 v+koren+[∆+E‚] 'root' pfv. (< ko‚ren 'root'), v+tečn+[∆+E‚] 'liquefy' pfv. (< tečen 
'liquid') 
 
But  the selection of să- and vă- can be lexically-conditioned in other cases: 
 
 să+der+[E‚] 'tear, wear out' să+greš+[E‚] 'sin', să+posta‚v+[∆+E] 'juxtapose'; 
vă+dvor+[∆+E‚] 'intern', vă+plăt+[∆+E‚] 'embody' 
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Geminates are admitted at the 'prefix+stem' boundary, but only in 'coda+onset' 
clusters: 
 
 iz+zi‚d+a+m 'build' (cf. zid 'wall'), raz+si‚p+[∆+E] 'spill' (< si‚p+[∆+E] 'pour'), 
iz+sek+[E‚] 'cut out' (< sek+[E‚] 'cut'), bez+ză‚b 'toothless' (cf. zăb 'tooth') 
 
The schwa in să-, vă- does not interact with ghost vowels in GV roots, see (47). 
Therefore, it cannot be considered a ghost vowel its f. să- (vă-) and s- (v-) are two 
prefixal allomorphs, one with a stable schwa, the other with no schwa, whose 
selection is partly phonologically and partly lexically conditioned. 
 
(47) Bg. să+zr+[E‚] 'catch sight of' pfv.1p.sg.pres.— să+zi‚r+a+m [*s+zi‚r+a+m], ipfv. 
 Bg. să+der+[E‚] 'tear, wear out' pfv. — să+di‚r+a+m [*s+di‚r+a+m], ipfv. 
 Rs. so+dr+a‚t´ 'tear', pfv. infin. — s+dir+a‚t´, ipfv. 
 Bg. raz+der+[E‚] 'tear apart' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — raz+di‚r a+m, ipfv.  
 Rs. razo+dr+a‚t´ 'tear apart' pfv. infin. — raz+dir+a‚t´, ipfv. 
 Bg. iz+go‚n+[∆+E] 'chase off' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — iz+go‚n+va+m, ipfv. 
 Rs. so+gn+a‚t´ — s+gon+ja‚t´ (cf. gn+a‚t´ 'drive out' ipfv. infin., gon+ju‚, 
1p.sg.pres.) 
 
1.1.2.3. Ghost vowel alternations with compounding 
 
GV root (Root 1) + Linking vowel (-o-, -e-) + Root 2 
 
(48) vetr+o+pokaza‚tel 'weather-vane' (< vja‚tăr 'wind' + poka‚zvam 'show') 
 ogn+e+di‚šašt 'fire-breathing' (< o‚găn 'fire' + di‚šašt 'breathing') 
 krăgl+o+li ‚k 'round-faced' (< kră ‚găl 'round' + li‚k 'face') 
 dobr+o+name‚ren 'well-intentioned' (< dobă‚r 'good' + namere‚nie 'intention') 
 păstr+o+cve‚ten 'multicolored' (< pă‚stăr 'variegated' + cvja‚t 'color') 
 kratk+o+tra‚en 'short-lived' (< kra‚tăk 'short' + tra‚jen 'lasting') 
 dălg+o+no‚s 'long-nosed' (< dă‚lăg 'long' + no‚s 'nose') 
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1.1.3. Ghost vowel root types: an overview 
 
1.1.3.1. Ø-inflected and V-inflected ghost vowel roots 
 
Ø-inflected GV roots may be nominal masculine, cf. (8), (9), nominal feminine, cf. 
(10), or adjectival, cf. (11). V-inflected GV roots are either neuter, cf. (36), or 
feminine, cf. (38), nominal roots. 
 
1.1.3.2. Sonorant and obstruent GV roots. Special status of [v]. 
 
Most of the Ø-inflected roots containing ghost vowels are sonorant-final, but a limited 
set of them are obstruent-final. All sonorants are found as root-final in GV roots: [r], 
[l], [n], [m], cf. (8), (9), (10) and (11). Obstruents attested at the end of syncopating 
roots are [k], [t], [c], cf. (8), (9), and [g], cf. (11). In (11) root-final [v] is also found. 
Some of the [v]-final GV adjectival roots combine with the -ec/-c- GV suffix, see 
(71). 
Note that all neuter V-inflected GV roots are sonorant-final, cf. (36). As for feminine 
V-inflected GV roots, they all end in the obstruent [k], cf. (38). 
In Bulgarian, [v], phonetically a voiced labio-dental fricative, behaves as a sonorant in 
some respects. Obstruents undergo voice assimilation before another obstruent, see 
(49), except before [v]. Thus, [v] like the consonants of the sonorant class — [r], [l], 
[m] and [n] — cannot assimilate a preceding voiceless consonant (cf. Tilkov & 
Bojadžiev 1981:139) , see (50). Acoustically, it also resembles very much sonorants: 
unlike other voiced obstruents, [v] is characterized by the presence not only of a voice 
bar, but also of clear-cut formants on spectrograms (Tilkov 1982:82). 
 
(49) žă ‚t+va [t] 'harvest' sva‚t+ba [d] 'wedding' 
 rez+ba‚ [z] 'carving' rez+ka‚ [s] 'cut, notch' 
 
(50) do+ko‚[s]+na 'touch' pfv.3p.sg.aor. do+ko‚[s]+va 'touch' ipfv.3p.sg.pres. 
 ma‚[z]+n+a 'smear' pfv.semelf.3p.sg.aor. na+ma‚[z]+va 'smear' ipfv.3p.sg.pres. 
 snja‚g [sn] 'snow', zna‚me 'flag' sve‚tăl [sv] 'light, bright', zvezda‚ 'star' 
 
However, unlike sonorants, but like obstruents, [v] undergoes voice assimilation from 
a following obstruent and word-final devoicing; see (51). 
 
(51) rev+[E‚]  
'roar, cry' 
re‚v+l´o [v]  
'cry-baby' 
re‚v+če [f]  
'cry' dimin. 









krE‚v [f]  
'blood' 
 
1.1.3.3. GV roots in derivation only. Cases of allomorphy. 
 
If a root manifests itself as a GV root in inflection, in the vast majority of cases it 
behaves as a GV root in derivation, as well. However, a limited number of roots that 
are GV roots in derivation, behave as non-GV roots wi h inflection: 
 
(52) ga‚băr 'hornbeam', ga‚băr+i, pl.— gabr+a‚k 'grove of hornbeams', gabr+o‚v 
'hornbeam' adj. masc. sg. 
 pi‚săk 'scream' noun sg., pi‚săc+i, pl. (k —> c by 2nd Velar Pal.)— pi‚sk+a+m 
'scream' verb pres.1p.sg. 
 
1.1.4. Ghost vowels in suffixes 
 
One nominalizing suffix (-ec) and several adjectivizing suffixes (-ăk, -ičăk, -en) 
exhibit GV alternations. First, examples demonstrating he suffixal alternations will 
be given. Then, special attention will be paid to sequences of two successive ghost 
vowels, i.e. to combinations of a GV root with a GV suffix. 
 
1.1.4.1. The nominalizing suffix -ec/-c- 
 
Nouns derived from adjectives and verbs with the nomi alizing suffix -ec, lose the 
ghost vowel of the suffix before the plural inflection -i and, if the suffix has a lexical 
accent20, they shift the stress to the inflection: 
 
(53) xubav+e‚c 'handsome man' (< xu‚bav 'handsome'), xubav+c+i‚, pl.  
 lov+e‚c 'hunter' (< lov+[∆+E‚] 'hunt'), lov+c+i‚, pl. 
 zvăn+e‚c 'bell' (< zvăn+[∆+E‚] 'ring'), zvăn+c+i‚, pl. 
 
                                                
20 The nominalizing suffix -ec is generally inherently stressed (see 1.3.1) except in some lexical items 
as for instance, skita‚l+ec 'wanderer' (< ski‚ta+m 'wander', cf. ski‚ta+l, aor.part.), skita‚l+c+i, pl., sta‚r+ec 
'old man' (< star 'old'), sta‚r+c+i, pl., that rather represent the marked case.  
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1.1.4.2. Adjectivizing suffixes with ghost schwa 
 
The vowel of the adjectivizing suffix -ăk- systematically syncopates before vocalic 
inflections: 
 
 bli ‚z+ăk 'near' (< bli‚z+o 'near' adverb) — bli‚z+k+i, pl., bli‚z+k+ij+[E], masc.sg. 
def., bli‚z+k+a, fem. 
 ža‚l+ăk 'pitiful' (< žal 'pity') — ža‚l+k+i, pl. 
 kra‚tăk 'short' (cf. să+krat+[∆+E‚] 'shorten') — kra‚t+k+i, pl. 
 ma‚lăk 'small' (cf. o+mal+e‚j+[E] 'become small') — ma‚l+k+i, pl. 
 rja‚dăk 'rare' (cf. raz+red+[∆+E‚] 'rarify') — re‚d+k+i21, pl.; rja‚d+k+ost 'rarity' 
(noun derived from the adjectival stem) 
 tă‚năk 'thin' (cf. iz+tăn+[∆+E‚] 'make thinner' — tă‚n+k+i, pl.;  tă‚n+k+ost 'subtlety' 
(noun derived from the adjectival stem) 
 
The diminutive and/or emotive (endearing) suffix for adjectives -ičăk also contains a 
ghost ă-vowel: 
 
 xu‚bav 'beautiful' — xu‚bav+ičăk 'somewhat beautiful, pretty' masc. sg. — 
xu‚bav+ičk+ij+[E], def., xu‚bav+ičk+a, fem., xu‚bav+ičk+i, pl. 
 dobă‚r 'good' — dobr+i‚čăk, adj.dimin. masc.sg., dobr+i‚čk+a, fem.  
 
1.1.4.3. The -EN adjectivizing suffixes 
 
-EN is one of the most productive adjectivizing suffixes in Bulgarian. It is found not 
only in native adjectives, but also in borrowings where it is added to a foreign suffixal 
formative (-al-, -ar-, -iv-, -oz-, -on-, -ik- becoming -ič- by 1st Velar Pal.) : geni+a‚l+en 
'of genius, great' (cf. ge‚nij 'genius'), avtorit+a‚r+en 'authoritarian' (cf. avtorite‚t 
'authority'), obekt+i‚v+en 'objective' (cf. obe‚kt 'object'), luks+o‚z+en 'luxurious' (cf. lu‚ 
uks 'luxury'), senzaci+o‚n+en 'sensational' (cf. senza‚cij+a 'sensation'), klimat+i‚č+en 
'climatic' (cf. kli‚mat 'climate'). In all borrowed adjectives, -EN has  GV that 
syncopates before a vocalic inflectional or derivational suffix: 
 
 obekt+i‚v+en 'objective' masc.sg. — obekt+i‚v n+ij+[E], def., obekt+i‚v+n+a, 
fem., obekt+i‚v+n+o, neut., obekt+i‚v+n+i, pl.; obekt+i‚v+n+ost 'objectivity' 
 luks+o‚z+en 'luxurious' masc.sg. — luks+o‚z+n+a, fem., luks+o‚z+n+i, pl. 
                                                
21 This is an instance of the jat´ alternation, cf. (   ) in 
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1.1.4.3.1. -en/-n- and -en/-en- 
 
Historically, all adjectives derived with the -EN suffix contained a front jer (ĭ) which 
should have given rise to a ghost [e] everywhere. However, a number of modern 
Bulgarian adjectives ending in suffixal -en in the masc.sg. indefinite, exhibit a non-
GV suffix, i.e. a suffix -en/-en- where [e] is not a ghost, but a stable vowel. Tilkov 
(1982:230) mentions two different reasons for the coi e of a non-GV -en/-en- suffix: 
 
1.1.4.3.2. Semantically-conditioned selection of -en/-en- 
 
It is often the case that derived adjectives wich denote the material from which an 
object is made take the suffix -en/-en- with a stable [e]. For instance, there are two 
adjectives derived from kal 'mud, clay': one, meaning 'muddy', takes the GV suffix -
en/-n-, while the second, meaning 'made of clay, earthen', takes the non-GV suffix -
en/-en-: 
 
 ka‚l+en, ka‚l+n+i 'muddy' adj. sg., pl. ka‚lni u‚lici 'muddy streets' 
 ka‚l+en, ka‚l+en+i 'clay' adj. sg., pl.  ka‚leni pani‚ci 'clay bowls' 
 
Other examples of adjectives derived from nouns denoting the material of which the 
determinee is made include: stoma‚n+en (< stoma‚n+a 'steel') 'steel' adj. masc.sg., 
stoma‚n+en+a, fem.22; xarti‚+en (< xarti‚j+a 'paper') 'paper' adj. masc.sg., xarti‚+en+a, 
fem. 
The relationship between the non-GV variant of the -EN suffix and the meaning 
'made of such material' is far from systematic.  
Some adjectives, where neither the semantic nor the p onological reason (see 
1.1.4.3.3) is discernable, nevertheless take the non-GV suffix -en/-en-, e.g., bi‚r+en (< 
bi ‚r+a 'beer') 'beer' adj. masc.sg., bi‚r+en+a, fem., e.g. in bi ‚rena ča‚ša 'beer-glass', 
bi ‚rena fa‚brika 'beer factory, brewery'. 
(54) gives a minimal pair of adjectives differing by the presence of a ghost/stable [e] 
in the suffix, based on the homophony in Bulgarian between the base forms of med 
'honey' and med 'copper' (the inflected forms are not homophonous, given that med 
'honey', med+[E‚], def., is a masculine noun, whereas med 'copper', med+ta‚, def.,  is a 
feminine noun with a Ø-inflected root). 
                                                
22 Bulgarian allows a geminate -nn- at morpheme boundaries, e.g., ce‚n+en 'precious' (< cen+a‚ 'price') 
masc.sg. indef., ce‚n+n+a, fem. 
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(54) me‚d+en, me‚d+en+i 'honey' adj. sg., pl.  me‚d ni pi‚ti 'honeycombs' 
 me‚d+en, me‚d+n+i 'copper' adj. sg., pl. me‚dni să‚dove 'copper vessels 
 
The form medni sădove 'copper vessels' demonstrates that the meaning 'made of such 
material' is not systematically represented by the non-GV suffix -en/-en-. 
 
1.1.4.3.3. Phonologically-conditioned selection of -en/-en-. CS-roots 
 
The second reason for a root to select the non-GV suffix is purely phonological. 
Adjectives systematically take the suffix -en/-en-, instead of -en-/-n-, when the 
nominal root ends in a cluster 'consonant + sonorant' (  CS-root): 
 
 mo‚str+en (< mo‚str+a 'sample') 'sample' adj. masc.sg., mo‚str+en+i, pl., e.g. in 
mo‚streni dre‚xi 'sample clothes' 
 i ‚gl+en 'of a needle' adj. masc.sg. (< igl+a‚ 'needle'), i‚gl+en+o, neut., e.g. in 
i ‚gleno uxo‚ 'eye of a needle' 
 u‚stn+en 'labial' (< u‚stn+a 'lip') masc.sg., u‚stn+en+a, fem., e.g. in u‚stnena 
săgla‚sna 'labial consonant' 
 ko‚tv+en (< ko‚tv+a 'anchor')23 'anchor' adj. masc. sg., ko‚tv+en+a, fem., e.g. in 
ko‚tvena veri‚ga 'anchor chain' 
 vă ‚ln+en (< vă‚ln+a 'wool') 'woolen' masc. sg., vă ‚ln+en+a, fem., e.g. in vă ‚lnena 
žile‚tka 'woollen cardigan' 
 
A root ending in a consonant cluster that is not sonorant-final (that is not a CS-root) 
does not necessarily select the non-GV suffix -en/-en-. 
Below we give examples of nominal roots that end in a cluster 'obstruent + obstruent', 
(namely [zd] and [st]) or 'sonorant + obstruent' (namely [rt]). In both cases the final 
consonant of the cluster is not a sonorant, and the GV suffix -en/-n- is selected. 
 
(55) zve‚zd+en (< zvezd+a‚ 'star') 'star, starry' adj. masc. sg., zve‚zd+n+a, fem. 
 u‚st+en 'oral' (< ust+a‚ 'mouth') masc. sg., u‚st+n+a, fem., e.g. in u‚stna re‚č 'oral 
speech' 
 spo‚rt+en (< sport 'sport') 'sports' adj. masc. sg., spo‚rt+n+a, fem. 
 
                                                
23 Phonologically [v] behaves like a sonorant in Bulgarian, cf. 1.1.3.2 
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It appears that modern Bulgarian has developped two alternative adjectivizing 
suffixes whose base forms (that we find in the Ø-inflected masc. sg. indefinite form of 
adjectives) are identical, but their V-inflected forms differ because of the presence of 
a stable [e] in one of the suffixes and of a ghost [e] in the other one. A given nominal 
root selects one or the other suffix. Even though a p onological conditioning is easily 
discernable in some cases (namely, with CS-roots), the selection of the GV or the 
non-GV variant of the -EN suffix is lexically-conditioned in the remaining cases. 
 
While there are two alternative adjectivizing -EN suffixes, a GV and a non-GV one, 
there is only one -en/-en- suffix that derives past passive participles from verbs and it 
is always non-GV. Compare the past participle of obi‚d+[∆+E] 'offend' and the adjective 
derived from obi‚d+a 'offence':  
 
 obi‚d+en (< obi‚d+[∆+E] 'offend' 1p.sg.pres.) 'offended' past passive part.
masc.sg., obi‚d+en+a, fem. 
 obi‚d+en (< obi‚d+a 'offence' fem.sg.) 'offending' adj. masc.sg., obi‚d+n+a, fem. 
 
1.1.4.4. Allomorphy of the suffixes -stvo/-estvo and -ski/-eski/-ki 
 
Consider the nouns in (56) and (57). Both lists give derivatives of nouns with a 
nominalizing suffix. According to the principle that ghost vowels are posited where 
real alternations between presence/absence of a vowel can be observed phonetically, 
one could analyze -estv+o and -stv+o as phonetic realizations of a hypothetic GV 
suffix -estv+o/-stv+o with a ghost vowel [e].  
 
(56) ca‚r+stv+o 'kingdom' (< ca‚r 'king'), oxo‚l+stv+o 'affluence' (oxo‚l+en 'affluent'), 
stra‚n+stv+o 'foreign countries' (< stra‚n+en 'strange'), kme‚t+stv+o 'town hall' 
(< kme‚t 'mayor'); 
 
(57) čove‚č+estv+o 'mankind' (<čove‚k 'man'), bož+estv+o‚ 'godness' (< bo‚g 'God'); 
neve‚ž+estv+o 'ignorance' (< neve‚ž+a 'ignoramus' noun masc.) 
 
However, the conditions for selecting the -estv+o variant are not of the same nature as 
for selecting the non-GV variant -en/-en- of the -EN suffix, cf. 1.1.4.3.3. The -stv+o 
suffix, like -stv+o, appears after a single consonant, not after a CS cluster. The 
selection seems to be conditioned by the type of stem-final consonant. In (57) the 
stem-final consonants are all [–anterior] coronal continuants. The [–anterior] coronal 
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can be non-alternating (e.g. in neve‚ž+a, neve‚ž+estv+o) or involved in an alternation 
with a velar stop by means of 1st Velar Pal. (in the remaining examples). 
Therefore, it is preferable to consider -stv+o and -stv+o a case of allomorphy, where 
the vocalic allomorph of the nominalizing suffix with a stable [e] is selected by a 
preceding [-anterior] coronal. 
Independent support for the above assumption is given by the fact that [e] in -estv+o 
does not interact with a ghost vowel in the preceding syllable. When -estv+o happens 
to follow the GV suffix -ec/-c-, it triggers the syncopation of the latter's ghost vowel; 
see (58), i.e. it produces the effect of a vocalic suffix with a stable vowel, not that of a 
GV suffix, cf. (64). 
 
(58) tvor+e‚c 'creator', tvor+c+i‚, pl. — tvo‚r+č+estv+o 'creation'24, *tvo‚r+eč+stv+o 
 
Likewise, -esk+i, see (60), must be analyzed as a vocalic allomorph with a stable [e] 
of the adjectivizing suffix -sk+i, see (59), not as realization of a hypothetic GV 
suffix -esk+i/-sk+i with a ghost vowel [e] The conditioning context for selecting -
esk+i is the same as for -estv+o. 
 
(59) gra‚d+sk+i, adj.masc.sg. (< grad 'town'), prija‚tel+sk+i 'friendly' (< prija‚tel 
'friend'), ko‚n+sk+i (< kon 'horse'), sădi‚j+sk+i (< sădij+a‚ 'judge') 
 
(60) mona‚š+esk+i 'monastic' (< mona‚x 'monk'), vra‚ž+esk+i 'inimical' (< vrag 
'enemy'), prevoda‚č+esk+i (< prevoda‚č'translator, interpreter') 
 
When -esk+i follows the GV suffix -ec/-c-, it triggers the syncopation of the latter's 
ghost vowel; see (61). This means that the vowel [e] of -esk+i acts as a stable, not as a 
GV vowel. 
 
(61) sta‚r+ec 'old man', sta‚r+c+i, pl., sta‚r+č+e, vocative — sta‚r+č+esk+i, adj., 
*sta‚r+eš+k+i (< *sta‚r+eč+ski, with hypothetic cluster simplification, cf. (62)) 
 
A third allomorph of the -SKI suffix is -k+i ; see (62). Here too, the result avoids the 
sequence '[–anterior] coronal + [s]'. But this is achieved by means of cluster 
simplification (čs = [s] —> [S] = š , or simply, šs —> š ) instead of selecting a 
alternative vocalic allomorph as is the case in (57) and (60). 
 
                                                
24 In tvo‚r+ č+estv+o, [c] in the suffix changes into [č] by Affricate Pal., see 1.4.2. 
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(62) juna‚š+k+i, *junač+esk+i (< juna‚k 'hero, fine boy'), kova‚š+k+i, *kovač+esk+i 
(< kova‚č 'blacksmith'), siroma‚š+k+i, * siromaš+esk+i (< siroma‚x 'poor man') 
 
The allomorphs -esk+i (or -k+i ) and -estv+o, non-suppletive allomorphs, are selected 
according to a phonological criterion: after a stem that ends in a [–anterior] coronal 
continuant. This is a case in which phonology feeds morphology. The choice 
between -esk+i and -k+i  seems to be made entirely on lexical grounds.  
 
1.1.4.5. GV suffix after a j-root. The root zaek, zajc+i. 
 
Consider (63). What seems to be an alternation [e]/[j] is rather the result of root-final 
[j]-deletion. Root-final [j] is deleted before [e], a front vowel  (cf. Scatton 
1983:§2.224), i.e. when the ghost vowel of the suffix is present, and it surfaces only 
when the ghost vowel [e] of the suffix is syncopated with inflection or derivation. 
 
(63) bo‚+en 'fighting' adj.masc.sg (< boj 'fight, battle'), bo‚j+n+a, fem., bo‚j+n+o, 
neut., bo‚j+n+i, pl., bo‚j+n+ija, def.; bo+e‚c 'soldier' masc.sg., bo+e‚c+[E], def. — 
boj+c+i‚, pl. 
 tro‚+en 'triple' masc.sg. (cf. tro‚j+ka 'triad'), tro‚j+n+a, fem. 
 kita‚+ec 'Chinese' sg. (< Kita‚j 'China'), kita‚j+c+i, pl., kita‚j+k+a 'female Chinese', 
kita‚j+sk+i 'Chinese' adj.masc.sg. 
 belgi‚+ec  'Belgian' sg. (< Be‚lgij+a 'Belgium'), belgi‚j+c+i, pl., belgi‚j+k+a 
'female Belgian', belgi‚j+sk+i 'Belgian' adj.masc.sg. 
 
[j]-deletion before a front vowel is a common process in Bulgarian: 
 
 stroj+[E‚] 'build' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. (< stroj 'order'), stro+i ‚+š, 2p.sg.; stro+i‚ tel 
'builder', stro+e‚ž 'building' 
 
In the GV noun root za‚ek 'rabbit' there seems to be a stem-internal [j] that does not 
manifest itself in the Ø-inflected form, where a front vowel [e] follows. But it happens 
that the latter is a ghost vowel. In the plural z ‚jc+i , and in the derived adjective 
za‚jč+i , where the ghost [e] syncopates before a vocalic suffix, the underlying [j] 
emerges: zaek < /za‚j<e>k/, za‚jc+i < /za‚j<e>k+i/, za‚jč+i < /za‚j<e>k+i/25, where <e> 
stands for a ghost vowel [e]. 
                                                
25 In the plural 2nd Velar Pal. applies giving [c], while the [č] in the adjective comes from 1st Velar 
Pal., see  0 
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1.1.5. The general pattern for GV syncopation 
 
From the survey of GV alternations with inflection (cf. 1.1.2.1), derivation (cf. 
1.1.2.2) and compounding (cf. 1.1.2.3) given above, it is clear that a GV root 
syncopates its ghost vowel before a vocalic morpheme (inflectional or derivational 
suffix or linking vowel), while it retains the ghost vowel  before a consonantal suffix 
(inflectional or derivation) and at the word-end: 
 
  Ø/     __    C0 + V 
 GV      —>     










    
 
However, there are deviations from the above general pattern. In some vocalic 
contexts the GV alternation seems to be suspended. W  consider this problem next. 
 
1.1.6. Suspensions of ghost vowel alternations 
 
1.1.6.1. Morphophonologically-conditioned suspensions 
 
The suspension of t vowel alternations relative to a specific morphological category is 
found exclusively in the declension of masculine nouns (Ø-inflected GV roots). As 
has been seen in  0 (iii-v), the following inflectional affixes, even though vocalic, 
suspend the syncopation of a ghost vowel in the preceding syllable: 
 • the postpositive masc.sg. definite article (objectiv  -[E] and non-objective -ăt), 
cf. (17). 
 • the count plural affix -a, cf.(19) 
 • the vocative inflection -o for masc. sg. nouns, cf. (15)  
 
Unsurprisingly for a morphophonological process (Dressler 1985:85), in all three 
cases categorical, or random, lexical exceptions to suspension are found; see (18) for 
the def. article, (20) for the count pl. and (16) for the -o-vocative. These suspensions 
of GV syncopation must be considered to be part of the respective morphological rule: 
they cannot be accounted for by reference to the phonological structure. 
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1.1.6.2. Phonologically-conditioned suspensions 
 
1.1.6.2.1. GV roots that select the GV suffix -en/-n : suspended syncopation 
 
What happens if the syllable immediately following a ghost vowel itself contains a 
ghost vowel? In the great majority of cases, the syncopation of the first ghost vowel is 
suspended. This happens in the case of adjectives derive  with the GV suffix -en/-n-, 
when the nominal root with which it combines is itself a GV morpheme. This 
suspension of the GV alternation is characteristic of V-inflected feminine GV roots 
(see 0) and one neuter GV root (37) that manifest their root GV only in the context of 
a following GV -en/-n- suffix. 
The suspension is systematic also with Ø-inflected GV roots. (64) illustrates some -
EN adjectives that contain two successive syllables with ghost vowels. In the 
masc.sg., the root GV does not syncopate before the phonetically realized GV of the 
suffix. 
 
(64) ă‚găl+en [*ăgl+en] 'corner' adj. masc.sg.(< ă‚găl 'corner' noun masc.sg., ă‚gl+i, 
pl.), ă ‚găl+n+a, fem., ă‚găl+n+o, neut., cf. also in compounds: prav+o+ă ‚găl+en 
'rectangular' masc.sg., pravo+ă‚găl+n+a, fem., tri+ă‚găl+en 'triangular' masc.sg., 
tri+ă‚găl+n+a, fem. 
 fi ‚ltăr+en [*filtr+en] 'filter' adj. masc.sg. (< fi‚ltăr 'filter' noun masc.sg., fi‚ltr+i, 
pl.), fi ‚ltăr+n+a, fem. 
 ri ‚tăm+en [*ritm+en] 'rhythmic' masc.sg. (< ri‚tăm 'rhythm', ri‚tm+i, pl.), 
ri ‚tăm+n+a, fem. 
 la‚kăt+en [*lakt+en] 'elbow' adj. masc.sg. (< la‚kăt 'elbow', la‚kt+i, pl.), 
la‚kăt+n+a, fem. 
 no‚kăt+en  [*nokt+en] 'nail' adj. masc.sg. (< no‚kăt 'nail', no‚kt+i, pl.), no‚kăt+n+a, 
fem. 
 pe‚sen+en [*pesn+en] 'song' adj. masc.sg. (< pe‚sen 'song' noun fem.sg., pe‚sn+i, 
pl.), pe‚sen+n+a, fem. 
 kote‚l+en [*kotl+en] 'boiler' adj. masc.sg. (< kote‚l 'cauldron' sg., kotl+i‚, pl.), 
kote‚l+n+o 'steamshop' neut. substantivized adj. 
 fa‚kel+en [*fakl+en] 'torch' adj. masc.sg. (< fa‚kel 'torch', fakl+i, pl.), fa‚kel+n+a, 
fem. 
 
Iin this environment, in our view, the suspension of the GV syncopation is regularly 
phonologically-conditioned. Alternatively, th non-suspension (i.e. the occurrence) of 
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syncopation in a limited set of lexical items is the marked case. The cases of non-
suspension are those where the non-GV suffix -en/-en- is selected. 
 
1.1.6.2.2. GV roots that select the -en/-en- suffix: regular syncopation 
 
Ø-inflected nominal roots that select the -en/ en- suffix are listed below: 
 
(65) o‚găn 'fire' — o‚gn+en [*o‚găn+en], 'fire' adj. masc.sg., o‚gn+en+a, fem. 
 pă‚kăl 'hell' — pă‚kl+en [*pă‚kăl+en], 'hellish' masc.sg., pă‚kl+en+a, fem. 
 vi ‚xăr 'windwhirl' — vi‚xr+en [*vi ‚xăr+en], adj. masc.sg., vi‚xr+en+a, fem. 
 mi‚săl 'thought' — mi‚sl+en [*mi‚săl+en], adj. masc.sg., mi‚sl+en+a, fem. 
 neprija‚zăn 'enmity' — neprija‚zn+en [*neprija‚zăn+en], adj. masc.sg., 
neprija‚zn+en+a, fem. 
 
Two alternative -EN adjectives are derived from vja‚tăr 'wind', one with the GV 
suffix -en/-n-, the other with the non-GV suffix -en/-en-: 
 
(66) vja‚tăr 'wind' — vja‚tăr+en 'wind' adj., vja‚tăr+n+a, fem. 
  — ve‚tr+en26 'wind' adj., ve‚tr+en+a, fem. 
 
All neuter GV roots, cf. (36), except srebr+o‚ 'silver', cf. (37), select the non-GV 
adjectivizing suffix -en/-en-. 
 
(67) stăkl+o‚ 'glass' — stă‚kl+en [*stăkăl+en], 'glass' adj. masc.sg., stă‚kl+en+a, fem. 
 rebr+o‚ 'rib' — re‚br+en [*rebăr+en], 'rib' adj. masc.sg., re‚br+en+a, fem. 
 masl+o‚ 'butter' — ma‚sl+en [*masăl+en], 'butter' adj. masc.sg., ma‚sl+en++a, 
fem. 
 pism+o‚ 'letter' — pi‚sm+en [*pisăm+en], 'written' adj. masc.sg., pi‚sm+en+a, 
fem. 
 
All V-inflected GV roots in (67), as well as the Ø-inflected roots in (65), end in a 
'consonant + sonorant' cluster when their ghost vowel (a schwa in all cases) is 
syncopated. Therefore, they could be interpreted as CS-roots like those in 1.1.4.3.3., if 
we assume that the schwa which appears in their derivatives before a consonantal 
                                                
26 Here [a] in the stem changes into [e] before a front vowel in the next syllable and [v∆] depalatalizes 
before a front vowel. 
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suffix, e.g. the diminutives in (36), and in Ø-inflected forms like those in (65) is 
epenthetic (not underlying). 
 
1.1.6.3. GV roots in combination with the GV suffix -ec/-c-: two alternative 
patterns 
 
In derivative,s there are also cases of non-suspension of the ghost vowel alternations: 
in derived nouns where the GV suffix -ec/-c is added to a GV root. 
Some adjectival roots ending in a CS cluster (e.g. -dl, -gl, -br, -dr, -tr, -tv) exhibit a 
ghost vowel [E] in their root: 
 
(68) be‚găl 'cursory' masc.sg., be‚gl+ij+[E], def.  
 mă‚dăr 'wise' masc.sg., mă‚dr+a, fem.  
 mă‚rtăv 'dead' masc. sg., mă‚rtv+i, pl.  
 
When the suffix -EC with a ghost vowel (see 1.1.4.1) is added to the above adjectival 
roots, contrary to what happens with the -EN derivatives in (64), the root GV 
syncopation in the masc.sg. is not suspended (69). 
 
(69) begl+e‚c 'fugitive' [*begăl+e‚c] 
 mădr+e‚c 'wise man' [*mădăr+e‚c] 
 mărtv+e‚c 'deceased' [*mărtăv+e‚c] 
 
These ghost vowels that are not sensitive to the suspending effect of a following ghost 
are all [E]. Hence, their phonetic content is predictable: it coincides with the default 
vowel in the Bulgarian phonemic system. Moreover, these [E]-ghosts appear always in 
roots that can be interpreted as ending in a CS cluster (if we accept that [v] is sonorant 
in Bulgarian, see 1.1.3.2). Insofar as they appear systematically in word-final position 
or before a consonant, see (70), they could be analyzed as triggered by epenthesis. 
Thus, not present in the lexical representation of the root morpheme, they avoid the 
suspending effect of a following ghost.  
 
(70) be‚găl 'cursory' masc.sg.  begăl+c+i ‚ 'fugitive' pl. 
 m‚rtăv [mE‚rtEf] 'dead' masc.sg.  mărtăv+c+i‚ [mErtEfci ‚] 'deceased' pl. 
 mă‚dăr 'wise' masc.sg.  mădăr+c+i‚ 'wise men' pl. 
 
There are two alternative plural forms for nouns derived with the suffix -EC (-ec/-c- 
or -ec/-ec-) from CS-roots (Stojanov 1983: 50 & 107, notes): 
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• either the GV of the suffix is regularly deleted (see 1.1.4.1) before the vocalic 
plural desinence -i and a schwa manifests itself to split up the CS cluster; 
• or the ghost vowel of the suffix is retained and there is no schwa insertion. 
Both plurals, see (71), avoid the sequence 'consonat + sonorant + consonant' that 
would result if neither repair strategy were applied. 
 
(71) mădr+e‚c 'wise man' mădăr+c+i‚ & mădr+ec+i‚, pl. 
 begl+e‚c 'fugitive' begăl+c+i ‚ & begl+ec+i‚, pl. 
 podl+e‚c 'scoundrel' podăl+c+i ‚ & podl+ec+i‚, pl. 
 xrabr+e‚c 'brave man' xrabăr+c+i‚ & xrabr+ec+i‚, pl. 
 xitr+e‚c 'sly person' xităr+c+i‚ & xitr+ec+i‚, pl. 
 mărtv+e‚c 'deceased' mărtăv+c+i‚ & martv+ec+i‚, pl. 
 
According to Stojanov (1983:107, note), the forms showing the first alternative are to 
be preferred. But it seems that usage favours one or the other form on the basis of 
idiosyncratic properties of each noun. The orthographic dictionary (Georgieva 1983) 
reflects this differentiation: it cites only one form for some of the plurals: mărtăvci‚; 
podleci‚, xitreci‚, xrabreci‚. The dictionary gives both variants for begălci ‚/begleci‚ and 
mădreci‚/mădărci ‚27. However, at least two of the three nouns that prefer the plural 
form with suffixal GV syncopation (i.e. with syncope of [e]) and schwa insertion, 
namely begălci ‚ and mărtăvci‚, seem to be plural-dominant, which is not the case for 
the nouns that favour the other form (with no suffixal syncopation and no schwa 
insertion). 
The alternative plurals can be attributed to the exist nce of two alternative lexical 
representations for nouns composed of CS-root and -EC suffix, like those in (71): the 
first with a GV -ec/-c- suffix and the second with a non-GV -ec/-ec- suffix, cf. 1.6.4. 
The noun ni ‚kakv+ec 'good-for-nothing' can be added to those listed by Stojanov. The 
orthographic dictionary gives only one plural for this noun – with a deleted [e] in the 
suffix and an epenthetic [E] in the root: ni‚kakăv+c+i . 
 
                                                
27 The orthographic dictionary (Georgieva 1983) gives two entries for mădre‚c and the form mădărci ‚ is 
listed only with the second entry, most probably the one meaning 'wisdom-tooth', for only the latter 
admits the count plural. Being a personal noun, mădre‚c 'wise man' has no count plural. 
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1.2. Data on liquid-schwa metathesis 
 
Metathesis in Bulgarian involves the alternation between 'liquid + schwa' (Lă) and 
'schwa + liquid' (ăL) sequences in inflection and derivation. 
As far as metathesis is concerned, two problems, parallel to those for GV syncopation, 
are to be distinguished: 
 
(72) The distribution of roots that contain a 'liquid/schwa' sequence ({L; ă}), i.e. 
'liquid + schwa' (Lă) or 'schwa + liquid' (ăL), in two paradigms: the non-
metathesizing paradigm vs. the metathesizing paradigm. 
 
(73) The distribution of metathesized vs. non-metathesized allomorphs within the 
metathesizing paradigm. 
 
The morphemes in (74) belong to the metathesizing paradigm, while those in (75) 
never undergo metathesis, even in contexts where a m t thesizing morpheme would 
metathesize. 
Our claim is that (72) is lexically-conditioned, while (73) is phonologically-
conditioned, except in the case of imperfectivization of prefixed verbs where a 
morphophonological suspending effect is observed ( 1.2.7.2). 
 
(74) gră ‚k 'Greek' gă ‚rk+[E], def., gă ‚rc+i, pl.  
 gră ‚m 'thunder' noun sg. gărm+[∆+E‚] 'thunder' verb  
 mlă‚k 'shut up' interj. za+mălč+[E‚] 'shut up' pfv. pres.1p. sg.  
    
(75) stră‚k 'morsel' stră‚k+[E], def., stră‚k+ove, pl.  
 kră ‚g 'circle' noun sg. krăž+[E‚] 'circle' verb  
 plă‚t 'flesh' vă+plăt+[∆+E‚] 'incarnate'  
    
1.2.1. Ø-inflected roots with a sequence 'liquid/schwa' 
 
In monosyllabic forms with only one consonant following the 'liquid/schwa' sequence 
both orders occur: Lă  and ăL. However, roots that select the ăL sequence when found 
as Ø-inflected, generally belong to the non-metathesizing paradigm, see (76). Only 
two of them exhibit metathesis, and in this case it is restricted to derivation; see (77).  
  
(76) smă‚rt 'death' — smărt+ta‚, def., smă‚rt+n+i 'mortal' pl., smă‚rt+n+ost 'mortality' 
 xă‚lm 'hill' — x ă‚lm+če, dimin.  
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(77) dă‚lg 'debt'—dă‚lg+ove, pl. 
 dă‚lg — dlă ‚ž+en 'obliged' masc. sg., dlă‚ž+n+a, fem. vs. dălž+[E‚] 'owe' verb ipfv. 
 tă‚rg 'auction'—tă‚rg+ove, pl.  
 tă‚rg — tă‚rž+en 'auction' adj. masc. sg. vs. tră‚ž+n+a, fem. 
 
Roots that select the order Lă  may belong either to the metathesizing or the non-
metathesizing paradigm. A limited number of them bave differently with inflection 
and derivation: metathesis applies only in derivation or only in compounding, but not 
in inflection:  
 
(78) pră ‚č 'male goat'—pră ‚č+ove, pl. 
 pră ‚č — părč+o‚tina 'goatish smell' 
 tră ‚n 'thorn'—tră‚n+i, pl., tră ‚n+est 'thorny' 
 tră ‚n — tărn+o+ko‚p 'pickaxe' 
 
But as far as regular metathesizing roots are concerned (i.e., roots that systematically 
metathesize with both inflection and derivation), the sequence exhibited by the Ø-
inflected root is always Lă, see (80) and (82) below. 
 
1.2.2. Domain of metathesis 
 
Metathetic alternations like those in (74) occur only within the phonological word. 
The conditioning context for metathesis of 'liquid/schwa' never goes beyond the word 
boundaries. We can test this by adding the clitic form e 'be' 3p.sg.pres. of the 
copula/auxiliary to the alternating forms listed in (74): 
 
(79) Gră‚k e 'He is Greek', *Gă‚rk e 
 Gră‚m e, kakvo‚ da e? 'It's a thunder, what could it be?' *Gă ‚rm e, … 
 'Mlă‚k' e ka‚zal, kakvo‚ dru‚go? 'He has said "shut up", what else?',   
 *M ă‚lk e ka‚zal … 
 
As can be seen from (79), the vowel that metathesizes with [r] or [l] in (74) before a 
vocalic inflection (-[E] or -i), does not metathesize before the vocalic clitic form e. 
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1.2.3. Metathesis with inflection 
 
With inflection only the rhotic [r] is involved in metathesis with [E]. Metathesis of the 
lateral [l] is limited to derivation. 
 
1.2.3.1. Metathetic root + Vocalic inflection 
 
1.2.3.1.1. In noun declension 
 
Vocalic inflectional suffixes can trigger metathesis only in Ø-inflected roots. 
Here are some masculine noun metathetic roots: 
 
(80) vră ‚x 'top' — vărx+ove‚, pl., vărx+[E‚], vărx+ă‚t, def., vă‚rx+a, count pl., vă‚rx+o, 
vocative (with personification)  
 gră ‚b 'back' —  gărbove‚, pl., gărb+[E‚], gărb+ă‚t, def., gă ‚rb+a, count pl. 
 gră ‚k 'Greek' — gă ‚rc+i, pl. (with k —> c by 2nd Velar Pal.), gă‚rk+[E], gă ‚rk+ăt , 
def., gă‚rk+o, voc. 
 gră ‚m 'thunder' — gă ‚rm+ove, pl., gărm+[E‚], gărm+ăt, def., gă ‚rm+a, count pl. 
 
In (80) metathesis applies without exception before all vocalic inflections in masc. 
noun declension: the plural inflections -ove, -i, the def. sg. postpositive article -a [E], -
ăt [Et], the count plural inflection -a [a], the vocative affix -o. 
The masculine noun root gră ‚m 'thunder' exhibits two sets of forms for the plura and 
the count plural: with and without metathesis (81). 
 
(81) gă ‚rm+ove & gră ‚m+ove28, pl., dva‚ gă ‚rm+a & dva‚ gră‚m+a29 'two thunders'. 
 
There are also some feminine noun Ø-inflected roots that metathesize before the 
plural inflection -i (82) and in derivation (90).  
 
(82) vră ‚v 'twine' — vă ‚rv+i, pl. 
 gră ‚d 'bosom' — gărd+i‚, pl. 
 kră ‚v 'blood' — kă‚rv+i, pl. 
 skră‚b 'sorrow' — skă‚rb+i, pl. 
                                                
28 The alternative forms for the normal plural are found both in the orthographic dictionary (Georgieva 
& Stankov 1983) and in the orthoepic dictionary (Pašov & Părvev 1975). 
29 Two alternative count plurals are given only in the orthoepic dictionary (Pašov & Părvev 1975). 
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1.2.3.1.2. In adjectival declension 
 
The ordinal numeral pră‚v 'first' can be added to the list of metathetic roots (83). It 
metathesizes before all vocalic inflections that characterize adjectival (and ordinal 
numeral) declension in Bulgarian: the fem. and neut. sg. endings -a, -o; the 
postpositive masc.sg. def. article -ija(t), the plural inflection -i. 
 
(83) pră ‚v 'first' masc.sg.— pă‚rv+a,  fem., pă‚rv+o, neut., pă‚rv+ija(t), masc.sg. def., 
pă‚rv+i, pl. 
 
1.2.3.1.3. In verb conjugation 
 
One verb root exhibits metathesis between the imperativ  and the indicative (84). 
Prefixed forms of the verb are also involved in the alt rnation. 
 
(84) dră ‚ž 'hold' imper. sg. — dărž+[E‚], 1p.sg. pres. 
 po+dră‚ž 'hold for a while' imper.sg. — po+dărž+[E‚], 1p.sg.pres. 
 za+dră‚ž 'withhold' imper. sg.— za+dărž+[E‚], 1p.sg.pres. 
 
1.2.3.2. Metathetic root + Consonantal inflection 
 
Before a consonantal inflection, a metathetic root exhibits no metathesis, in contrast to 
vocalic inflections. 
 
1.2.3.2.1. In noun declension 
 
In noun declension, the only consonantal inflection is the fem.sg. definite article -ta‚. 
Examples are given in (85), where we first list the definite forms for the nouns in (82) 
and then we add two uncountable feminine nouns: they have no plural, but exhibit 
metathesis with derivation. 
 
(85) vrăv+ta‚, grăd+ta‚, krăv+ta‚, skrăb+ta‚ 
 glă ‚č 'clamor' (cf. gălč+[E‚] 'scold') — glăč+ta‚, def. 
 stră‚v 'bait' (cf. na+stărv+e‚n 'fierce') — străv+ta‚, def. 
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1.2.3.2.2. In verb conjugation 
 
In conjugation, there is only one instance of metathetic root adjacent to consonantal 
suffix: when the irregular truncated inperative of dărž+[E‚] 'hold' takes the pl. 
inflection -te: 
 
(86) dră ‚ž 'hold' imper. sg. — dră ‚ž+te 'hold' imper. pl. 
 
Otherwise, metathesis is not to be observed with conjugation. This has been noted by 
Koorbanoff: "Given a certain configuration in one form of a verb, be it CLăCC (most 
verbs in -na), CăLCV (the most common pattern), CăLCC (frequently in derived 
imperfectives) or CLăCV (limited), that pattern is maintained throughout the 
paradigm, including all tenses, participles and other deverbative formations." 
(Koorbanoff 1992: p.27-8) The explanation is the same as for the absence of GV 
alternations with conjugation (1.1.2.1.3.2). Below we demonstrate how a metathetic 
root — gră‚m 'thunder', gărm+[∆+E‚], 'shoot', see (87) — systematically happens to find
itself in pre-consonantal position in conjugation with the verbalizing suffixes -n  (88) 
and -va- (89). 
 
(87) gră ‚m 'thunder' — gărm+[∆+E‚], same conjugational class as či ‚ t+[∆+E], 
gnezd+[∆+E‚], see (24) 
 
(88) gră ‚m+n+[E] pfv. (< gră ‚m 'thunder') 
  present tense aorist imperfect imperative 
 1p.sg. gră ‚m+n+[E] gră ‚m+n+a+x gră ‚m+n+e+x  
 2p.sg. gră ‚m+n+e+š gră ‚m+n+a gră ‚m+n+e+še grăm+n+i‚ 
 3p.sg. gră ‚m+n+e gră ‚m+n+a gră ‚m+n+e+še  
 1p.pl. gră ‚m+n+e+m gră ‚m+n+a+xme gră ‚m+n+e+xme  
 2p.pl. gră ‚m+n+e+te gră ‚m+n+a+xte gră ‚m+n+e+xte grăm+n+e‚+te 
 3p.pl. gră ‚m+n+[E]t gră ‚m+n+a+xa gră ‚m+n+e+xa  
 gră ‚m+n+a+l, aor.part. masc.sg. gră ‚m+n+e+l, ipft.part. gră ‚m+n+a+t, passive part. 
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(89) gră ‚m+va+m, ipfv. (< gră ‚m 'thunder') 
 gră ‚m+va+m, pres. 1p.sg. gră ‚m+va+x, aor. & ipft. 1p.sg. 
 gră ‚m+va+š, 2p.sg. grăm+va‚, aor. 2&3p.sg. 
 gră ‚m+va, 3p.sg. gră ‚m+va+še, ipft. 2&3p.sg 
 gră ‚m+va+me, 1p.pl. gră ‚m+va+xme, aor. & ipft. 1p.pl. 
 gră ‚m+va+te, 2p.pl. gră ‚m+va+xte, aor. & ipft. 2p.pl. 
 gră ‚m+va+t, 3p.pl. gră ‚m+va+xa, aor. & ipft. 3p.pl. 
 gră ‚m+va+j, imper.sg.  gră ‚m+va+j+te, imper. pl. 
 gră ‚m+va+l, aor. & ipft. part. gră ‚m+va+št, pres.part. 
 gră ‚m+va+jki, gerund gră ‚m+va+ne, verbal noun 
 
1.2.4. Metathesis with derivation 
 
1.2.4.1. Ø-inflected metathetic root + Vocalic derivational suffix 
 
First, consider derivatives from roots containing '[r]/schwa' sequences already 
presented in (80), (82), (83) and (84): 
 
(90) vră ‚x 'top' — vărx+o‚ven 'supreme' adj. masc. sg. 
 gră ‚b 'back' — gă‚rb+av 'humpbacked', gă‚rb+ica 'hump', za+gă‚rb+[∆+E] 'turn 
one's back to' pfv., iz+gă‚rb+en 'humped' 
 gră ‚k 'Greek' noun masc. — gărk+i ‚n[∆+a] 'female Greek', gărč+e‚j+[E] se 'follow 
Greek fashions' 
 gră ‚m 'thunder' — gărm+e‚ž'shot', gărm+[∆+E‚] 'shoot, thunder' verb ipfv. 
 skră‚b 'sorrow' noun — skărb+[∆+E‚] 'sorrow' verb ipfv. 
 stră‚v 'bait' — na+stărv+[∆+E‚] 'enrage' verb pfv. 
 pră ‚v 'first' — părv+i ‚čen 'primary', părv+ene‚c 'winner' 
 dră ‚ž‚ 'hold' imper. sg. — dărž+a‚nie 'behaviour', dărž+eli‚v 'hardy, enduring' 
 
One exceptional form is grăm+ovi‚t 'thunderous' with no metathesis, but its root 
exhibits variation also in inflection; see (81). The derivative seems to take the 
available non-metathesizing allomorph of the root. 
All roots that exhibit metathesis before vocalic inflections do so before vocalic 
derivational suffixes. 
With derivation, also a number of roots containing a sequence "[l]/schwa" are 




 glă ‚č 'clamour' — gălč+[E‚] 'scold' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. 
 mlă‚k 'shut up' interj. — mălč+[E‚] 'be silent' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres., mălč+a‚+ni+e 
'silence', mălč+a+li‚v 'taciturn' masc. sg. 
 
Interjections derived by truncation from verbs meaning a sound exhibit metathesis. In 
the interjection, where the root is at the word-end, the sequence is realized without 
exception as Lă: 
 
(91) xă‚lc+a+m 'hiccup' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. — xlă‚c 'hiccup' interj. 
 skă‚rc+a+m 'squeak' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. — skră‚c, interj. 
 kă‚lc+a+m 'mince' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres. — klă‚c, interj. 
 mlă‚k+n+[E] 'shut up' pfv. 1p.sg.pres. — mlă‚k, interj. (old imper.sg., but 
synchronically it has no imper.pl. counterpart; cf. mlăk+n+i‚, imper. sg., 
mlăk+n+e‚+te, pl.) 
 pră ‚c+n+[E] 'fart' pfv. semelfactive 1p.sg.pres. — pră ‚c, interj. 
 
1.2.4.2. Ø-inflected metathetic root + Consonantal derivational suffix 
 
(92) vră ‚x 'top' — vră‚x+če, dimin. 
 kră ‚v 'blood' — krăv+či ‚c+a, dimin. 
 vră ‚v 'twine' — vrăv+či ‚c+a, dimin. 
 gră ‚b 'back' — grăb+na‚k 'backbone' 
 gră ‚k 'Greek' — gră ‚c+k+i 'Greek' adj.  
 gră ‚m 'thunder' — gră ‚m+n+[E] 'shoot, thunder' pfv. 
 glă ‚č 'clamour' — glă ‚č+k+a 'clamor' 
 dră ‚ž 'hold' imper. sg. — dră ‚ž+k+a 'handle', iz+drăž+li ‚v 'tenacious' 
 mlă‚k 'shut up' interj. — mlă‚k+n+[E] 'shut up' pfv., mlă‚k+va+m 'shut up' ipfv. 
 
Some lexical exceptions to metathesis before a consonantal derivational suffix are 
probably due to Russian influence in borrowings (93). 
 
(93) po+vă ‚rx+nost 'surface' (cf. Rs. pove‚rxnost´), po+vărx+nin+a‚ 'surface, area'— 
vră ‚x 'top' 
 o+skărb+le‚nie 'insult' (cf. Rs. oskorble‚nie) — skră‚b 'sorrow' 





Another exception, which cannot be attributed to Russian influence, is: 
 
 pod+smă‚rk+na 'sniffle' pfv. — smră‚k+na 'sniff' pfv. 
 
1.2.4.3. V-inflected metathetic root + Consonantal derivational suffix 
 
For the most part, these are cases of diminutives derived by means of the suffix -c+e 
from o-inflected neuter noun roots: 
 
(94) kălb+o‚ 'globe', kălb+a‚, pl. — klăb+c+e‚ 'globe' dimin., klăb+c+a‚, pl. 
 zărn+o‚ 'grain', zărn+a‚, pl. — zrăn+c+e‚ 'grain' dimin., zrăn+c+a‚, pl. 
 dărv+o‚ 'wood', dărv+a‚, pl. — drăv+c+e‚ 'a small piece of wood', drăv+c+a‚, pl. 
 
Also some feminine V-inflected nominal roots metathesize before consonantal 
derivational suffixes: 
 
(95) vărb+a‚ 'willow', vărb+i‚, pl. — Vră‚b+nica 'Palm Sunday' 
 sărn+a‚ 'doe', sărn+i‚ — srăn+da‚k 'deer' 
 
sălz+a‚ has a non-metathesizing root like ja‚bălk+a (96). The -en/-n- adjective of 
sălz+a‚ exhibits metathesis, whereas that of ja‚bălk+a is without alternation: 
 
(96) sălz+a‚ 'tear' — sălz+li ‚v 'tearful' 
 ja‚bălk+a 'apple' — ja‚bălč+nik 'apple pie' 
 să‚lz+en 'lachrymal' masc.sg. — slă‚z+n+a, fem. 
 ja‚bălč+en 'apple' adj. masc.sg. — ja‚bălč+n+a, fem. 
 
1.2.4.4. Metathesis in V-suffixed derivatives vs. C-suffixed derivatives 
 
Some metathesizing roots do not exist as bare stems and their alternation can be 
observed only in derivatives with vocalic vs. consoantal suffixes: 
 
(97) să‚rb+in 'Serb', să‚rb+i, pl. — srăb+ki‚n[∆+a] 'female Serb', sră‚b+sk+i 'Serb' adj. 
masc.sg. 
 pă‚rž+[E] 'fry' ipfv. 1p.sg. pres. — pră‚ž+ka 'crackling' 
 pă‚ln+[∆+E] 'fill' ipfv. 1 p.sg. pres. — plă‚n+k+a 'filling' noun fem.sg. 
 sărd+i‚t 'grumpy' — sră ‚d+l´o 'grumbler' 
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The pattern of (97) is productive in derivation of semelfactive and inchoative -n-
suffixed perfectives (and the respective secondary -va-suffixed imperfectives) from 
third-conjugation -a-suffixed verbs (98), but also from first- and second-conjugation 
primary imperfectives (99). 
 
(98) mă‚rd+a+m 'move' ipfv.. — mră ‚d+n+[E], pfv. semelfactive, mră‚d+va+m 'move' 
sec. ipfv. 
 gă ‚lt+a+m 'swallow' ipfv. — glă‚t+n+[E], pfv. semelfactive, glă‚t+va+m, sec. 
ipfv., glă‚t+k+a 'gulp' noun fem.sg. 
 bă‚rk+a+m 'thrust one's hand' ipfv. — bră‚k+n+[E], pfv. semelfactive, 
bră ‚k+va+m, sec.ipfv. 
 na+xă‚lt+a+m 'burst in' pfv. — xlă‚t+n+[E] 'sag' pfv., xlă‚t+va+m, ipfv. 
 
(99) palz+[∆+E‚] 'creep' ipfv.— plă‚z+n+[E], pfv., plă‚z+va+m, sec. ipfv. 
 vărt+[∆+E‚] 'turn' ipfv. — vră ‚t+n+[E], pfv. semelfactive, vră ‚t+va+m, sec. ipfv. 
 kălv+[E‚] 'peck' ipfv, kălv+a‚č 'woodpecker' — klă‚v+n+[E], pfv. semelfactive, 
klă‚v+va+m, sec. ipfv.30 
 
Some verb roots exhibiting an alternation between -n- and -št- in pfv. vs. ipfv., 
metathesize ăL to Lă before -št- with concomitant deletion of [n].  
  
(100) vă ‚rn+[E] 'give back' pfv. — vră ‚št+a+m, ipfv. 
 obă‚rn+[E] 'reverse' pfv. — obră‚št+a+m, ipfv. 
 pre+gă ‚rn+[E] 'hug' pfv. — pre+gră ‚št+a+m, ipfv.  
 po+gă ‚ln+[E] 'engulf' pfv. — po+glă ‚št+a+m, ipfv.  
 
1.2.5. Metathesis with compounding 
 
1.2.5.1. Metathetic root (Root 1) + Linking vowel + Root 2 
 
Besides some regular cases, where metathesis applies before the linking vowel -o  
(101), there are numerous exceptions in compounds whose first root happens to be 
metathetic (102). 
 
                                                
30 The geminate in the secondary imperfective klă ‚vvam results from n-deletion, see (42), which 
simplifies the consonantal cluster: vnv > vv. 
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(101) părv+o+ste‚pen+en 'first-rate' (< pră‚v 'first', pă‚rv+a, fem. & ste‚pen 'grade, rate'), 
dărv+o+de‚l+ec 'carpenter' (< dărv+o‚ 'wood', drăv+ce‚, dimin. & de‚l+o 'act') 
 
(102) grăm+o+gla‚s+en 'loud-voiced', grăm+o+otvo‚d 'lightning-rod'; krăv+o+dari‚tel 
'blood donor', krăv+o+ža‚den 'bloodthirsty', grăd+o+bo‚len 'consumptive' (< gră ‚d 
'bosom' & bo‚l+en 'ill') 
 
1.2.5.2. Root 1 + Linking vowel + Metathetic root (Root 2) 
 
Compounds of this type are mostly adjectives or nouns derived from adjectives where 
the second root is nominal. In some cases metathesis applies regularly:  
 
(103) ostr+o+vră ‚x 'pointed, peaked' (< o‚stăr 'pointed' & vră ‚x 'top') — ostr+o+vă‚rx+i, 
pl. 
 dv+u+gră ‚b 'two-humped' (dva‚ 'two' & gră‚b 'back') — dv+u+gă‚rb+a, fem. 
 
However, exceptions to metathesis in compounds before a vocalic suffix are frequent: 
 
(104) tesn+o+gră ‚d 'narrow-minded' (< te‚sen 'narrow' & gră ‚d 'bosom') masc.sg., 
tesn+o+gră ‚d+a, fem.  
 păln+o+kră‚v+ie 'plethora' (< pă‚len 'full' & kră‚v 'blood') 
 xladn+o+kră‚v+ie 'coolness' (< xla‚den 'cool' & kră‚v, 'blood') 
 tesn+o+gră ‚d+ie 'narrow-mindedness' 
 
1.2.6. The general pattern for metathesis 
 
From our survey of metathetic alternations with inflection (cf. 1.2.3), derivation (cf. 
1.2.4) and compounding (cf. 1.2.5), it results that metathesizing roots exhibit the 
sequence ăL before a vocalic (inflectional or derivational) suffix, whereas, when the 
same roots are found before a consonantal (inflectional or derivational) suffix or at the 
word-end (if Ø-inflected), the sequence is turned to Lă:  
 
 ăL    /   ____  C + V 
 { L ; ă }  —>   
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A number of lexical exceptions have been noted: mostly in compounding, see (102) 
and (104), but also in (76), (77), (78), (93) and (96). 
Some systematic deviations from the above general pattern can also be observed: in 
some specific contexts the metathetic alternation seems to be suspended. Now we go 
on to the analysis of the conditioning factors for these suspensions. 
 
1.2.7. Suspensions of metathesis 
 
1.2.7.1. No suspensions in the declension of masc. nouns 
 
The inflections that suspend GV alternations in masculine nouns (cf. 1.1.6.1) have no 
effect on metathetic roots. Metathesis occurs regularly even before these inflections: 
the masc. sg. definite article, the count plural suffix, the vocative suffix -o; see (80). 
 
1.2.7.2. Morphophonologically-conditioned suspension before the   
 imperfectivizing suffix -va- 
 
The only affix that may exert a suspending effect on metathesis is the suffix -va- that 
derives imperfective verbs from perfectives. The -va- suffix suspends metathesis 
when the verb is prefixed. Consider the following triplets:  
 
 primary (non-derived) 
imperfective verb 
prefixed perfective verb derived imperfective verb 
 I II III 
a skă‚rc+a+m 'squeak' iz+skă‚rc+a+m iz+skă‚rc+va+m 
[*iz+skră ‚c+va+m] 
b kă‚lc+a+m 'mince' na+kă‚lc+a+m na+kă‚lc+va+m 
[*na+klă‚c+va+m] 
c xvărč+[E‚] 'fly' pre+xvărč+[E‚] pre+xvă ‚rč+a+m 
d pălz+[∆+E‚] 'creep' iz+pălz+[∆+E‚] iz+pălz+[∆a‚]va+m 
 
In -va-suffixed imperfectives (IIIa-b) derived from prefixed perfectives (IIa-b) the 
sequence ăL appears systematically instead of the expected Lă before a consonantal 
suffix,  i.e., metathesis is suspended.  
Other triplets are obtained if the same primary imperfectives are taken together with 
the corresponding semelfactive -n-suffixed perfectives and their derived, but non-








derived imperfective verb 
 I IV V 
a skă‚rc+a+m 'squeak' skră‚c+n+[E]  skră‚c+va+m 
b kă‚lc+a+m 'mince' klă‚c+n+[E]  klă‚c+va+m 
c xvărč+[E‚] 'fly' xvră ‚k+n+[E]   xvră ‚k+va+m 
d pălz+[∆+E‚] 'creep' plă‚z+n+[E]   plă‚z+va+m 
 
The imperfectives (Va-d) derived from semelfactive p rfectives (IVa-d), which are 
not prefixed, employ the imperfectivizing suffix -va  with the concomitant loss of the 
semelfactive -n-. 
 
Thus, there are two conditions for suspension of metath sis:  
•  the verb must be derived with the -va  suffix;  
•  it must be prefixed. 
  
If the first condition is not satisfied, metathesis is not suspended. As has been noted 
by Scatton (1974:88), the imperfectivizing suffix -va- is used almost exclusively with 
roots that are inherently stressed in the perfectiv.31 If the root of a prefixed perfective 
verb is inherently stressless, i.e., the stress is on the verbalizing suffix, other 
imperfectivizing suffixes are used: -a+m, -[∆a]+m, -a‚va+m, -[∆a‚]va+m. Being vocalic, 
the latter do not suspend metathesis, see IIIc-d and the following additional examples: 
 
 za+dărž+[E‚] 'retain' pfv. — za+dă‚rž+a+m, sec.ipfv. 
 iz+gălč+[E‚] 'chide' pfv. — iz+gălč+a‚va+m, sec.ipfv. 
 pro+dălž+[E‚] 'continue' pfv. — pro+dălž+a‚va+m, sec.ipfv. 
 
If the second condition is not satisfied (the verb is not prefixed), there is no 
suspension of metathesis before -va-: 
 
(105) vă ‚rž+[E] 'tie, bind' pfv. — vră ‚z+va+m 'tie, bind' ipfv. 
 
When both conditions are satisfied, metathesis is systematically suspended: 
 
(106) pre+pă ‚rž+[E] 'fry' perf. — pre+pă ‚rž+va+m, sec.ipfv. 
 o+stă ‚rž+[E] 'scrape off' perf. — o+stă‚rg+va+m, sec.ipfv. 
 za+vă ‚rž+[E] 'bind' pfv. — za+vă ‚rz+va+m, sec.ipfv. 
                                                
31 One exception is kač+[E‚] 'carry up' — ka‚č+va+m. 
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Even if there is no primary imperfective, an imperfective derived from a prefixed 
perfective by means of the -va- suffix suspends metathesis: 
 
 raz+gă ‚rd+[∆+E] 'bare the bosom of' pfv. — raz+gă‚rd+vam, ipfv. 
 na+tă‚rt+[∆+E] 'bruise' pfv. — na+tă‚rt+vam, ipfv. 
 
All conjugational forms, including verbal nouns, from prefixed imperfectives suspend 
metathesis: iz+skă‚rc+va+ne 'squeaking', na+kă ‚lc+va+ne 'mincing', na+tă‚rt+va+ne 
'bruising'. 
 
GV roots in secondary prefixed imperfectives always occur before vocalic suffixes, 
e.g., u+dălž+a‚va+m 'prolong, lengthen' [*u+dă‚lg+va+m], cf. dă‚lăg 'long', dă‚lg+a, 
fem.; u+venč+a ‚va+m 'crown' [*u+ve‚nč+va+m], cf. ven+e‚c 'wreath', ven+c+i‚, pl. 
Therefore, the suspending effect that the -va- suffix exerts on metathesis cannot be 
tested with GV-alternation. 
 
1.2.7.3. Phonologically-conditioned suspensions 
 
1.2.7.3.1. Metathetic roots in combination with GV suffixes 
 
When a metathetic root combines with the adjectivizing GV suffixes -en/-n- (107) or -
ăk/-k- (108), metathesis is suspended in the masc.sg. of the adjective. 
 
(107) kră ‚v — kră‚v+en 'blood' adj., kră ‚v+n+a, fem.. vs. kărv+[∆+E‚] 'bleed' 
 vră ‚x — vră ‚x+en 'top' adj., vră ‚x+n+a, fem. vs. vărx+o‚ven 'supreme' 
 skră‚b — skră‚b+en 'sorrowful', skră‚b+n+a, fem. vs. skărb+[∆+E‚] 'sorrow' verb 
ipfv. 
 stră‚v — stră‚v+en 'rapacious', stră‚v+n+a, fem. vs. na+stărv+[∆+E‚] 'enrage' verb 
pfv. 
 dlă‚ž+en 'obliged', dlă‚ž+na, fem. vs. dălž+[E‚] 'owe' 
 kră ‚š+en 'lively', kră‚š+n+a, fem. vs. raz+kă‚rš+[E] se  'stretch' 
 mră ‚s+en 'dirty', mră‚s+n+a, fem. vs. mărs+[∆+E‚] 'dirty' verb ipfv. 
 kră ‚m+en 'fodder', kră‚m+n+i, pl. vs. kărm+a‚ 'fodder', kă‚rm+[∆+E] 'suckle, nurse' 
verb ipfv. 
 
(108) gră ‚m+ăk 'loud', gră ‚m+k+a, fem.—gărm+[∆+E‚] 'thunder' verb ipfv. 
 pră ‚x+ăk 'crumbly ', pră‚x+k+a, fem.—pă‚rx+a+m 'flutter' ipfv. 
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1.2.7.3.2. -en/-en- adjectives from metathetic CS-roots 
 
Other metathetic roots, including neuter roots listed in (94), select the non-GV 
allomorph of the suffix -en/-en-. In this case metathesis applies regularly in the 
masc.sg. of the adjective before the stable [e] vowel: 
 
(109) vră ‚v 'twine' — vă ‚rv+en 'twine' adj. masc. sg., vă ‚r +en+a, fem. 
 dărv+o‚ 'wood', drăv+ni‚k 'chopping log', drăv+ce‚ 'a small piece of wood' — 
dă‚rv+en 'wooden', dă‚rv+en+a, fem. 
 zărn+o‚ 'grain', zrăn+c+e‚, dimin. — ză‚rn+en 'grain' adj. masc.sg., ză‚rn+en+a, 
fem. 
 sărn+a‚ 'doe', srăn+da‚k 'deer' — să ‚rn+en, adj., să‚rn+en+a, fem. 
 
All roots in (109) end in a sonorant in a voiced labiodental [v] or in a nasal [n]. 
They all manifest a sequence Lă when found at the word-end, cf. vră‚v, or before a 
consonantal suffix, cf. drăv+ni ‚k, zrăn+c+e‚. 
 
1.2.7.4. Metathetic root + Ø-inflected GV -ec/-c- suffix: regular metathesis 
 
Metathetic roots are subjected to a special effect exerted by the realized ghost of the 
Ø-inflected form -ec of the GV suffix -ec/-c-. 
When phonetically realized, the ghost [e] of the suffix -ec does not suspend 
metathesis. We saw that this is the case with syncopation in GV roots also. 
Syncopation is not suspended by the -ec suffix; cf. (65). But this can be attributed to 
the fact that all GV roots that occur before the -ec/-c- suffix are CS-final. Moreover, 
they only optionally select the GV allomorph of the -EC suffix, cf. begl+e‚c, 
begl+ec+i‚ is possible beside begl+e‚c, begăl+c+i ‚, cf. (67). 
As far as metathetic roots are concerned, the situation is different. They never select 
the non-GV -ec/-ec- allomorph of the -EC suffix, even when CS-final (110). Before 
the Ø-inflected -ec, we do not find the expected Lă, but the ăL sequence normally not 
found before a GV suffix; cf. (107) and (108).  
Thus, the pattern of -ec/-c- derivatives from metathetic roots is different from that 
of -en/-n- (107) and -ăk/-k- (108) derivatives from the same roots. There seem to be a 
special effect that the ghost vowel of -ec exerts on metathetic roots. The sequence we 
find before -ec is ăL (110), normally found before suffixes beginning with a stable 
vowel, cf. 1.2.6. 
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When the ghost [e] of -ec/-c- is syncopated, i.e. before the vocalic plural infection, 
the special effect on metathesis does not occur. In the plurals we find the regular Lă 
sequence. 
 
(110) gărn+e‚c 'big pot' (cf. grăn+ča‚r 'potter') [*grăn+ec], gră ‚n+c+i 'pottery' pl. 
 sărn+e‚c 'deer' (cf. srăn+da‚k 'deer') [*srăn+ec], srăn+c+i‚, pl. (cf. the 
orthographic dictionary, Georgieva & Stankov 1983) 
 samo+dă‚rž+ec 'autocrat' (cf. dră‚ž 'hold' imper.sg.) [*samo+drăž+ec], 
samo+dră‚ž+c+i, pl. 
 
1.2.7.5. Special effect of other GV suffixes on some metathetic roots 
 
Some metathetic roots seem to be lexically marked to undergo the special effect 
described in 1.2.7.4 (as due to the suffix -ec) also before the other GV suffixes, 
namely -en/-n- and -ăk/-k-. As in (110), metathesis of these roots is not suspended by 
a following realized ghost vowel in the suffix: 
 
(111) tă‚rž+en 'auction' adj.—tră‚ž+n+a, fem. 
 să‚lz+en 'lachrymal'—slă‚z+n+a, fem. 
 dă‚rz+ăk 'audacious'—dră‚z+k+a, fem. 
 
Compare (111) with the following derivatives in (112), where the roots are not 
lexically marked to undergo the special effect: 
 
(112) kră ‚š+en 'lively', kră‚š+n+a, fem.  
 dlă‚ž+en 'obliged', dlă‚ž+n+a, fem. 
 gră ‚m+ăk 'loud', gră ‚m+k+a, fem. 
 
Without the special effect the masc.sg. forms of the adjectives in (111) would be: 
*trăž+en, *slăz+en, *drăz+ăk, like those in (112). The forms ă‚lz+en, să‚lz+n+a 
constitute an alternative paradigm for the -en/-n- adjective from sălz+a‚ 'tear', whose 
root behaves as non-metathetic in other derivatives also, cf. (96). 
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1.3. Ghost vowels and stress in Bulgarian 
 
1.3.1. The Bulgarian stress system. 
 
According to the stress taxonomy of Roca (1992), based on Halle & Vergnaud (1987), 
Bulgarian is a language with a purely lexical accent system. Some syllables are 
provided with a lexical accent underlyingly, others not.32  
In Bulgarian some morphemes are inherently stressed and others are inherently 
stressless. Depending on their accentual properties, nominal, adjectival and verbal 
roots in Bulgarian fall into two paradigms: stressed roots and stressless roots. Suffixes 
(derivational and inflectional) are also either stre sed or stressless. Inherently stressed 
roots and suffixes include a syllable provided with a lexical accent. As for inherently 
stressless roots and suffixes, none of their syllables have a lexical accent.  
Inherently stressed roots give rise to fixed accentual paradigms, where  stress is on the 
same syllable of the stem throughout the paradigm.33 
Inherently stressless roots give rise to paradigms where stress is on the suffix (on one 
of the suffixes) 34. But there may be stress-shifts to the root if an inherently stress-
retracting suffix is added. 
Scatton's analysis of the Bulgarian verbal system (Scatton 1975:135sq.) distinguishes 
between "stem-stressed" verbal stems, that can be "root-stressed" or "suffix-stressed", 
and "stressless" verbal stems. The former, but not he latter are "phonemically marked 
for stress". 
When suffixes without lexical accent are added to roots, the accentuation of the word 
is determined by the stress type of the root:  
•  if the root is stressed, the stress in inflected/derived forms remains unchanged, see 
(113)  
•  if the root is stressless, the inflected/derived form receives stress on the suffix, see 
(114) 
 
                                                
32 The Macedonian stress system, analyzed in Roca (1992), is a mixed system: partly a covert rhythmic 
system (as opposed to overt rhythmic systems where all secondary stresses are phonetically realized) 
and partly a lexical accent system. 
33 Inherently stressed roots correspond to the thematically stressed or "acute" stems in traditional 
descriptions (cf. Stankiewicz 1993). 
34 Inherently stressless roots correspond to desinentially stressed or "oxytone" stems in traditional 
descriptions (cf. Stankiewicz 1993). 
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(113) a /xlä‚b/ xlja‚b 'bread' xlja‚b+ove, pl. xle‚b+ec, dimin. 
 b /gE‚b/ ga‚*b+a, 'mushroom' ga‚*b+i, pl. ga‚*b+ičk+a, dimin. 
 c /cve‚t/ cve‚t+e 'flower'  cve‚t+enc+e, dimin. 
 d /si‚n∆/ si‚n 'blue'  si‚n+ij+[E], def. 
si‚n[∆]+a, fem. 
si‚n+ičăk, dimin. 
 e /mi‚n/ mi‚n+[E] 'pass' 
1p.sg. pres. 
mi ‚n+a+x, aor. mi‚n+e+x, ipft. 
 f /pra‚v/ pra‚v+[∆+E] 'make' 
1p.sg.pres. 
pra‚v+i+x, aor. pra‚v+e+x, ipft. 
 
(114) a /snäg/ snja‚g 'wind' sneg+ove, pl. snež+e‚c, dimin. 
 b /žen/ žen+a‚, 'woman' žen+i‚, pl. žen+i‚čk+a, dimin. 
 c /mor/ mor+e‚ 'sea'  mor+e‚nc+e, dimin. 
 d /sam/ sa‚m 'sole'  sam+i‚j+[E], def. 
sam+a‚, fem. 
sam+i‚čăk, dimin. 
 e /kov/ kov+[E‚] 'forge' 
1p.sg. pres. 
kov+a‚+x, aor. kov+ja‚+x, ipft. 
 f /smen/ smen+[∆+E‚] 'change' smen+i‚+x, aor. smen+ja‚+x, ipft. 
   1p.sg.pres.   
 
The process of suffixation may remove an inherent stres  from the root. This happens 
when an inherently stressed suffix, e.g. the agentiv  nominalizing suffix - a‚č, is added 
to a root with a lexical accent: 
 
  /či ‚st/ či ‚st+[∆+E] 'clean', 1p.sg.pres. či ‚st+i+x, aor. čist+a‚č 'cleaner' 
  /pa‚z/ pa‚z+[∆+E] 'keep', 1p.sg.pres. pa‚z+i+x, aor. paz+ a‚č 'guard' 
 
1.3.2. Additional lexical marks regarding stress 
 
In pure lexical accent systems, there are often additional lexical marks regarding 
stress on certain specific morphemes (cf. Halle 1973 for Russian). 
In Bulgarian, some inflectional suffixes systematiclly produce forms with pre-final 
stress. Daniels (1976:332) gives a list of endings that can never receive stress, even 
when all the remaining morphemes in the word are lexically stressless. In Daniels' 
interpretation such inflectional suffixes bear a special lexical mark that prevents them 
from receiving phonetic stress. These are the count plural ending -a, the vocative 
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endings (for masculine and feminine nouns) and, with some exceptions35, the definite 
articles. Some of the above inflectional suffixes behave as stress-retracting: they 
provoke a stress-shift to the root in a paradigm where stress is normally found on the 
suffix: 
 
 zvja‚r 'beast' zver+ove‚, pl. 
zver+če‚, dimin. 
zvja‚r+[E], def. 
zvja‚r+a, count pl. 
 bo‚g 'God' bog+ove‚, pl. bo‚g+[E], def. 
bo‚ž+e, vocative 
 
The masculine singular definite article -[E(t)] is normally inherently unstressable and 
it produces stress-shift to the stem. However, a limited set of stressless monosyllabic 
masculine nouns are specially marked to neutralize the stress-retracting property of 
the definite article, e.g. sneg+[E~] 'snow' def., krak+[E~] 'leg' def.  
 
1.3.3. Stress patterns with ghost vowels  
 
In (114a) we saw that a monosyllabic masculine noun root can be stressless. As for 
polysyllabic noun roots, the great majority are inherently stressed in Bulgarian, i.e., 
one of their syllables is provided with a lexical accent. That is why the plural 
inflection -i never receives phonetic stress with polysyllabic masculine roots: 
 
(115) le‚bed 'swan' le‚bed+i, pl. 
 komi‚n 'chimney' komi‚n+i [*komin+i ‚], pl. 
 
However, the plural -i is systematically stressed in the cases of ghost vwel 
syncopation when the corresponding singular form bears stress on the ghost vowel. As 
can be seen in (116a), stress-shift to the right occurs before some other inflectional 




                                                
35 As reported by Mayer (1987:144), the Bulgarian definite article is stressed in some masculine 
monosyllabic nouns, e.g. sneg+[E‚] 'snow' def., and in certain categories of words, namely in feminine 
singular Ø-inflected nouns, e.g. pesen+ta‚ 'song' def., krăv+ta‚ 'blood' def. (cf. žen+a‚+ta 'woman' def., 
where the stem is V-inflected), and in most cardinal numerals, e.g. se‚dem 'seven' with stem stress, 
sedem+te‚, def. 
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(116) a dobă‚r 'good' dobr+i‚, pl. dobr+a‚, fem. dobr+i‚čăk, dimin. 
 b pete‚l 'cock' petl+i‚, pl.   
 c vja‚tăr 'wind' vetr+ove‚, pl.  vetr+e‚c, dimin. 
 
Words that exhibit a stressed ghost vowel in their Ø- nflected form, always shift stress 
to the suffix in inflected and derived forms: they are inherently stressless roots. 
Compare (116) with the stress patterns of GV roots where stress in the singular is not 
on the syllable containing the ghost vowel (117). There is no stress-shift in inflected 
and derived forms of such roots: 
 
(117) a xi ‚tăr 'clever' xi‚tr+i, pl. xi‚tr+a, fem. xi‚tr+ičăk, dimin. 
 b săbla‚zăn 'temptation' săbla‚zn+i, pl.   
 c vă ‚zel 'knot' vă ‚zl+i, pl.   
 
Metathetic roots can also be either inherently stres ed or stressless: 
 
(118) a kră ‚v 'blood'  kă‚rv+i, pl. 
 b gră ‚d 'bosom'  gărd+i‚, pl. 
 
Stressless Metathetic roots, like stressless GV roots, shift the stress to the plural -i, as 
in (118b) above. 
 
1.4. Interaction of ghost [e]'s with palatalization 
 
1.4.1. Restrictions for palatalization in Bulgarian 
 
All consonants (obstruents and sonorants) except th [–anter] coronals, i.e. [š], [ž], [č] 
and [Z#] can be underlyingly palatalized. 
Underlying palatalized consonants, see (119), always surface as plain, non-palatalized 




(119)  (i) (ii) (iii) 
 ogn[∆]+o‚ve, pl. o‚găn 'fire' o‚găn+če, dimin. o‚gn+en, adj. 
 ogn[∆+a‚]r, 'stoker'   ogn+i‚št+e,'fireplace' 
 o‚găn[∆+E], def.    
     
 kon[∆+a‚]r, 'groom' kon 'horse' ko‚n+sk+i, adj. ko‚n+en, adj. 
 kon[∆+u‚]šn+a, 'stable'  ko‚n+če, dimin. kon+e‚, pl. 
 ko‚n[∆+E], def.    
     
 kra‚l[ ∆+E], def. kral[◊] 'king' kra‚l[◊]+sk+i, adj. kral+e‚, pl. 
 kral[∆+u‚], vocative   kral+i‚c+a, 'queen' 
 
The non-palatalized /l/ or depalatalized /l∆/ is velarized: [l◊]. This is not the case 
before front vowels. 
On the surface, consonant palatalization in Bulgarian s distinctive only word-
internally before a back vowel. 
 
1.4.2. Interaction of Velar/Affricate Palatalization with ghost [e]'s 
 
First Velar Palatalization (1st Velar Pal.) turns velars into postalveolars mostly before 
front vowels, but also before some consonantal derivational suffixes (e.g. -k+a: 
kni ‚g+a 'book' — kniž+k+a, dimin.). In addition, the voiceless stop is affricated. 
 
























   /           front V 
 
 
Second Velar Palatalization (2nd Velar Pal.) turns velars into alveolars before the 
front vowel of the plural inflection -i in nouns only. Here too, the voiceless stop 
undergoes affrication. 
 
 bă‚brek 'kidney' bă‚brec+i, pl. 
 kovče‚g 'coffin' kovče‚z+i, pl. 
 siroma‚x 'poor man' siroma‚s+i, pl. 
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 2nd Velar Pal. 
 






























Affricate Palatalization (Affricate Pal.) turns the alveolar affricate into postalveolar 
before a front vowel. 
 
 Affricate Pal.  
 
  c   —>     č  /    ___  front V 
 
Even though not surfacing, the front ghost [e] of the -en/-n- suffix causes 
palatalization of a preceding velar or affricate (120). Therefore, 1st Velar Pal. and 
Affricate Pal. must have taken place before the deltion of [e]. 
 
(120) mra‚k 'dark' noun mra‚č+n+a, adj. fem.sg. mra‚č+en, masc. 
 rek+a‚ 'river' re‚č+n+a, adj.fem.sg. re‚č+en, masc. 
 sn[∆a‚]g 'snow' sne‚ž+n+a 'snowy' fem. sne‚ž+en, masc. 
 stra‚x 'fright' stra‚š+n+a 'frightful' fem. stra‚š+en, masc. 
 sm[∆a‚]x 'laughter' sme‚š+n+a 'ridiculous' fem. sme‚š+en, masc. 
    
 me‚sec 'month' me‚seč+n+a 'monthly' fem. me‚seč+en, masc. 
 
1.5. Ghost [e]'s and the ä-alternation 
 
The ä-alternation of the Bulgarian literary language is a lexically restricted alternation 
conditioned by phonological factors. It comes from the characteristic North-Easthern 
Bulgarian treatment of the Proto-Slavic vowel *ä 36 "jat´", a low front tense vowel. 
When stressed, it gave [∆a], i.e. [a] with palatalization of the preceding consonant, 
elsewhere, [e]. Such [∆a]'s coming from ä yielded a synchronic alternation: they turn 
into [e] if the next syllable contains a front vowel, a palatalized consonant (i.e. a 
consonant that has a coronal specification under its V-place node) or a [–anter] 
coronal. 
                                                
36 Other notations for this vowel in Slavic historical phonology are *ě and *æ. 
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The ghost vowel [e] triggers almost systematically the change of [∆a] (< *ä) in the 
preceding syllable to [e]. This occurs even in cases where the ghost [e] syncopates 
before a vocalic suffix: 
 
(121) m[∆a‚]st+o me‚st+en me‚st+n+a mest+a‚ 
 'place' sg. 'local' masc.sg. 'local' fem. 'place' pl. 
 
In (121) the ä-alternation in both the third and fourth forms occurs before the back 
vowel [a]. In the last form [∆a] becomes [e] because of the stress-shift: ä is never 
realized as [∆a] in unstressed syllables. However in the third form ä is stressed. Here, 
the occurrence of [e] in the surface form seems to be due only to the GV alternation in 
the suffix containing the front ghost vowel, cf. the masc. sg. mest+en. Consider now: 
 
(122) rja‚d+ăk rja‚d+k+ost re‚d+k+i raz+red+[∆+E‚] 
 'rare' masc.sg. 'rareness' 'rare' pl. 'rarify' 
 
In re‚d+k+i , we cannot claim that the occurrence of [e] instead of [∆a] is due to the GV 
alternation in the suffix, because the ghost vowel that is involved here is the back 
vowel [E] (cf. rja ‚d+ăk). The ä-alternation seems to take place because the alternting 




1.6.1. GV-alternating vs. Metathetic roots 
 
From the presentation of data in 1.1. and 1.2 it results that GV-alternation and 
Metathesis exhibit considerable symmetry, but also some asymmetry: 
•  Both occur only within word boundaries. 
•  Both occur before vocalic (inflectional and derivatonal) suffixes, but not before 
consonantal (inflectional and derivational) suffixes or at the end of words. The 
formulas we arrived at in 1.1.5 and 1.2.6 are repeated below: 
 
 Ø  /   ____  C + V 
   GV      —>   
   














 ăL    /   ____  C + V 
 { L ; ă }  —>   
  










   
 
GV alternations are suspended by some vocalic inflectional suffixes in masculine 
noun declension (see 1.1.6.1), while metathesis is suspended before the consonantal 
imperfectivizing suffix -va- when added to prefixed perfective stems (1.2.7.2). 
•  Both show lexical exceptions in derivation; see 1.1.3.3 for GV roots and (76), 
(77), (78), (93), (96), (102) and (104) for metathesis. Lexical exceptions are more 
frequent with metathesis than with GV-alternation.  
•  Both are more frequent with Ø-inflected roots than with V-inflected roots. GV 
alternation and metathesis of V-inflected roots arelimited to derivation; see 
1.1.2.2.3 and 1.2.4.3. 
Metathesis of [l] / schwa occurs only in derivation, whereas metathesis of [r] / schwa 
occurs in both inflection and derivation.  
•  With inflection, both GV-alternation and metathesis are much more frequent in 
noun declension than in verb conjugation.  
•  Both are suspended before a ghost vowel in the following syllable (in the suffix); 
see 1.1.6.2 for GV alternation and 1.2.7.3 for metath sis. 
•  Both GV-alternating (see 1.1.6.2.2) and metathetic (see 1.2.7.3.2) roots ending in 
'consonant + sonorant' (CS-roots) may select the non-GV allomorph of the 
adjectivizing suffix -en/-en-. In both types of CS-roots, a schwa is regularly 
inserted before a consonantal suffix or word-finally, cf. (36), (70) and (109).   
•  GV-alternating CS-roots may combine optionally with the GV allomorph -ec/-c- 
of the -EC suffix, cf. (71). Metathesizing roots unexceptionally select the same 
allomorph (110). 
Metathetic roots undergo a special effect before the GV of the uninflected -ec suffix 
(1.2.7.4). A limited set of metathesizing roots exhibit the same behaviour with other 
GV suffixes also (1.2.7.5). 
Asymmetry is found mostly in the morphophonological suspending effects on GV 
syncopation and on metathesis: the vocalic inflections that suspend GV syncopation 
in noun declension (cf. 1.1.6.1) do not suspend metath sis. Conversely, the 
suspending effect of the -va-suffix with imperfectivization (cf. 1.2.7.2) can be 
observed only with metathesis. 
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Asymmetries between GV-alternating vs. Metathetic roots are at least partly 
phonologically-conditioned: in GV-syncopating roots the ghost vowel is followed 
mostly by a sonorant (see 1.1.3.2), while in metathtic roots, the metathesizing schwa 
is always preceded by a sonorant (a liquid) and can be followed by either an obstruent 
or a sonorant. 
 
1.6.2. Inventory of underlying representations 
 
The considerable parallels in the phonological prope ties of GV-alternating vs. 
Metathetic roots should be encoded by the same specific underlying structure in 
lexical representations of both types of roots. The claim is that metathetic roots, as 
well as GV-roots, contain ghost vowels. It will be claimed that not only GV-roots, but 
also metathetic roots contain a ghost vowel. Henceforth, I represent the underlying 
structure corresponding to a ghost vowel as <V>. The exact nature of <V> is 
discussed in the next chapter. In GV-alternating roots, <V> is [e] or [E]; in metathetic 
roots, it is only [E]. 
  
1.6.2.1. GV-alternating roots 
 
It is now possible to specify the underlying representations that result from the 
analysis of the different subsets of data. This anticipates the phonological treatment in 
the next chapter, where stronger justification is provided for this treatment. 
The underlying representation of Ø-inflected nominal roots that select the -en/-n- 
(hence -/<e>n/) suffix, cf. (64), must contain <E> or <e>: 
 
(123) /E‚g<E>l/, /fi ‚lt<E>r/, /ri‚t<E>m/, /fa‚k<e>l/, /la‚k<E>t/, /pe‚s<e>n/ 
 
As for Ø-inflected nominal roots that select the -en/-en- (hence -/en/) suffix, cf. (65), 
and if masculine, the -ove plural restricted to monosyllables, cf. (13), their underlying 
representation should end in adjacent 'consonant + sonorant', i.e., not separated by a 
<V>; see (124)37.  
Thus, underlingly, the root o‚găn 'fire' is monosyllabic: /ogn∆/. In this way, we see why 
it takes the -ove plural inflection, which never occurs with bisyllab es. The schwa in 
the singular o‚găn results from epenthesis triggered by the final sonora t. 
                                                
37 In the attested Old Church Slavonic (OCS) forms of the nouns listed in (124), the consonant and 




(124) /o‚gn∆/, /pE‚kl/, /vi ‚xr/, /mi‚sl/, /neprija‚zn/ 
 
The noun vjatăr 'wind' gives two alternative -EN adjectives: one with the -/<e>n/ 
suffix, the other with the -/en/ suffix; see (66). Te are probably two alternative 
underlying forms of the root: resp. /v∆at<E>r/ and /v∆atr/38. /v∆at<E>r/ selects the /<e>n/ 
suffix, whereas /v∆atr/, ending in a CS cluster, selects the -/en/ suffix: 
 
(125) vjatăr+en < /v∆at<E>r+<e>n/, vjatăr+n+a < /v∆at<E>r+<e>n+a/ 
 vetr+en < /v∆atr+en/, vetr+en+a < /v∆atr+en+a/ (as for the alternation /∆a/—[e], 
see 1.5) 
 
V-inflected neuter nominal roots (except srebr+o‚) select the -/en/ suffix, cf. (67). 
They are all CS-final, see (36). Therefore, their underlying forms  should not contain a 
<V>: 
 
(126) /rebr+o/, /stEkl+o/, /a‚gn+e/, /pism+o/ 
 
The schwa that manifests itself in the above roots before a consonantal suffix, cf. (36), 
will be considered epenthetic and triggered by the following sonorant: 
 
(127) stăkăl+c+e‚ < /stEkl+c+e/, a‚găn+c+e < /a‚gn+c+e/, pisăm+c+e‚ < /pism+c+e/ 
 
Among the neuter GV roots only srebr+o‚ 'silver' selects the -/<e>n/ suffix, cf. (37), 




V-inflected feminine noun roots select the -/<e>n/ suffix, cf. (38); hence they must be 
represented with an underlying <E> (129). Moreover, their final consonant is not a 
sonorant, but the obstruent [k], which cannot trigger schwa epenthesis. 
 
(129) /kle‚t<E>k+a/, /reše‚t<E>k+a/, /zaga‚d<E>k+a/, /oce‚n<E>k+a/ 
 
As for verb roots that exhibit a GV alternation in present tense vs. aorist, cf. (33), we 
posit two allomorphs: /ber/, /per/, /me‚l/, /ste‚l/, found in the present stem, and /br/, /pr/, 
                                                
38 The attested OCS form is vätru* with adjacent consonant and sonorant. 
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/ml/, /stl/, found in the aorist stem. Likewise, for ko‚l+[ ∆+E] 'slay', cf. (35), the 
allomorph in the present stem is /ko‚l/, while the aorist allomorph is /kl/. 
 
The i / Ø alternation in derived imperfectives vs. perfectives described in (43) will be 
attributed to allomorphy of the verb root: /pir/, /stir/, /vir/, /zir/, /mir/ vs. /pr/, /str/, 
/vr/, /zr/, /mr/. As for ex. (45), it can be considered a regular case of the ghost vowel 
<e> in combination with stem-final [n]-deletion. The lexical representation of the verb 
is: /kl<e>n/ for both the perfective (present and aorist stem) and the imperfective. 
 
1.6.2.2. GV suffixes 
 
The underlying form of the aorist participle's suffix should be /l/ (30). Thus, the 
surface schwa in the masc. sg. participle of C-stem v rbs results from pre-liquid 
epenthesis. 
The -EC suffix has two allomorphs, whose lexical representations should be /<e>c/ 
and /ec/; cf. (71) and 1.6.4 below. 
For the -EN suffixes we posited respectively underlying /<e>n/ and /en/. 
Two other GV adjectivizing suffixes have been listed; see 1.1.4.2. Their lexical 
representations must be /<E>k/ and /ič<E>k/, respectively. 
We analyze -estv+o and -esk+i (cf. 1.1.4.4) not as coming from underlying 
*/<e>stv+o/, */<e>sk+i/, but rather as vocalic allom rphs /estv+o/, /esk+i/ of the 
respective consonantal suffixes /stv+o/, /sk+i/. 
 
1.6.2.3. Metathetic roots 
 
The [CELC] realizations of metathetic roots before vocalic suffixes can be analyzed as 
resulting from the simultaneous syncopation of <E> in an underlying /CL<E>C/39 and 
epenthesis of [E] (the default vowel in Bulgarian) before the liquid.  
Thus for metathetic roots that select a GV suffix, /<e>n/ or /<E>k/, cf. (107) and 
(108), the underlying forms must be: 
 
(130) /kr<E>v/, /vr<E>x/, /skr<E>b/, /str<E>v/, /dl<E>g/40, /gr<E>m/, /pr<E>x/ 
                                                
39 Most OCS and Old Bulgarian attested written forms for words that later developed metathetic roots 
contain a jer letter, ŭ or ĭ, after the liquid, i.e. CLŭC, CLĭC. This is in accordance with the Proto-
Slavonic rule of the open syllable requiring that every syllable ends in the nucleus. The nucleus could 
be a jer, i.e. a high lax vowel, or a syllabic liquid, orthograpically represented by Lŭ, Lĭ. 
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As for metathetic roots in (109), no <V> should be posited in the lexical 
representation:  
 
(131) /vrv/, /drv+o/, /zrn+o/, /srn+a/ 
 
Because these roots are underlyingly CS-roots, they select the -/en/ suffix. 
 
1.6.2.4. Allomorphy of roots 
 
In cases of allomorphy like those in 1.1.3.3, two different lexical representations for 
the same root morpheme must be adopted. The inflected forms represent a deviation 
from the general pattern for GV syncopation given in 1.1.5. Thus, we posit a GV root 
(/ga‚b<E>r/, /pi‚s<E>k/) in derived forms and a stable vowel root (/ga‚bEr/, /pi‚sEk/) in 
inflected forms of the non-derived nouns: 
 
 ga‚băr+i < /ga‚bEr+i/, gabr+a‚k < /ga‚b<E>r+a‚k / 
 pi‚săc+i < /pi‚sEk+i/, pi‚sk+a+m < /pi‚s<E>k+a+m/ 
 
Likewise, the various exceptions to metathesis of ro ts in inflection, derivation or 
compounding are to be related to two allomorphic lexical representations: one 
containing a stable vowel and another containing a <V>: 
   
cf.(77) dă‚lg+ove, pl. < /dE‚lg+ove/, dlă‚ž+en < /dl<E‚>g+en/ 
 tă‚rg+ove, pl. < /tE‚rg+ove/,  tă‚rž+en < /tr<E‚ >g+en/ 
 
cf.(78) prE‚č+ove, pl. < /prE‚č+ove/, părč+o‚tin+a < /pr<E‚>č+o‚tin+a/ 
 tră ‚n+i, pl. < /trE‚n+i/, tră‚n+est < /trE‚n+est/, tărn+o+ko‚p < /tr<E‚>n+o+ko‚p/ 
 
cf.(81) gă ‚rm+ove < /gr<E‚>m+ove/, gră ‚m+ove < /grE‚m+ove/ 
 
cf.(93) po+vă ‚rx+nost < /po+vErx+nost/ ≠ vră ‚x /vr<E>x/ 
 o+skărb+le‚nie <  /o+skErb+lenie/ ≠  skră‚b /skr<E>b/ 
 bez+mă‚lv+n+o < /bez+mElv+n+o/ ≠ mălv+a‚ /ml<E>v+a/ 
 pod+smă‚rk+n+a < /pod+smErk+n+E/ ≠ smră‚k+n+a /smr<E>k+n+E/ 
                                                                                                                                 
40 This is the GV allomorph found in derivation, while n inflection the stable vowel allomorph /dElg/ 
is used, see (107). 
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cf.(96) să‚lz+en, slă ‚z+n+a < /sl<E>z+<e>n/, /sl<E>z+<e>n+a/; sălz+li ‚v < /sElz+liv/ 
 
The second root allomorph for sălz+a‚ 'tear', with a stable schwa, gives the following 
alternative -EN-adjectival forms: 
 
 să‚lz+en < /sElz+<e>n/, să‚lz+n+a < /sElz+<e>n+a/ 
 
Here the non-GV allomorph of the -EN suffix is selected because the root-final cluster 
/lz/ is not a CS cluster, but a sequence 'sonorant + obstruent'. 
For the compounds listed in (102) and (104) we posit the allomorphs /grEm/ vs. 
/gr<E>m/, /krEv/ vs. /kr<E>v/, /grEd/ vs. /gr<E>d/. 
 
1.6.3. <V>-roots  vs.  CS-roots. -EN derivatives. 
 
The roots in (123), (128), (129) and (130) share the property of selecting the -/<e>n/ 
suffix. The underlying forms adopted for them contai  the same structure: a ghost 
vowel <V>.  
Conversely, the roots listed in (124), (126) and (131) share the property of selecting 
the -/en/ suffix. Their representations  also share the same structure: they all end in a 
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Table 1 gives the synopsis of: 
1) The 4 types of GV roots: 
 • A: <V>-roots that give rise to GV alternations 
 • B: <V>-roots that give rise to metathesis 
 • C: CS-roots that give rise to GV alternations 
 • D: CS-roots that give rise to metathesis 
2) The 3 main contexts where the alternations occur, yielding different surface forms 
for the same root type: 
 • Context 1: before a vocalic suffix (inflectional or derivational) 
 • Context 2: before a consonantal suffix  (inflectional or derivational) and word-
finally 
 • Context 3: before the -EN adjectivizing suffix (where -EN can be -/en/ or -
/<e>n/) 
 
It can be seen that root types A and C give identical surface forms in contexts 2 and 3, 
whereas root types B and D give identical surface forms in contexts 1 and 3. 
 
The following generalizations emerge: 
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(132) (i) <V>-roots of both types (root types A and C) exhibit identical surface forms 
(with retention of the ghost vowel) in Context 2 ( __ +C, __ #) vs. Context 3 
( __ +<e>n).  
 
 (ii) Context 1 has slightly different effects on root type A vs. root type C: 
 • in root type A: loss of the ghost vowel 
 • in root type C: loss of the ghost vowel + pre-liquid schwa insertion 
 
 (iii) As for roots containing underlying CS clusters (root types B and D), we 
find identical surface forms in Context 1 ( __ +V) vs. Context 3 ( __ +EN). 
These surface forms result from: 
 • in root type B: no change 
 • in root type D: pre-liquid schwa insertion 
 
 (iv) Context 2 ( __ +C, __ #) for CS-roots is characterized by schwa insertion 
that splits up the CS cluster (root type B) or the LS cluster (root type D), 
yielding: 
 • in root type B: CES 
 • in root type D: CLES 
 
 (v) All schwa insertions are pre-sonorant: 
 • in context 2, root types B and D 
 • in context 1, root types C and D (pre-liquid schwa) 
 • in context 3, root type D (pre-liquid schwa) 
 
It can also be seen that surface ghost [E] can be derived in two different ways: 
 1) by retaining underlying <E> as surface [E] :  
  • root type A 
  • root type C (Context 2) 
 2) by epenthesis :  
  • root types B and D 
  • root type C (Contexts 1 and 3) 
 
On the other hand, surface ghost [e] always results from retention of the first type:  
  <e> —> [e]. 
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A phonological analysis of GV alternations in Bulgarian based on the above 
underlying representations should therefore be able to account for two processes:  
 • <V> —> V 
 • Ø —> [E] 
 
1.6.4. -EC derivatives from CS-roots. Allomorphy of the suffix. 
 
To account for the existence of two alternative plurals for the  nouns listed in (71), I 
assume that the -EC suffix has two allomorphs: -/ec/ and -/<e>c/. Unlike the -EN-
derivatives, which obligatorily select the -/en/ allomorph with CS-roots, 
the -EC-derivatives from CS-roots can take both the non-GV allomorph -/ec/ and the 
GV allomorph -/<e>c/. 
We posit the following lexical representations for the roots in these examples: 
 
(133) /be‚gl/, /mE‚dr/, /po‚dl/, /xra‚br/, /xi‚tr/, /mE‚rtv/ 
 
Whatever allomorph of the -EC suffix that is chosen, the singular derivatives show the 
same surface forms: 
 
(134) begl+e‚c < /be‚gl+e‚c/, mărtv+e‚c < /mE‚rtv+e‚c/, mădr+e‚c < /mE‚dr+e‚c/ 
(135) begl+e‚c < /be‚gl+<e‚>c/, mărtv+e‚c < /mE‚rtv+<e‚>c/, mădr+e‚c < /mE‚dr+<e‚>c/ 
 
By contrast, the plural forms of the -EC derivatives differ according to the suffixal 
allomorph that is chosen: 
 
(136) begl+ec+i‚ < /begl+ec+i/, mădr+ec+i‚ < /mEdr+ec+i/  
(137) begăl+c+i ‚ < /begl+<e>c+i/,  mărtăv+c+i‚ < /mErtv+<e>c+i/ 
 
1.6.5. -EC derivatives from metathetic roots. The Fratricidal Ghost Effect. 
 
Which underlying representations should we adopt for -EC-suffixed nouns derived 
from metathetic roots listed in (110)?  
As for sărn+e‚c, we have already adopted the lexical representatio /srn/ for its root, 
because it selects the -/en/ suffix (131). Because /srn/ is a CS-final root, we can 
attribute the unexpected metathesis in this form before a GV suffix to the CS (LS) 
cluster; the underlying forms are sg. /srn+<e>c/ and pl. /srn+<e>c+i/. 
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(138) /srn+<e>c/ > sărn+e‚c 
(139) /srn+<e>c+i/ > srăn+c+i‚ 
   
The metathetic root in the second -EC derivative — samo+dă‚rž+ec — is not CS-final, 
the root-final cluster being [r ž]. Therefore, we cannot analyze the schwa in the plural 
— samo+dră‚ž+c+i — as related to the presence of a CS cluster. A possible solution is 
to posit an underlying ghost schwa (<E>) in the lexical representation of the root, i.e. 
/dr<E>ž /, and to assume that the latter is subsequently modified by the special effect 
of the -EC suffix described in 1.2.7.4. The effect can then be viewed as deletion of the 
root <V> in the presence of a suffixal <V>. In the unmarked case, the co-presence of 
a suffixal and a root ghost vowel involves the retention of both ghosts. We saw in (60) 
and (101)-(102) that syncopation and metathesis are suspended before the 
phonetically realized ghost vowel of the suffix in Ø-inflected forms. The suspension 
of the alternations means mutual reinforcement of the ghosts. By contrast, when a 
lexically-marked GV suffix like -EC combines with a <V>-root, this produces the 
opposite effect: the suffixal ghost eliminates the root ghost. We call this effect the 
Fratricidal Ghost Effect (FGE) and consider it to be du  to a special lexical mark. 
 
(140) /samo+dr<E>ž+<e>cFGE/ > /samo+drž+<e>c/ > samo+da‚*rž+ec 
 
Before a vocalic inflection, the -EC suffix has no FGE mark: 
 
(141) /samo+dr<E>ž+<e>c+i/ > samo+dra‚*ž+c+i 
 
The mark can be either on the suffix — -EC is a FGE suffix, i.e. a suffix marked to 
provoke the FGE — or on the root. A number of metathetic roots seem to be marked 
to undergo the FGE.  
The lexically-marked FGE roots are listed in (111). Here too, the root <V> undergoes 
deletion before another <V> in the suffix and only if there is no vocalic inflection. 
 
(142)  /tr<E>žFGE+<e>n/ > /trž+<e>n/ > tă‚rž+en 
  /dr<E>zFGE+<E>k/ > /drz+<E>k/ > dă‚rz+ăk 
  /sl<E>zFGE+<e>n/ > /slz+<e>n/ > să‚lz+en 
 
The third -EC derivative from a metathetic root, gărn+e‚c, for which there is no -EN 
adjective, is derivable either like samo+da‚*rž+ec or like sărn+e‚c.  
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Stem type   Lexical representation Surface form in  
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   -/CS+ec/ (134) sg. [CS+ec] 























Table 2 gives the surface forms for the 4 types of GV roots in the context before the -
EC suffix. When added to GV-alternating roots, -EC can be either /<e>c/ or /ec/. 
Metathetic roots obligatorily select the GV allomorph /<e>c/. Thus, the surface forms 
in Table 2 differ from those for context 3 in Table 1 (before -EN) for two reasons: 
• Stems of type B select the /ec/ allomorph only optionally, whereas the same root 
type obligatorily selects the /en/ suffix. 
• Stems of type D select the /<e>c/ allomorph, while the same root type selects the 
non-GV /en/ suffix. 
 
1.6.6. List of examples for testing the phonological models 
 
Table 3 below gives examples for each type of root (A, B, C and D) in combination 
with the suffixes -EN (Table 1) and -EC (Table 2). These xamples will be used to 
test the different phonological treatments for GV alternations in Bulgarian discussed 
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  __ +V __ # __ +C __ +EN __ +EN+V  
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In (143) below we give the translation and morphology f all examples in Table 3. 
Stress is added also. 
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(143) (1b) fi‚ltăr 'filter' masc.sg., (1a) fi‚ltr+i, pl., (1c) fi‚ltăr+če, dimin., (1d) fi‚ltăr+en, 
adj. masc.sg., (1e) fi‚ltăr+n+a, fem. 
 (1b) pe‚sen 'song' fem.sg., (1a) pe‚sn+i, pl., (1c) pesen+ta‚, definite sg., 
(1d) pe‚sen+en, adj. masc.sg., (1e) pe‚sen+n+a, fem. 
 (2b) mi‚săl 'thought' fem.sg., (2a) mi‚sl+[∆+E] 'think' imperf. 1p.sg.pres., 
(2c) misăl+ta‚ 'thought' definite sg., (2d) mi‚sl+en, adj. masc.sg., (2e) mi‚sl+en+a, 
fem. 
 (3b) kră‚v 'blood' fem.sg., (3a) ka‚*rv+av 'bloody' masc.sg., (3c) krăv+ta‚, 'blood' 
definite sg., (3d) kra‚*v+en '(of) blood' adj. masc.sg., (3e) kra‚*v+n+a, fem. 
 (4b) vra‚*v 'twine' fem.sg., (4a) vărv+oli ‚c+a 'file, string', fem.sg., 
(4c) vrăv+či ‚c+a, 'twine' dimin. fem.sg., (4d) va‚*rv+en '(of) twine' adj. masc.sg., 
(4e) va‚*rv+en+a, fem. 
 (5b) be‚găl 'cursory' masc.sg., (5a) be‚gl+a, fem., (5f) & (6f) begl+e‚c 'fugitive' 
masc.sg., (5g) begăl+c+i ‚ & (6g) begl+ec+i‚, pl. 
 (7a) dărž+[E‚] 'hold' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres., (7b) dra‚*ž'hold', imper. sg., (7c) dra‚*ž+k+a, 
'handle' fem.sg., (7f) samo+da‚*rž+ec 'autocrat' masc.sg., (7g) samo+dra‚*ž+c+i, 
pl. 
 (8a) sărn+a‚ 'doe, female deer' fem.sg., (8c) srăn+da‚k 'deer' masc.sg., 
(8f) sărn+e‚c 'deer', masc.sg., (8g) srăn+c+i‚, pl.; cf. sa‚*rn+en '(of) deer', adj. 
masc.sg., sa‚*rn+en+a, fem. 
 (9a) da‚*rz+ost 'audacity', (9c) dra‚*z+n+a 'dare' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., (9f) da‚*rz+ăk 
'audacious' masc.sg., (9g) dra‚*z+k+a, fem. 
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2. Phonological treatments of the Bulgarian data 
 
2.1. Jer accounts for the Bulgarian ghost vowel alternations 
 
2.1.1. Scatton's treatment of ghost vowel syncopation: DEL and LOW 
 
Scatton (1975) argues for the existence of underlying jers (high lax vowels) in modern 
Bulgarian: /ŭ/, the back jer, and /ĭ/, the front jer. One rule (DEL) deletes some of the
jers; the others are changed into mid vowels by another rule (LOW), namely:  
 
 ŭ  —> E  ĭ  —> e 
 
This is a case of absolute neutralization.  
Scatton's proposals were entirely in keeping with the then totally accepted principles of 
SPE phonology. 
The jer solution first appears in Lightner's analysis of Russian (Lightner 1965). Lightner 
introduces the distinctive feature of tenseness in u derlying representations. 
Underlyingly, jers are lax vowels. However, they never surface as lax. All phonetically 
manifested jers are mid tense vowels. Tenseness is not distinctive in surface phonetic 
forms. 










































































"High lax vowels delete before a syllable containing any non-high or any tense vowel 
and in word-final position; they are lowered when they occur in a syllable followed by a 
syllable containing another high lax vowel." (Scatton 1975:17). 
 
Below, we give the following simpler forms for DEL and LOW without feature 
matrices. We put Y instead of ŭ for the back jer and E instead of ĭ for the front jer. V 
stands for a non-jer vowel and # for the word-end. 























A jer is deleted before a non-jer vowel, with or without intervening consonant(s), and at 
the word-end. 
 
LOW   Y     —>     E  
   E     —>      e 
 
As LOW is ordered after DEL, this means that all jers that remain after DEL has applied 
must be lowered to mid vowels. 
 
2.1.1.1. Abstract segments: inflectional jers 
 
The above analysis works if a back jer (Y) is posited at the end of every consonant-final 
(Ø-inflected) word. The presence of a jer inflection at the end of masculine singular 
nouns is motivated by a tendency for the article to repeat the vowel of the 
number/gender marker. But this repetition is not systematic. The Ø-inflected feminine 
nouns, for instance, take an a-final article (-ta) like a-inflected feminine nouns, e.g. 
pe‚sen 'song' — pesen+ta‚, def.; cf. žen+a‚ 'woman' — žen+a‚+ta, def.1 All neuter 
singular nouns, regardless of whether their inflection is -o or -e, take the same article 
(-to), cf. ok+o‚ 'eye' — ok+o‚+to, def., where the vowel of the article is identical to that 
of the inflection, and det+e‚ 'child' — det+e‚+to, def., where these vowels differ. Plural 
i-inflected nouns take the article -te, which does not reproduce exactly the vowel of the 
plural inflection: vo‚pl+i  'wails' — vo‚pl+i+te , pl. def.; žen+i‚ 'women' — žen+i‚+te, pl. 
def. However, the repetition tendency is corroborated by neuter nouns that admit of 
alternative plurals, e.g. ra‚m+o 'shoulder' — ram+ene‚, pl., ram+ene‚+te, pl. def., and 
ram+ena‚, alternative pl., ram+ena‚+ta, pl. def., as well as by a-inflected masculine 
singular nouns, e.g. bašt+a‚ 'father' — bašt+a‚+ta, def.  
Scatton motivates his positing a jer inflection in e.g. nos 'nose' (/nos+Y/) by admitting 
underlying -/tY/ for the masculine singular article with repetition of the inflectional 
vowel /Y/ of /nos+Y/, thus deriving the definite form nos+ăt [nosE‚t] 'the nose' from an 
                                                
1 As for stress, the two -ta articles differ. The latter is inherently stressle, whereas the former is 
provided with a lexical accent. Some speakers tend o pronounce stressed -ta as [tE‚] in colloquial speech, 
but the unstressed -ta is also pronounced with a final schwa-like sound due to vowel reduction, e.g. 
/že'nata/ is realized as [že'natØ]. 
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underlying /nos+Y+tY/, where the ă [E] results from the retention and lowering of the 
inflectional jer before the final jer of the article. It is clear that the jer inflection, 
necessary to correctly derive the forms of Ø-inflected feminine nouns like pe‚sen 'song' 
/pesEn+Y/, cannot be given such motivation, the definit  form being pesen+ta‚, not 
*pe‚sen+ăt. 
In order to derive the correct surface forms with the rules DEL and LOW, similar 
inflectional jers should be posited at the end of all Ø-inflected forms in Bulgarian: 
•  the singular indefinite forms of Ø-inflected masculine nouns 
•  the singular indefinite masculine forms of adjectives, participles and ordinal 
numerals 
•  the singular indefinite forms of Ø-inflected feminine nouns 
•  the singular forms of the truncated imperatives of dărža‚ 'hold' and its prefixed 
derivatives (cf. 1.2.3.1.3) 
 
Consider the derivations for love‚c+ăt 'hunter' def., and lovc+i ‚, pl., as required by 
Scatton's analysis: 
 
 lov+Ec+Y+tY lov+Ec+i  
 lovEcYt lovci DEL 
 lovecEt  LOW 
 
2.1.1.2. How to order DEL and LOW ? 
 
As reported by Scatton himself, the same result is obtained if DEL and LOW are 
applied in inverted order.2 In this case, first LOW´ applies to jers that find themselves 
before another jer with intervening consonant(s). 
 





























Then DEL´ deletes all surviving jers. 
 











                                                
2 «In the discussion above I took for granted that DELETE precedes LOWER. However, it is possible to 
formulate these two rules in such a way that the opposite order holds, LOWER — DELETE, without 
affecting the outcome of derivations in any way.» (Scatton 1975:18) 
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Assuming the above formulations for LOW´ and DEL´ with inverted order of the rules, 
we obtain the following alternative derivations for l ve‚c+ăt 'hunter' def., and lovc+i ‚, 
pl., 
 
 lovEc+Y+tY lovEc+i  
 lovecEtY  LOW´ 
 lovecEt lovci DEL´  
 
2.1.1.3. Deriving the object definite forms (kratăk člen) 
 
In Scatton's analysis, whatever order of the rules is adopted, the object form of the 
masc.sg. definite form love‚c+[E] cannot be derived without introducing an additional 
rule: the object form must be obtained from the non-object one by means of truncation 
of the final [t]. Moreover, T-Truncation must be orde ed after LOW or after DEL´ 
according to which order DEL–LOW is adopted: 
 
 lovEc+Y+tY  lovEc+Y+tY  
 lovEcYt DEL lovecEtY LOW´ 
 lovecEt LOW lovecEt DEL´ 
 lovecE T-Truncation lovecE T-Truncation 
 
2.1.1.4. Is the schwa of the postpositive masc.sg. definite article  
  a ghost vowel ? 
 
The ă [E] of the definite masc.sg. article does not alternate with zero. According to the 
definition of ghost vowels adopted here (vowels that alternate with zero in surface 
forms), it must be viewed as a stable vowel /E/. Our principle is to posit underlying 
structures (either jers or the alternative structures — floating segments — that we 
introduce further on, cf. 2.2) only where an alternation with zero actually occurs. This is 
not the case with the vowel [E] of the definite article. Therefore, the underlying forms of 
the masc.sg. definite article should be: +/E/, not +/<E>/, for the kratăk člen, and +/Et/, 
not +/<E>t/,  for the pălen člen. 
It is preferable to attribute the retention of ghost vowels before the masc.sg. definite 
article to a morphophonological effect than to the pr sence of another underlying ghost 
vowel. Moreover, the definite article for the masc.sg. is not the only vocalic inflection 
to have such suspending effect on GV alternations, see 1.1.6.1. 
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2.1.1.5. Derivational jers 
 
Another problem with the jer analyses of Slavic ghost vowels is that one has to assume 
not only that every zero-inflection is an underlying (and never surfacing) jer, but also 
that some of the suffixes that we interpret as consonant-initial are jer-initial. 
Scatton (1975:32) posits two jer-initial suffixes: the adjectivizing -sk+i and the 
nominalizing -stv+o whose lexical representations are assumed to be -/Esk+i/ 
and -/Estv+o/, respectively. 
Unlike inflectional jers, derivational jers do have phonetic realization, but their 
distribution is different from that of root-internal jers and jers in suffixes with ghost 
vowels (e.g. -en-/-n-, -ăk-/-k-). The surfacing of so-called derivational jers is 
conditioned not by the nature of the following vowel (j r or non-jer), but by the nature 
of the preceding consonant (a [–anter] coronal requi s the manifestation of [e], cf. 
1.1.4.4). We prefer interpreting -estv+o as a separate allomorph of the nominalizing 
suffix -stv+o, with stable underlying /e/, not with jer /E/. The - stv+o allomorph is 
selected at the level of lexical representations by roots that end in a [-anter] coronal (see 
1.1.4.4). The same is valid for -esk+i vs. -sk+i, where a third allomorph -k+i  can be 
observed (see chapter 1, ex. 62). 
 
2.1.1.6. Distinguishing CS-roots from roots with an underlying <V> 
 
Scatton does not distinguish underlyingly <V>-stems from CS-stems (see 1.5.3). In his 
analysis misăl 'thought' like filtăr 'filter', rebro 'rib' like srebro 'silver' must contain a 
stem-internal jer, i.e. their underlying representaion is /misYl+Y/, /filtYr+Y/, /rebYr+o/, 
/srebYr+o/ from more abstract /##misl#Y##/, /##filtr#Y##/, /##rebr#o##/, 
/##srebr#o##/. The stem jer is inserted at the level of lexical representations by means 
of the rules of SYL´ and u*L (hence, YL), cf. Scatton (1975:33-34). Thus, the difference 
between GV roots that take the non-jer allomorph of the adjectivizing suffix -EN, e.g. 
misl+en, misl+en+a, rebr+en, rebr+en+a, and GV roots that select the jer allomorph 
of the same suffix, e.g. filtăr+en, filtăr+n+a , srebăr+en, srebăr+n+a , is not encoded in 
the respective underlying forms. The analysis cannot account for the existence of two 
alternative EN-adjectives from vjatăr 'wind' — vjatăr+en, vjatăr+n+a , with the jer 
allomorph, and vetr+en, vetr+en+a with the non-jer allomorph of the suffix (cf. 1/129), 
given that the sole possible representation of the root is /v∆atYr+Y/ from more abstract 
/##v∆atr#Y##/. In our opinion, it should be possible to posit two alternative underlying 
forms for a stem like vjatăr 'wind', each giving rise to a different -EN adjective. 
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2.1.2. Zec's Lexical Phonology analysis of GV alternations in Bulgarian 
 
Zec (1988) assumes the existence of two levels in the lexical component of Bulgarian 
phonology: a cyclic and a postcyclic one. Her rule of Jer Vocalization that corresponds 
to Scatton's LOW is a cyclic rule, while Jer Deletion (equivalent to Sactton's DEL) is 
post-cyclic. In Zec's interperetation the latter cannot apply before the rule of Jer 
Vocalization (i.e. LOW) has lowered all the jers that could be lowered. Jer Deletion 
applies before Final Devoicing, a post-cyclic lexical rule that devoices obstruents in 
word-final position. That is why Jer Deletion itself must apply at the post-cyclic lexical 
level. 
Let us consider the derivation of love‚c+ăt 'fool', def., and lovc+i ‚, pl. in Zec's 
interpretation: 
 
Cycle 1 lovEc lovEc  
 — — Jer Vocalization (LOW´) 
Cycle 2 lovEc]Y lovEc]i  
 lovec]Y — Jer Vocalization (LOW´) 
Cycle 3 lovec]Y]tY —  
 lovec]E]tY — Jer Vocalization (LOW´) 
Output of Cyclic Level lovecEtY lovEci  
 lovecEt lovci Jer Deletion (DEL´) 
 
The rule describing jer surfacing (Scatton's LOW) does not need to apply cyclically. 
There is no reason for LOW to apply after each word f rmation rule or in derived 
environments. Actually, in Scatton's analysis the rul  of LOW applies simultaneously 
on all jers that find themselves in its context of application, thus yielding the correct 
outcomes. 
 
2.1.3. Doing without inflectional jers 
 
If we want to capture the generalization stated in 1/136-v, we can re-formulate the rule 
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 Here (i)b and (i)c represent the two subcontexts of context 2 in Table 1 (1.6.3), whereas 
(i)a refers to context 3 in the same table. 
Thus reformulating the rule of LOW, we can get rid of inflectional jers and posit jers 
only where ghost vowel alternations are actually observed. 
LOW´´ is followed by the rule DEL´´: jers that are not lowered have to be deleted. 
 










           (ii) 
 
The order LOW-DEL will be preferred to DEL-LOW.3 
 
2.2. Accounts for Metathesis in Bulgarian 
 
2.2.1. Scatton's treatment of metathesis 
 
Scatton (1975:30) treats the metathetic alternation as "a special case of the vowel-zero 
alternation". He demonstrates that most of the forms of metathesizing roots, namely 
those where the sequence is Lă, are derivable by means of the same rules — DEL and 
LOW — that are needed to account for vowel/zero alternations.  
To derive the ăL forms of metathesizing roots, Scatton introduces a rule of 
syllabification (SYL) which attributes a syllabic status to those liquids that, after the 
deletion of jers, find themselves in inter-consonantal position. But syllabicity of liquids 
is only an intermediate state: two rules of syllabic reinterpretation (LE and EL) are 
ordered immediately after SYL in the course of derivation, inserting a schwa in the 
neighbourhood of syllabic liquids.  
 
                                                
3 According to Velcheva (1993), historically the even-numbered jers in sequences of contiguous syllables 
containing jers dissimilated by vowel height. Only after the dissimilation process had taken place the 
remaining jers underwent a process of weakening which ended in their loss. 
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 SYL  L   —>   L̀  /  #(XC) ___ (CY)# 
 
 LE  L̀   —>   LE  /  #X ___C2 Y# 
 
 EL  L ̀  —>   EL 
 
Here are the derivations for examples (3a)–(3e), Table 3, as required by Scatton's 
analysis of metathesis: 
 
krYv+av+Y krYv+Y krYv+Y+ta krYv+En+Y krYv+En+a  
krvav krYv krYvta krYvEnY krYvna DEL 
 krEv krEvta krEven krEvna LOW 
kr̀vav     SYL 
     LE 
kErvav     EL 
 
It can be seen that rule «LE» remains unexploited. The latter is necessary for 
morphemes that contain a non-alternating sequence Lă  as in krăst+ove, pl. of krăst 
'cross', tlăst+a, fem. of tlăst 'fat'. As Scatton (1975:34) posits an underlying jer (derived 
by means of the rules of SYL´ and LY, see  0, that apply at the level of lexical 
representation of morphemes) in such forms, he needs the rule «LE» in order to 
reinterpret the syllabic liquids that are triggered before a vocalic suffix, e.g.: 
 
krYst+Y krYst+ove  tlYst+Y tlYst+a  
krYst krstove  tlYst tlsta DEL 
krEst   tlEst  LOW 
 kr̀stove   tls̀ta SYL 
 krEstove   tlEsta LE 
 
Following the principle of positing underlying struct res only where an actual 
alternation can be observed, we prefer to posit not a jer, but a schwa in the lexical 
representation of nonalternating roots like krăst 'cross', tlăst 'fat': 
 
(1) krEst+Y krEst+ove  tlEst+Y tlEst+a  
 krEst krEst+ove  tlEst tlEst+a DEL 
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Thus, in our interpretation, no syllabic liquids can be obtained in the course of 
derivation when roots like those in (1) take a vocalic suffix. Therefore, the rule «LE» 
proves unnecessary if such perspective is adopted. 
 
2.2.1.1. Double application of Syllabification + Syllabic reinterpretation 
 
The rules of SYL´, LY and YL in Scatton (1975:33), "apply at the level of lexical 
representation": 
 
 SYL´  L   –>   L̀  /  C ___ C 
 
 LY  L ̀  –>   LY /   ___ C2  
 
 YL  L  ̀  –>   YL 
 
This subset of rules is necessary, as Scatton assume  a more abstract underlying form 
for non-metathetic roots containing a non-alternating Lă  or a non-alternating ăL : a 
liquid between consonants, e.g. /##krst#Y##/, /##tlst Y##/. The surface (and non-
alternating) schwa in non-metathetic roots is then inserted by the above rules. 
Following the principle of positing underlying struct res only where surface 
alternations occur, we assume that only the metathetic roots with alternating sequences 
Lă/ăL (e.g. krăv 'blood', kărv+i , pl., pălz+[∆+E] 'creep' ipfv., plăz+n+a, 
pfv.semelfactive) should contain a jer in their lexical representations. All forms with 
metathesis, unless they select the non-jer -/en/ suffix (cf. 1.2.7.2.2), can be viewed as 
coming from underlying /CLYC/. As for the non-alternating Lă sequences (e.g. krăst 
'cross', krăst+ove, pl.), they are the manifestation of an underlying /CLEC/. Likewise, 
the nonalternating ăL sequences (e.g. žălt 'yellow', žălt+a , fem.) are the manifestation of 
an underlying /CELC/. Assuming such lexical representations, we do not need the rules 
of SYL´, LY and YL, i.e. the double application of the rules of syllabification and 
syllabic reinterpretation before and after LOW-DEL is no more required. 
 
2.2.1.2. Word-initial sequences "sonorant + schwa" 
 
The final form of the rules of SYL´, LY, YL, SYL, LE and EL (Scatton 1975:37-38) is a 
step towards a unified account of metathesis and ghost vowels in sonorant-final stems. 
It includes nasals, but not [v] in the focus of these rules. 
Scatton also posits underlying pre-consonantal sonorants for word-initial sequences of 
"sonorant + schwa" (Scatton 1975:37). But the latter sequences are never alternating. 
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Hence, in our interpretation they will be represented as /#SE/, i.e with stable schwa 
instead of jer. Thus, instead of /##rk#a##/ giving /rYk+a/ for răka 'hand' and 
/##mx#Y##/ giving /mYx+Y/ for măx 'moss', cf. măx+ove, pl., we posit underlying 
/rEk+a/ and /mEx/ with stable schwa. 
 
2.2.1.3. About Scatton's treatment of suspended metathesis before -va- 
 
Scatton (1972:42, 1974) treats the imperfectivizing suffix -va- that exerts a suspending 
effect on metathesis (cf. 1.2.7) as derived from an underlying /ava/. Actually, -ava- is 
another productive imperfectivizing suffix in Bulgarian, used with stressless verb roots. 
When a stressless root is combined with the suffix /ava/, stress is shifted to the suffix-
initial vowel, e.g./s+pest+∆ E‚/ 'save' pfv. 1p.sg.pres., /s+pest+∆+a‚va+m/ ipfv. 1p.sg. pres. 
In Scatton's analysis stress-assignment is followed by a rule of A-Deletion that deletes 
the initial /a/ of the suffix /ava/, when the latter r mains unstressed. A-Deletion must be 
ordered after Metathesis, i.e. after the set of rules that regard jers, syllabification and 
syllabic reinterpretation, in order to achieve the imperfectives with suspended 
metathesis (cf. 1.2.7.2): 
 
 iz+skrYc+ava+m  
 iz+skrY‚c+ava+m Stress-assignment 
 izskr‚cavam DEL 
 izskr̀‚cavam SYL 
 izskE‚rcavam EL 
 izskE‚rcvam A-Deletion 
 
To derive secondary imperfectives from semelfactive perfectives by means of the -va  
suffix, e.g. skrăc+va+m 'squeak' ipfv. 1p.sg.pres., coming from skrăc+n+E, pfv. 
1p.sg.pres., a rule of N-Deletion is needed. In Scatton's analysis, this rule of consonant 
deletion has to apply in pre-vocalic context, given that it must precede A-Deletion: 
 
 skrY‚c+n+ava+m  
 skr‚cnavam DEL 
 skr̀‚cnavam SYL 
 skrE‚cnavam LE 
 skrE‚cavam N-Deletion 
 skrE‚cvam A-Deletion 
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It is preferable to posit a consonant-initial lexical form /va/, instead of /ava/, for the 
suffix -va-, thus treating the deletion of the semelfactive -n- before [v] as a case of 
cluster simplification (skrE‚cnvam > skrE‚cvam; cnv > cv). The suspension of metathesis, 
restricted to prefixed derived imperfectives, will then be attributed to a 
morphophonological effect exerted by the imperfectivizing suffix -va- in combination 
with a prefix (cf. 1.2.7.). 
 
2.2.2. Zec's treatment of metathesis 
 
Zec (1988) posits a lexical representation for metath sizing roots with no underlying jer 
and with an interconsonantal liquid, i.e. the same representation that Scatton assigns to 
non-metathesizing roots containing a stable Lă or a stable ăL sequence. The problem 
with Zec's analysis is that it neglects part of the data on metathesis in Bulgarian, namely 
the forms where a metathetic root combines with a suffix which exhibits a ghost vowel 
alternation. These forms are impossible to derive with the representations and rules 
adopted by Zec. 
Since liquids are never syllabic in surface Bulgarian forms, Zec assumes that they 
cannot be syllabic at the post-cyclic lexical level either. What provides them with 
prosodic licensing at this level is not their integration in syllables, but in moras – 
subsyllabic prosodic units. In Bulgarian, in addition to vowels, some liquids (those in 
metathetic roots) can be viewed as underlyingly moraic, i.e. sufficiently sonorous to 
form moraic peaks. Thus, in Zec's analysis, the underlying forms for krăv 'blood' and 
grăb 'back' contain a liquid with a prelinked mora: 
 
  µ   µ  
  |   | 
 g r b k r v 
 
Moraic structure is built in a cyclic fashion: "moraification obeys the strict cycle and 
will operate throughout the cyclic component" (Zec 1988:562). 
 
                      µ         µ                                         µ            µ 
                 /    |        /       |                                 /    |      /       | 
 [ [ g    r     b ]     Y  ]   [ [  k    r    v  ]    Y  ] 
 
                      µ             µ           µ                                      µ            µ            µ
                 /     |      /       |     /      |                                    /     |     /      |     /       | 
 [ [ g    r     b ]    a   t  ]    Y  ]   [ [  k   r    v  ]    a   v  ]   Y  ] 
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After Jer Deletion has removed jers (see 2.1.2) we obtain: 
 
             µ                                               µ     
                   /    |    \                                      /     |    \   
      g     r     b    k     r    v 
 
                      µ            µ                                                  µ          µ      
                  /    |       /     |    \                                          /    |      /  |    \    
      g     r     b    a     t         k     r     v    a     v   
 
At the post-cyclic lexical level syllables are created by mora-to-syllable mapping. Since 
all Bulgarian syllables are monomoraic, this is a one-to-one mapping. The internal 
constituency of each mora is preserved under this mapping.  
The output of the mapping is: 
 
σ                                             σ 
                       |                                          |            
           µ                                                   µ 
       /    |     \                                            / |    \   
      g    r     b         k   r     v 
 
σ          σ                                                   σ           σ       
                       |            |                                                    |       | 
                      µ          µ                                                   µ           µ       
                  /    |      /     |    \                                          /    |      / |    \    
      g    r     b     a    t         k    r     v   a    v   
 
Further Zec assumes that moras and syllables posit different requirements: not every 
segment that can serve as a moraic peak can also serve as a syllabic peak. In particular, 
Bulgarian liquids are sufficiently sonorous to serve as proper moraic peaks, but not to 
serve as proper syllable nuclei. The single mora in the syllable will have to conform to 
the sonority requirements imposed by syllables. This is done by means of a rule of 
(Schwa) Epenthesis which acts as a kind of repair strategy. It is predictable where the 
epenthesized vowel will appear with regard to syllable structure. If two vowels were 
inserted, i.e. both to the left and to the right of he moraic liquid (e.g. *gErEb, *gErEbat, 
*kErEv, *kErEvav), the resulting form would require a disruption f moraic structure. 
This is not allowed under the mora-to-syllable mapping defined by Zec. 
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In addition to the general syllable structure constrain  in Bulgarian, which allows at 
most one consonant in the coda, the Epenthesis rule pos s a further constraint: it 
obligatorily creates closed syllables: 
 
Epenthesis (Zec 1988:565):   
σ      
                       |               
µ      
                   /   |   \           
      c    v    c (where "c" and "v" stand for consantal and vocalic segment, 
    respectively) 
 
However, in derivatives where metathetic roots like răv 'blood' and grăb 'back' find 
themselves before a ghost vowel (jer) suffix, e.g. krăv+en 'bloody', krăv+n+a, fem., 
and grăb+en 'back' adj., grăb+n+a, fem., the rule of Epenthesis as formulated above 
gives wrong outputs. This subset of data seems to have been ignored in Zec's analysis. 
 
                      µ             µ            µ                                       µ           µ            µ 
                 /     |      /       |     /      |                                 /     |     /    |      /       | 
 [ [ g    r     b ]    E   n  ]    Y  ]            [ [  k    r    v  ]    E   n  ]   Y  ] 
 
After Jer Vocalization and Jer Deletion: 
 
                      µ           µ                                                   µ          µ       
                  /    |      /     |    \                                         /     |      / |    \   
      g     r    b     e    n       k     r     v     e    n   
 
After mora-to-syllable mapping: 
 
σ          σ                                                   σ          σ       
                       |            |                                                    |       | 
                      µ          µ                                                   µ          µ       
                  /    |      /     |    \                                         /     |      / |    \ 
      g    r      b    e    n        k     r     v     e    n   
 
The rule of Epenthesis then gives the following forms that are incorrect: 
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 *        σ                  σ                                                 *       σ               σ       
                       |                   |                                                     |                 | 
                      µ                  µ                                                        µ               µ       
                  /    |     \       /     |    \                                                / |    \       /    |    \   
      g    E     r     b    e    n        k     E  r     v    e    n   
 
2.3. An Only-Stem-Internal (OSI) Jer Analysis 
 
In this section we discuss a unified treatment of metathesis and ghost vowels in CS-
stems. 
 
2.3.1. Enlarging the focus of SYL: Sonorant Syllabification 
 
We would like to reconsider the following generalizt on stated in chapter 1, (132)-v, 
based on Table 1, and repeated in (2) below: 
 
(2) All schwa insertions are pre-sonorant: 
 • in context 2 (stem types B, D) 
 and some of them are pre-liquid: 
 • in context 1 (stem types C, D) 
 • in context 3 (stem type D). 
 
To this purpose, we will enlarge the focus of the rul  SYL by including, beyond liquids, 
all other sonorants, i.e. the nasals [m, n] (as Scatton does in the final form of his rule, 
1975:37) and [v], which functions, at least in some aspects, as a sonorant in Bulgarian: 
like sonorants and unlike voiced obstruents, it does not spread [+voiced], cf. 1.1.3.2. 
This will give the following rule of Sonorant Syllabification (SYL´´): 
 














It is easy to see that thus reformulated, the rule covers all the contexts listed in (2). 
 
2.3.2. Pre-Sonorant Schwa Epenthesis 
 
The syllabic sonorants generated in intermediate repres ntations will trigger schwa 
epenthesis only when followed by a (non-syllabic) consonant or when found at the 
word-end. If the consonant that follows the focus sonorant is another sonorant that has 
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been turned syllabic by means of rule (iii), rule (iv) is inapplicable. We thus exclude 
context 2 for stem type D (see Table 1), where no schwa surfaces before the liquid.  
 














2.3.3. Sonorant Desyllabification 
 
Those syllabic S'̀s that have not triggered schwa-epenthesis, i.e. remain unchanged after 
application of rule (iv), must undergo a rule of desyllabification, see (v). This is 
necessary because Bulgarian has no syllabic sonorants in its inventory of surface 
segment realizations. 
 
(v) Son Desyll            S ̀  —>   S                                                                        (v) 
 
The rules of SYL´´(iii), E-Epenthesis (iv) and Son Desyll (v), in addition to LOW´´(i) 
and DEL´´(ii), will suffice to generate all forms from all stem types recapitulated in 
Table 3. Here we repeat the entire rule set for an only-stem-internal jer treatment of 
Bulgarian GV alternations: 



















































          (ii) 
 





























(v)  Son Desyll            S`   —>   S                                                          (v) 
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2.3.4. Testing the rule set of the OSI Jer Analysis 
 
We will now test this rule set with the examples of Table 3. In Table 4 below, we use 
capital Y for the back jer (corresponding to our ghost schwa <E> and to Scatton's high 
lax u* ) and capital E for the front jer (corresponding to our ghost <e> and to Scatton's 






filt Er     (c) 
filtYr+ če 
filt Erče    (b) 
filtYr+En 
filt Eren    (a),(c) 
filtYr+En+a 









pesen    (c) 
pesEn+ta 
pesenta   (b) 
pesEn+En 
pesenen   (a),(c) 
pesEn+En+a 





2 misl+∆+E  
 
misl 
misl̀      (b) 
misEl    (b) 
misl+ta 
misl̀ta      (a) 
misElta    (a) 





krvav    
kr̀vav   (a) 
kErvav (a) 
krYv 
krEv      (c) 
krYv+ta 
krEvta     (b) 
krYv+EN 
krEven    (a),(c) 
krYv+En+a 













vr̀Ev      (b) 
vrEv      (b) 
vrv+čic+a 
vr̀vč̀ica    (a) 
vr̀Evčica  (a) 
vrEvčica  (a) 
vrv+en 
vr̀ven          (a) 
vErven        (a) 
vrv+en+a 
vr̀vena       (a) 





5 begl+i begl 
 
 
begl̀      (b) 
begEl    (b) 
— begl+Ec 




begl̀ci         (a) 






6    begl+ec begl+ec+i  
(i-v) 
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7 drYž+E  
 
držE     
dr̀žE        (a) 
dEržE      (a) 
drYž  
drEž      (c) 
drYž+k+a 
drEžka    (b) 
-dr(Y)ž+EcFGE 
* 
-držec          (c) 
 
-dr̀žec          (a) 
-dEržec        (a) 
-drYž+Ec+i 









sr̀na        (a) 




sr̀ǹdak     (a) 
sr̀Endak   (a) 
srEndak 
srn+Ec 
srnec           (c) 
 
sr̀nec          (a) 
sErnec        (a) 
srn+Ec+i 
 
srnci      
sr̀ǹci          (a) 








    srn+en 






drzost    
dr̀zost      (a) 
dErzost    (a) 
— drYz+na 
drEzna    (b) 
dr(Y)zFGE+Yk *  
drzEk         (c) 
 
dr̀zEk           (a) 
dErzEk         (a) 
drYz+Yk+a 









* (Y) denotes the deletion of the root jer in the underlying form of derivatives (when Ø-
inflected) from roots that are lexically marked to manifest the Fratricidal Ghost Effect 
(FGE); see 1.6.5. 
•  in the case of the lexically-marked FGE suffix -EC — ex. 7c; cf. ex.(140) in ch.1 
•  in the case of lexically-marked FGE metathetic roots — ex. 9c; cf. ex. (142) in ch.1 
 
The morphological decomposition and translation for the examples in table 4 can be 
found in (143) of chapter 1. The first column gives the example number. The last 
column specifies the rule (i, ii, iii, iv or v) that is responsible for the forms at the 
respective line. The letters (a), (b) and (c) to the right of some examples specify which 
subpart of rules (i), (iii) and (iv) is involved. 
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2.3.5. Problems relating to the rules of the OSI Jer Analysis 
 
Rules (i), (ii) and (iv) contain heterogeneous contexts inside the disjoint brackets. It is 
not obvious why a the word-end and a following consonant should trigger the same 
structural change. Neither is it understandable how a following jer is related to a 
consonant cluster/a consonant at the word-end to provoke the same effect: the lowering 
of a preceding jer.  
Rule (iii) produces sounds that are not possible as surface phonetic realizations in 
Bulgarian, namely syllabic sonorants: [r]̀, l ]̀, [ǹ], [m̀] and [v̀]. 
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2.4. Harmonic Phonology account for the Bulgarian data 
 
2.4.1. Some principles of Harmonic Phonology 
 
2.4.1.1. Levels and representations in Harmonic Phon logy 
 
Goldsmith (1993:26) considers that traditional structuralist phonology, with its three 
levels of representation and two rule components relating the levels ( fig.1), establishes 











↓  ↓  ↓ 
• ↔ • ↔ • 









Halle & Chomsky (1968) use only two levels of representation (MP, PT) and only one 
set of principles relating them. The rules do not directly relate the levels. Rules create 
entities which are not representations on any particular linguistic level — the 
intermediate stages of derivations. Ordering of rules is not the function of relations 
across levels. 
A harmonic grammar consisits of 2 types of relations: 
• rules that relate distinct levels 
• rules that decrease the complexity of representatio  on a single linguistic level  
A level is a way of describing an utterance. Analysis makes specific generalizations 
about each level: about its tactics and well-formedness conditions. Each level contains 
complexity measures, which evaluate the degree of complexity of representations. 
A level (L) consists of: 
• a vocabulary of items (a set of features, an inventory of permitted segments, 
associations, etc.) 
• a set of relations expressing relative well-formedn ss (a measure of well-
formedness) 
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• a set of intralevel (L, L) rules: possible paths for a representation to achieve 
maximal well-formedness 
The representation of a given expression on level L is a pair of representations (Li, Lf; 
where i = initial, f = final) and Lf is the best-formed representation accessible to Li 
given the (L, L) rules. 
 
Harmonic Phonology makes use of the M/W/P model. 
There are three levels of phonological interest. Bleeding and counterfeeding relations, 
common in natural languages, establish the need for more than 2 levels. The three levels 
are: 
• M-level: a morphophonemic level, the level at which morphemes are 
phonologically specified 
• W-level: the level at which expressions are structured into well-formed syllables 
and well-formed words (with a minimum of redundant phonological information) 
• P-level: a level of broad phonetic description; the interface with 
articulatory/acoustic devices 
 
The M-level is essentially devoid of phonological motivation. Its representation may 
violate all conceivable phonotactics. Its sole function is as a repository of the minimal 
information necessary to capture the sound characteristics of the morpheme. It is a 
structure that incorporates the morphemes that provide the realization of the 
morphosyntactic information. Its inital state Mi is the representation that provides the 
interface with the morphosyntax. 
It is on the W-level that the bulk of the significant well-formedness conditions (tactics) 
are stated. The W-level representation expresses the form the language squeezes its 
morphemes into in order to satisfy the alternation of consonants and vowels, licensed 
coda and syllable material, tonal association, etc. (W,W) rules are ways of manipulating 
the phonological substance present at the deeper M-l vel. 
Language-particular W-level phonotactics consist entir ly of syllable structure 
conditions and autosegmental phonotactics (autosegmental licensing specifications, 
autosegmental restrictions on the minimal/maximal number of associations). Other W-
level phonotactics are universal. 
P-level is the level of systematic phonetics. Its final state Pf serves as the interface with 
the phonetic component. 
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2.4.1.2. Two types of rules: intra-level and cross-level. No extrinsic   
 ordering of rules. 
 
The Harmonic Phonology model decomposes the phonological analysis into intralevel 
and cross-level components. It thus emphasizes the tactics specific to autonomous 
levels of the phonological component (Goldsmith 1993:46). 
The following types of phonological rules exist: 
• 3 intralevel rule types: (M,M), (W,W) & (P,P); 
• 2 cross-level rule types: (M,W), (W,P), where theorder of the symbols is irrelevant. 
Neither intralevel nor cross-level rules are ordere. They operate simultaneously. 
Within a level, rules apply in the manner generally referred to as ‘free reapplication’, 
subject to the Elsewhere Condition, in the sense that, when a language has two 
competing repair strategies for a phonotactic violati n within a given level, it chooses 
the one that is more specific for the task at hand. 
Cross-level rules do not give rise to derivations with intermediate stages.  
While intralevel rules must be harmonic, cross-level rules need not be harmonic, i.e. 
their application needs not increase the well-formedness of the representation. 
 
2.4.1.3. Syllabification. Autosegmental licensing. 
 
Early M-level syllabification serves the purpose of exposing problems for the 
phonology, generally in the guise of unsyllabified (i.e. unsyllabifiable) material. 
A general well-formedness condition is imposed on W-level that syllabification must be 
total. 
Syllables are constructed in such a way as to build the largest syllables (i.e. the smallest 
number of syllables) consistent with the language's r strictions on possible syllables. 
The maximal number of segments possible must be covered with the minimal number 
of syllables. 
There are prosodic units that are licensers. The syllable node is the primary licenser. It 
acts as licenser for the onset and the nucleus. Secondary licensers can be the coda node, 
a word-final appendix and some word-final morphemes. 
The licenser is endowed with the ability to license a set of features (autosegments) – 
point of articulation, continuancy, voiceness, etc. A given licenser can license no more 
than one occurrence of the autosegment in question. 
When the syllables of a language have a coda position, the coda is a secondary licenser, 
a node that also serves as the point of origin of a licensing path down to the skeleton. 
The language will assign a subset (typically, a small subset) of the features of the 
language to the coda position. 
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The Ω-licenser (Ω = word-final appendix) is another kind of secondary licenser at 
word-boundary. It licenses word-final extrasyllabicity: the features that appear in word-
final appendices. For instance, in English word-inter al syllables any single consonant  
can appear in the coda, but word-finally obstruent clusters may appear. Goldsmith 
(1990:147) attributes the possibility of the second consonant to a word-final appendix 
(Ω) position. Moreover, only coronals may be extrasyllabic in English, i.e. only 
segments not specified for point of articulation. The English word-final appendix 
licenses only the features [voice] and [continuant]. 
All autosegmental material must be licensed at W-level. Elements not licensed at this 
level will not proceed to the P-level, i.e. are delet d. 
 
2.4.2. Underlying structures for ghost vowels 
 
2.4.2.1. Ghost vowels in autosegmental (multilinear) frameworks 
 
As reported by Szpyra (1992:278), the multilinear jer approaches distinguish jers from 
the other vowels by representing them underlyingly only on the skeletal tier (Spencer 
1986) or only on the segmental tier (Rubach 1986, 1993). As for non-jer vowels, they 
are represented on both tiers. 
In Rubach (1986:259), Rubach (1993:141) and Kenstowicz & Rubach (1987) the 






 V    → V /  ___  C   V   
 
The circled V stands for a floating vowel, that is, a segment without an associated X 
slot. 
Jers that remain without an X slot cannot be licensed prosodically and hence are never 
realized phonetically. At the end of phonology they are deleted by the Stray Erasure 
convention: "Erase segments and skeleton slots unless attached to higher levels of 
structure. […] By 'higher levels of structure' I mean either a position in the syllable or 
one in a morphological template. […] in surface structure all strings are exhaustively 
syllabified." (Steriade 1982:89) 
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Following Paradis & El Fenne (1995)4 we assume that floating segments are visible to 
syllabification rules. In Bulgarian the presence of an underlying floater blocks the 
process of syllabification. The syllable cannot span an unsyllabified element. The 
unsyllabified segmental material (cf. Goldsmith's contingent extrasyllabicity) can be 
only peripheral. Contrary to what is alleged by Szpyra (1992:297), it seems that Polish 
jers do not always block syllabification, at least in some imperatives (cf. Rubach 
1993:641, note 11). However, in Bulgarian the blocking effect of floaters is sytematic. 
For Szpyra (1992) the surfacing of jers serves as repai  strategy to satisfy the 
requirement of full syllabification (prosodification). When the next consonant is already 
prosodified, the preceding jer does not vocalize. The vocalization of jers creates new 
syllable nuclei to which hitherto unsyllabified consonants can attach and become 
prosodically licensed. Thus, the function of jer vocalization is to ensure the syllabic 
well-formedness of lexical items. 
Itô (1989) describes two strategies for dealing with unsyllabified consonants: 
• vowel epenthesis (the epenthesis site being determin d by the direction of 
syllabification) 
• erasure of unsyllabified consonants 
Szpyra (1992) adds a third strategy: the vocalization of adjacent unsyllabified jers. 
In Szpyra's analysis a jer, underlyingly, is an “empty root node devoid of any melodic 
features”. The empty node acquires the feature [-cons] when preceding an unsyllabified 
(stray) consonant. Thus, Szpyra posits an underlying segment that is fully 
underspecified: it is neither a vowel nor a consonant. However, an empty root node 
always surfaces as a vowel in Polish. 
 
2.4.2.2. Floating vowels and epenthetic schwas instead of jers 
 
Some schwas in Bulgarian are stable vowels, i.e. thy are not involved in GV (or 
metathetic) alternations. We assume that a stable schwa comes from an underlyingly 
anchored schwa, i.e. a schwa which is provided witha skeletal point: 
 
  • 
 /E/   = | 
  E  
 
                                                
4 «We maintain that segments are visible to syllabification rules, whether they are, with respect to these 
rules, well-formed (anchored) or not» (Paradis & El Fenne 1995:188) 
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As for surface schwas that are GV-alternating (or metathetic) vowels, we distinguish 
between two possible origins. They may come from an underlying floating schwa, i.e. a 
floating segment [E] that is not linked to the skeleton: 
   
 <E> =  
  E 
 
But they can also be not represented by any underlying structure at all. In the latter case, 
they result from a default epenthesis.  
As demonstrated by Anderson (1996), based on data from vowel reduction in informal 
modern Bulgarian (cf. Pettersson & Wood 1987), ă (/E/) is the minimally specified 
(unspecified) vowel in Bulgarian. Three distinct notational systems (a Dependency 
Phonology notation and two under-specified binary-feature systems – a radical and a 
non-radical one) provide characterizations which display detailed equivalences.  
The Dependency Phonology notation proposed by Anderson represents /E  as the only 
vowel not reducible to combinations of i, u and a: 
 
 {i} /i/   {u} /u/ 
 {a, i} /e/   {a, u} /o/ 
   {   } /E/ 
   {a} /a/ 
 
There are difficulties in providing a generalization appropriate to the reduction 
phenomena in Bulgarian in terms of the standard binary features (cf. Pettersson & 
Wood 1987:§3). By contrast, a unitary characterization based on underspecified 
traditional binary features is available. Actually, Anderson translates the 'Jakobsonian' 
features of the Aronson's classification of the Bulgarian vowels (acute/grave, plain/flat 
and diffuse/compact; cf. Aronson 1968:32) into the following radical underspecified 
account invoking the traditional binary features [back], [round] and [low]: 
 
 [–bck] /i/   [+rnd] /u/ 
   [      ] /E/ 
 [–bck,+lw] /e/   [+rnd,+lw] /o/ 
   [+lw] /a/ 
 
An alternative solution, which is "less radically relativistic", assumes an underspecified 
interpretation using the traditional markedness values (cf. Chomsky & Halle 1968:405), 
except that /a/ is specified as [–high] to differentiate it from /E/: 
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 [–bck] /i/   [+bck] /u/ 
 [–bck,–hg] /e/   [+bck,–hg] /o/ 
   [      ] /E/ 
   [–hg] /a/ 
 
All three notations represent /E/ as the unspecified member of the Bulgarian vowel 
system. Therefore, it is not surprising that /E/  functions as the default vowel in the 
cases of epenthesis. 
 
As for surface [e]'s that are involved in GV alternations, they are of only one possible 
origin: they must come from an underlying floater <e>, i.e. a segment [e] that lacks a 
skeletal slot underlyingly: 
   
 <E> =  
  E  
 
2.4.3. Rules regarding ghost vowels 
 
The complicated pattern of GV and metathetic alternatio s/ suspensions of alternations 
in Bulgarian can be given a unified account with only two rules in the Harmonic 
Phonology framework. The first rule anchors floaters, i.e. provides some /<E>/ and 
/<e>/ with a skeletal slot. The second one inserts the default vowel [E]. Both rules are 
syllabically-conditioned: the anchoring/insertion is triggered by an unsyllabified 
consonant.  
A third rule is necessary to cover the special behaviour of lexically-marked FGE 
metathetic roots and of metathetic roots before the lexically-marked FGE suffix -ec/-c-, 
see 1.5.5. The latter rule adjusts certain sequences of floaters in M-level representations. 
 
2.4.3.1. The cross-level (M,W) rule of Floater Anchoring 
 
M/W level: <V>-before-*C Anchoring (*C=unsyllabified consonant), see (i) below. 
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(i)      • 
  | 
  
  M: <V> *C   
   ↓     





  W: V C   
 
If more than one consonants remain unsyllabified anif they are all preceded by a 
floater, each of these floaters undergoes the rule of Anchoring. 
No doubt <V>-Anchoring contributes to syllabification of otherwise unsyllabifiable 
material, but it sometimes overgenerates vocalic nuclei and hence produces some extra 
syllables. It is not entirely harmonic, i.e. not completely or, perhaps, not only 
conditioned by syllable structure. That is why we consider it to be a cross-level rule. A 
cross-level rule need not be harmonic. 
 
2.4.3.2. The intra-level (W,W) rule of Schwa Epenthesis 
 
W/W level: E-before-*S Epenthesis (*S=unsyllabified sonorant), see (ii) below.  
 
(ii)      • 
  | 
  
  W:  *S   
   ↓     





  W: E  S   
 
If more than one adjacent sonorants remain unsyllabified (and cannot trigger the rule of 
Anchoring), only the last one triggers Epenthesis. This yields one of the preferred 
syllable types in Bulgarian: CVC in the case of two s norants and CCVC from a 
sequence of three unsyllabified consonants. 
E-Epenthesis seems to be a harmonic rule. It contributes to syllabification of otherwise 
unsyllabifiable material, and it never overgenerates vocalic nuclei. Hence, no extra 
syllables are produced by means of E-Epenthesis. E-Epenthesis yields only the preferred 
syllable types CVC and CCVC. Thus, we consider it tobe an intra-level rule. It applies 
at W-level, where total syllabification is a well-formedness condition. Schwa epenthesis 
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in Bulgarian is just a repair strategy to rescue sonorants that would otherwise be 
subjected to Stray Erasure. As an intra-level W/W rule it takes place after <V>-
Anchoring, a M/W cross-level rule. 
 
2.4.3.3. A rule adjusting M-level representations to describe the FGE 
 
What we called the Fratricidal Ghost Effect (see 1.5.5) must apply on M-level, i.e. at 
the level of morpheme concatenation, and before the application of early M-level 
syllabification. 
 
M/M level: <V>-before-<V> Deletion, see (iii) below. 
 





  M: <V>1   C <V>2   C  
   ↓      





  M:  C <V>2   C  
 
where  
(iii a) <V>1 is in a metathetic root that is lexically-marked to undergo the FGE and 
<V>2 is in a GV suffix (-/<e>n/, -/<E>k/, -/<e>c/); see ex. (142) in ch.1 
or  
(iii b) <V>2 is in the suffix -/<e>c/ that is lexically-marked to provoke the FGE and 
<V>1 is in a metathetic root; see ex. (140) in ch.1. 
In both cases the suffix must be uninflected; i.e. it must find itself at the word-end. 
 
2.4.4. Harmonic Phonology account for examples 1-9, Table 3 
 
Now rules (i), (ii) and (iii) will be tested with the example sample of Table 3, chapter 1. 
 
2.4.4.1. <V>-roots, examples 1a-e 
 
In the plural (example 1a) the stem-final consonant syllabifies at M-level with the 
vowel of the inflection. There are no unsyllabified consonants. 
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   (   f i l    t   ) E  (   r     i  ) 
 
Thus the floater remains unanchored and is eliminated by Stray Erasure. The final result 
is: 
 




























   (   f i    l  ) (  t r    i  ) 
 
In the singular (example 1b), the stem-final consonant remains unsyllabified. As it is 
preceded by a floater, it triggers the latter's anchoring by means of rule (i). 
 











   (   f i l    t   ) E    * r   
       ↓    (i) 













   (   f i    l  ) (  t E     r  )   
 
The word malăk 'little' masc.sg. is an example demonstrating that M-level 
syllabification does not apply across floaters. Otherwise (malk), which is a possible 
syllable in Bulgarian, cf. polk 'regiment', vălk 'wolf', would be created. 
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   (  m a    l  ) E  * k      
      ↓     (i) 










   
   (  m    a  ) (  l E     k  )    
 
The intervening floater <E> prevents [k] from adjoining the syllable created around the 
preceding nucleus [a]. 
Consider next the derivation of rel 'eagle' masc.sg.: 
 






   
   (  o    r  ) e  * l      
     ↓     (i) 








   
   (  o ) (  r e    l  )    
 
(orl) is a possible syllable in Bulgarian, cf. vărl  'cruel',  Karl 'Charles', but the 
intervening floater <e> prevents the word-final [l] from adjoining the syllable created 
around the nucleus [o]. Thus *l triggers the anchoring of <e> and [r] is resyllabified at 
W-level as onset of the syllable created around the now anchored [e]. 
 
The schwa in the diminutive (example 1c) results from the application of rule (i). The 
stem-final [r] cannot be syllabified in one onset with the following affricate [č] because 
of the sonority sequencing hierarchy. Thus *r triggers the anchoring of the preceding 
floater. 
 















   (   f i l    t   ) E  * r  ( č     e )  
       ↓      (i) 

















   (   f i    l   ) (   t E     r  )  ( č     e )  
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The masc.sg. of the adjective (example 1d) is the result of double simultaneous 
application of rule (i). Both [n] and [r] remain unsyllabified, and both are preceded by a 
floater. An extra syllable is created, given that (fil )(tren) would be a completely 
syllabifiable form.  
 










+  • 
| 
 
   (   f i l    t  ) E    * r  e   * n  
       ↓    ↓   (i) 

















   (  f i    l  ) (  t   E  ) (  r  e   n  )  
 
The feminine of the adjective (example 1e) has only e unsyllabified consonant. The 
second floater <e> remains unanchored, as the following consonant [n] is syllabified at 
M-level. 
 















   (   f i l    t  ) E    * r  e ( n  a )  
       ↓        (i) 

















   (  f i    l  ) (  t E     r  )  e ( n  a )  
 
Another solution which yields a well-formed syllable structure, including all anchored 
elements of the lexical form in (3), would be to rescue the unsyllabified *r by anchoring 
the second floater, <e>, instead of the first, <E>. This would generate the following 
well-formed structure: (fil )(tre)(na). However, the rule of <V>-Anchoring – a cross-
level rule, that need not be harmonic – requires that t e floater precede, not follow the 
unsyllabified consonant.  
The floater <e> in (3), still unsyllabified at W-levl, undergoes Stray Erasure. This 
gives the following surface form: 
 

















   (  f i    l  ) (  t E     r  ) ( n a )  
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2.4.4.2. CS-roots, examples 2a-e 
 








+  • 
| 
  
   ( m i    s ) (  l   
 
[cor] 
E  )   
            








  • 
| 
  
   ( m i    s ) (  l ∆ 
| 
[cor]  
  E  )   
 
In (4) above (example 2a), the verbalizing suffix consists of an anchored schwa 
preceded by a floating feature that causes palataliz ion as secondary articulation when 
it associates to a consonant. If we adopt Clements' model of feature geometry 
(Clements & Hume 1995, Clements 1993), the floating feature is [coronal] and it links 
at W-level to the V-place node under the vocalic node f the preceding [l], thus giving 
rise to a palatalized [l∆]. 
In ex.2b and further on we use the symbol ˚C to denote a consonant (C) that remains 
unsyllabified not only after M-level syllabification has applied (i.e. at M-level it is 
represented as *C), but also after cross-level M/W rules have applied, i.e. it arrives 
unsyllabified at W-level. A ˚C triggers the intra-level W/W rule of E-before-*S 
Epenthesis. Thus *C and ˚C denote the same thing: an unsyllabified consonant. The 
distinction is purely notational: *C denotes a consonant found at M-level, while ˚C 
refers to a consonant at W-level. This makes it easier to recognize unsyllabified 
consonants that will trigger rule (ii), namely ˚C, and to distinguish them from 
unsyllabified consonants that will trigger rule (i), namely *C. 
Both in ex.2b and ex.2c, a sonorant, [l], remains uyllabified at W-level and is 
represented as ˚l. At W-level this  ̊l triggers the application of rule (ii).  
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   ( m i    s )  * l      
            








     
   ( m i    s )  ˚ l        
 
 








     
   ( m i    s )   ˚ l        
      ↓       (ii)  










     
   ( m    i  ) (  s E     l  )      
 
 













   ( m i    s )  * l  (  t a  )   
            













   ( m i    s )  ˚ l    (  t a  )   
 
 













   ( m i    s )   ˚ l   (  t a  )   
      ↓      (ii)  















   ( m    i  ) (  s E     l  ) (  t a  )   
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Both the masculine (ex.2d) and the feminine (ex.2e) of the adjective are completely 
syllabified since M-level: 
 













   ( m i    s ) (  l  e    n )   
 
 















   ( m i    s ) (  l     e ) (  n     a )  
 
2.4.4.3. Metathetic <V>-roots, examples 3a-e 
 










   k r E  (  v  a    v ) 
 
In (6) two unsyllabified consonants arrive at W-level. The second one is a sonorant. It 
triggers E-Epenthesis inside the W-level in order to satisfy the well-formedness 
condition on total syllabification: 
 











   k    ˚ r E  (  v  a    v )  
    ↓       (ii) 













   (  k E     r  ) E  (  v  a    v )  
 
By Stray Erasure the floater that remains unanchored is eliminated. At P-level we 
obtain: 
 












   (  k E     r  ) (  v a    v ) 
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   k r E   * v  
     ↓  (i) 









   (  k r E     v )  
 
In (7) three consonants remain unsyllabified at M-leve , but only one of them is 
preceded by a floater. The floater gets anchored and the structure becomes completely 
syllabifiable at W-level. 
 











   k r E   * v  (  t a  )  
     ↓     (i) 













   (  k r E     v )  (  t a  )  
 
In the above representation, corresponding to ex.3c, three consonants remain 
unsyllabified at M-level. The last one is preceded by a floater. It triggers the anchoring 
of the floater. The anchored floater is sufficient to impose well-formed syllable 
structure on W-level. 
 






+  • 
| 
 
   k r E   * v  e   * n  
     ↓   ↓   (i) 













   (  k r   E ) (  v  e   n  )  
 
The M-level structure in (8) is completely unsyllabifiable. Two of the unsyllabified 
consonants are preceded by an adjacent floater. Both trigger <V>-Anchoring. Thus, 
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syllabification applies at W-level around the two vcalic nuclei resulting from the 
application of the M/W level rule (i). 
 











   k r E   * v  e ( n  a )  
     ↓       (i) 













   (  k r E     v )  e ( n  a )  
 
Another solution which yields a well-formed syllable structure including all anchored 
elements of the lexical form in (9) would be to rescue the unsyllabified *v by anchoring 
the second floater, <e>, instead of the first, <E>, which would trigger E-Epenthesis 
before *r. This would yield the following structure: (kEr)(ve)(na). However, the rule of 
<V>-Anchoring requires that the floater precede, not f llow the unsyllabified 
consonant.  
The floater <e> in (9), unsyllabified at W-level, undergoes Stray Erasure. This gives the 
following surface form: 
 













   (  k r E     v ) ( n a )  
 
2.4.4.4. Metathetic CS-roots, examples 4a-e 
 

















   v r ( v    o ) ( l    i ) ( c    a )   
               






         
   ˚ v  ˚ r ( v    o ) ( l    i ) ( c    a )   
 
In (10) two sonorants remain unsyllabified at M-level; E-Epenthesis is triggered by the 
second one in order to give the preferred syllable typ CVC: 
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   (  v E     r  ) ( v   o ) ( l    i ) ( c   a )   
 
 






    
   v r v     
 
In (11) three adjacent sonorants remain unsyllabified. There is no floater, so no cross-
level rule applies. At W-level only one of the unsyllabified sonorants may trigger schwa 
epenthesis. The last one is selected, because inserting a syllabic nucleus before it gives 
one of the preferred syllable types in Bulgarian: CCVC (see chapter 1, 1.2.6). 
 






    
    ˚ v    ˚ r     ˚ v       
     ↓      (ii) 








    
   ( v r E     v )     
 
 















    ˚ v    ˚ r     ˚ v   (  č  i  ) (  c a  )  
     ↓       (ii)  

















   ( v r E     v ) (  č  i  ) (  c a  )  
 













The M-level representation of the adjective in the masculine sg. is: 
 











   v r (  v  e    n )   
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and in the feminine: 
 













   v r (  v     e ) (  n    a )  
 
At W-level a schwa is inserted between the two unsyllabified sonorants to yield a CVC 
syllable both in the masculine and in the feminine: 
 











   ˚ v  ˚ r (  v e    n )   
    ↓       (ii)  













   (  v E     r  ) (  v e    n )   
 
 















   ( v E     r ) (  v    e ) (  n     a )  
 
 
2.4.4.5. CS-roots + -EC, examples 5 & 6 
 
In the fem. begl+a (example 5a) neither rule applies: 
 










   (   b e    g  ) (  l     a ) 
 
The derivation of the masc. begăl (ex.5b) is like that of ex. 2b, misăl, see (5). 
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   of the suffix -EC. When it selects the GV allomorph, the derivation 
is: 
 








+  • 
| 
  
   ( b e    g ) l  e * c   
        ↓    (i) 













   ( b e    g ) (  l  e    c )   
 
The floater is anchored because it finds itself before the unsyllabied *c. Clearly, 
E-Epenthesis must not apply at this level. Otherwise it would yield the erroneous form 
*begElec with a schwa inserted before the unsyllabified ˚l. As E-Epenthesis applies at 
W-level, it follows syllabification triggered by the cross-level M/W rule of Floater 
Anchoring. The anchored floater [e] provides a nucles for syllabification not only for 
the word-final [c], but also for the preceding as yet unsyllabified [l]. Thus the context 
for application of Schwa-before-*S Epenthesis is no longer present at W-level, for the 
sonorant has already been syllabified. 
The form obtained in (12) above coincides with the  -EC derivative of the same word 
when the non-GV allomorph is selected: 
 













   ( b e    g ) (  l  e    c )   
 
The two allomorphs of -EC give different derivations only in the plural. When the non-
GV allomorph is selected, the M-level representation of the plural (example 6e) is 
entirely syllabifiable, and neither rule applies: 
 















   ( b e    g ) (  l     e ) (  c     i )  
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This is not the case of the M-level form with the GV suffix, where the unsyllabified [l] 
cannot trigger the anchoring of the floater, because the latter follows the former: 
 













   ( b e    g ) l  e (  c     i )  
 
Because [l] arrives unsyllabified at W-level, it trggers E-Epenthesis: 
 













   ( b e    g )   ˚ l e (  c    i )  
      ↓      (ii) 















   ( b    e ) (  g E     l ) e (  c    i )  
 
The floater remains unanchored and undergoes Stray Erasure: 
 















   ( b    e ) (  g E     l ) (  c    i )  
 
 
2.4.4.6. Metathetic <V>-roots + -EC, examples 7a-e 
 
Metathetic stems always select the GV suffix /-<e>c/. 
Ex.7b drăž is derived like ex.3b krăv (7), while ex.7c drăž+ka copies the derivation of 
ex.3c krăv+ta.  
Consider the derivation of ex.7a in (13), where we find the same verbalizing suffix as in 
ex.2a, misl[∆+E] (both verbs belonging to the same conjugation type). The suffix 
consists of a schwa preceded by the floating node [coronal]. In (4), ex.2a, the floating 
node associates to the preceding stem-final consonat, c using its palatalization. But in 
Bulgarian the [coronal] node under V-place is incompatible with the [coronal] node 
under C-place when the latter is linked to the feature [–anterior]. This is the case for [ž]. 
[ž], like the other [–anter] coronal continuants (š, č), has no palatalized counterpart. So 
the floating [coronal] node from the suffix remains unlinked and finally undergoes 
Stray Erasure. 
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+  • 
| 
 
   d r E  ž   
 
[cor] 













   d    ˚ r E  (  ž   
 
[cor] 
E  )  
    ↓      (ii) 











   (  d E     r  ) E  (  ž   
 
[cor] 
E  )  
 
After the deletion of stray segments and nodes: 
 










   (  d E     r  ) (  ž  E  ) 
 
At M-level in the sg. of the -EC derivative from the stem /dr<E>ž/, samodăržec, we find 
the configuration that triggers <V>-before-<V> Deletion: 
 














+  • 
| 
 
   s a m o  d r E ž   e c  
          ↓     (iii)  














+  • 
| 
 
   s a m o  d r  ž   e c  
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M-level syllabification applies only after the elimination of the stem floater. The 
subsequent derivation is as follows (we represent only the final part of the word which 
contains the contexts of rules (i) and (ii)): 
 






+  • 
| 
 
   d r ž   e * c  
       ↓  (i) 











   d r ( ž  e c )  
 
 











   d  ˚ r ( ž e c )  
    ↓     (ii)  













   ( d E  r ) ( ž  e c )  
 
Since the plural (example 7e) is an inflected form, ule (iii) cannot apply: the suffix is 
not word-final.  
 











    d r E * ž   e ( c  i  )  
      ↓       (i) 













    ( d r E ž )  e ( c  i  )  
 
After the anchoring of the stem floater by means of rule (i), the W-level representation 
becomes perfectly syllabifiable. The unanchored suffixal floater is subject to Stray 
Erasure. 
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    ( d r E ž ) ( c  i  )  
 
 
2.4.4.7. Metathetic CS-roots + -EC, examples 8 
 
Being metathetic, the stems illustrated by examples 8 select the GV suffix -<e>c. 
Consider the following derivations: 
 









   s r ( n    a )   
 
The unsyllabified sonorant in (14) triggers E-Epenthesis at W-level: 
 









   s  ˚ r ( n   a )  
    ↓    (i) 











   ( s E  r  ) ( n   a )  
 
 













   s r   n  ( d a   k )  
 
In (15) we have two consecutive unsyllabified sonora ts. At W-level only one schwa 
may be inserted, and the E-before-*S Epenthesis takes place before the last sonorant, 
yielding the preferred syllable type CCVC: (srEn); see (16). If epenthesis took place 
before the first unsyllabified sonorant, a CVCC syllable with a complex coda would 
result: *(sErn). This goes against the well-formedness conditions f the W-level. As a 
harmonic rule, E-Epenthesis is entirely conditioned by well-formedness constraints on 
syllabification. It yields the best possible syllabes. 
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   s ˚ r   ˚ n ( d a   k )  
     ↓     (ii) 









   (  s r E    n ) ( d a   k )  
 
 






+  • 
| 
  
   s r n  e * c   
       ↓   (i) 











   s r ( n  e c  )   
 
In (17), after the anchoring of the floater, only one sonorant remains unsyllabified. 
E-Epenthesis applies, and the W-level representation becomes: 
 











   ( s E  r  ) ( n e c  )   
 
In the plural (example 8e), the floater cannot be anchored, and thus two adjacent 
sonorants, [r] and [n], remain unsyllabified: 
 











   s r   n  e ( c     i )  
 
E-Epenthesis, as in (16), applies only before the second sonorant: 
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   s ˚ r   ˚ n e ( c    i )  
     ↓     (ii) 













   (  s r E    n ) e ( c    i )  
 
Finally, the floater undergoes Stray Erasure, giving the following P-level 
representation: 
 













   (  s r E    n ) ( c    i )  
 
2.4.4.8. Lexically-marked FGE metathetic roots, examples 9 
 
Examples 9 illustrate a case of a metathetic root that is lexically marked to undergo the 
Fratricidal Ghost Effect. 
Ex.9a dărz+ost is derived like ex.3a kărv+av, see (6), while ex.9c drăz+na copies the 
derivation of ex.3c krăv+ta .  
Consider the derivation of the -<E>k derivative (example 9d), where a GV suffix to the 
FGE root. is added The root floater undergoes <V>-before-<V> Deletion. The 
derivation is similar to that of ex.6d: 
 






+  • 
| 
 
   d r E z  E  k  
     ↓     (iii)  






+  • 
| 
 
   d r  z  E  k  
 
M-level syllabification applies only after rule (iii) has adjusted the word-final sequence 
of two underlying floaters in successive syllables. However, the structure that results 
from the application of (iii) cannot be syllabified. Therefore, the remaining floater is 
anchored. Further, at W-level, ˚r triggers schwa epenthesis. 
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+  • 
| 
 
   d r z  E  * k  
       ↓  (i) 











   d r ( z   E    k )  
 
 











   d  ˚ r ( z  E    k )  
    ↓     (ii)  













   ( d E  r ) ( z  E    k )  
 
In the feminine (example 9e), before a vocalic inflection, the metathetic root loses its 
FGE lexical mark; thus   rule (iii) is inapplicable. After the anchoring of the root floater 
by means of rule (i), the W-level representation becomes perfectly syllabifiable. 
 











   d r E * z  E  ( k  a )  
     ↓       (i) 













   ( d r E   z )  E  ( k  a )  
 
Finally, the unanchored suffixal floater undergoes Stray Erasure:  
 













   ( d r E   z ) ( k  a )  
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2.4.5. Generalizations. Comparison with the linear analysis. 
 
With only two rules (an M/W cross-level rule and a W/W intra-level rule) that need not 
be extrinsically ordered, the proposed Harmonic Phonology analysis accounts for both 
GV alternations and metathetic alternations in Bulgarian. The rules (<V>-Anchoring 
and Schwa Epenthesis) derive all the forms from both types of GV-alternating roots: 
roots containing a floater and roots ending in a CS-cluster (with no floater). For 
derivatives from metathetic roots with the -<e>c suffix and for a limited number of 
roots that are lexically marked we need a third rule (<V>-before-<V> Deletion) that 
serves to adjust the M-level representations of uninflected suffixed forms. 
 
2.4.5.1. The Harmonic Phonology treatment of GV syncopation   
 and Metathesis 
 
GV syncopation in <V>-roots is the result of the non-application of <V>-Anchoring 
(example 1a). The forms that retain the ghost vowel ar  those in which the same rule 
has applied in order to rescue otherwise unsyllabifiable consonants (examples 1b, 1c). 
Likewise, Metathesis (the realization of ăL instead of Lă) in <V>-roots is observed 
where <V>-anchoring (example 3a) fails to apply. By contrast, where the application of 
this rule is necessary to rescue otherwise unsyllabifiable consonants, there is no 
metathesis, i.e. the sequence remains Lă (examples 3b, 3c) 
GV alternations in CS-roots are due to the application/non-application of E-before-*S 
Epenthesis: the latter applies only where an otherwise unsyllabifiable consonant must 
be rescued (cf. examples 2b-c as opposed to ex.2a, 2d-e).  
Metathesis in CS-roots is due to the variable site of application of the rule of E-before-
*S Epenthesis. Metathetic CS-roots contain a sequence of two sonorants (CS here is LS, 
a sequence of a liquid and another sonorant), and Schwa Epenthesis applies either 
before the first or the second sonorant according to the subsequent context (examples 
4a-c). 
 
2.4.5.2. The Harmonic Phonology treatment of the phonologically-conditioned 
suspension of GV syncopation and metathesis 
 
The suspending effect of GV suffixes (when uninflected) on both syncopation (example 
1d) and metathesis (example 3d) is due to the double and simultaneous application of 
<V>-anchoring: on the floater of the root and on the floater of the suffix.  
There is no suspension of syncopation or metathesis in CS-roots in combination with a 
GV suffix. Tis is explained by the fact that the CS-root, whether non-metathetic 
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(examples 2d and 5d) or metathetic (examples 4d and 8d), contains no floater. With 
only one floater available — in the suffix — there is no room for double application of 
Floater Anchoring between levels M and W. Thus, neither GV syncopation nor 
metathesis can be suspended in a CS-root.  
As for examples 7d and 9d, the non-suspension of the metathetic alternation is due to 
the deletion of the root floater in the M-level repsentation — a manifestation of the 
Fratricidal Ghost Effect that characterizes the suffix -/<e>c/ (example 7d) and the 
lexically-marked root /dr<E>z/ (example 9d).  
In sum, suspension of both alternations (syncopation and metathesis) can be observed 
only where two floating vowels find themselves separated by no other vowel in M-level 
representations. 
 
2.4.5.3. Advantages of the Harmonic Phonology analysis 
 
1) The Harmonic Phonology analysis, compared to the OSIJer analysis, has the 
advantage of reducing the inventory of underlying se ments. It posits no underlying 
jers /Y/ or /E/. Instead, it uses two of the six vowels found in surface representations 
of Bulgarian words — /E/ and /e/ — as floating segments.   
   
2) The surfacing of ghost vowels (all ghost [e]'s and part of the ghost [E]'s) is viewed 
as the result of providing a floating vowel with a skeletal slot. Floaters anchor only 
when immediately followed by an unsyllabified consoant.   
   
3) The surfacing of remaining ghost [E]'s is interpreted as epenthesis of the default 
vowel [E]: epenthetic schwa is inserted when immediately folowed by a sonorant 
that remains unsyllabified after the anchoring of fl aters.   
    
4) Thus, the surfacing of all ghost vowels, be they underlying floaters or epenthetic 
schwas, is treated as the direct consequence of the proc ss of syllabification. Both 
Floater Anchoring and Schwa Epenthesis are repair str tegies aiming to provide full 
syllabification of the segmental string.       
    
5) The Harmonic Phonology analysis does not introduce syllabic sonorants in the 
course of derivation. This is an advantage with respect to the OSI Jer analysis, 
because in modern standard Bulgarian syllabic sonorants are not part of the surface 
segmental inventory. In the Harmonic Phonology treatment, sonorants trigger 
epenthesis of schwa not because they become syllabic, but because they remain 
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unsyllabified up to W-level representations.     
      
6) As in other multilinear analyses of vowel-zero alternations in Slavic (cf. Kenstowicz 
& Rubach 1987, Farina 1991) a rule deleting floaters is not needed. The floaters that 
remain unanchored are eliminated by Stray Erasure. 
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2.5. Optimality Theory account for the Bulgarian data 
 
2.5.1. Some principles of Optimality Theory 
 
Optimality Theory (OT) uses output-based well-formedness constraints instead of 
input-based rewrite rules. In OT it is necessary to all w for the specification of a large 
set of candidate outputs. The candidate set is evaluated by the system of constraints. 
The latter selects the actual output (the optimal candidate) from the available 
candidates.  
Constraints are ranked in a hierarchy. Lower-ranked constraints can be violated in an 
optimal output form when such violation guarantees success on higher-ranked 
constraints. Individual grammars impose a ranking o the universal constraint set, 
possibly with some setting of parameters and fixing of arguments within the 
constraints.  
If just one candidate passes the highest-ranked constrai t, it best satisfies the system 
of constraints and is the optimal candidate. Constraint violation is not necessarily the 
end of a candidate's chances. In case of ties, e.g. when all candidates fail the highest-
ranked constraint, the failure on this constraint is not fatal for the candidates. Once a 
victor emerges, the remaining, lower-ranked constraints are irrelevant. Whether the 
optimal candidate obeys them or not is irrelevant. Likewise, the evaluation of failed 
candidates by lower-ranked constraints is also irrelevant. 
 
2.5.2. A two-level OT account for Bulgarian ghost vowels 
 
We adopt here a two-level version of OT known as Correspondence Theory 
(McCarthy & Prince 1994). The constraints serve to match different surface forms 
(outputs) with a given underlying form; i.e. each output is evaluated for every 
constraint with respect to the corresponding underlying form. 
In our OT analysis of Bulgarian ghost vowels, we usethe traditional OT formalism: 
the constraint tableau. Constraints are arrayed across the top of the tableau in 
domination order. Constraints that are not crucially ranked with respect to each other 
are separated in the tableau by dashed, rather than solid, lines and by the comma'd 
grouping when giving the constraint ranking, e.g. PARSE, FILL  >> *COMPLEX\Coda. 
The latter indicates that there is no implication about the relative ranking of PARSE and 
FILL.  Each of them dominates *COMPLEX\Coda.  
A blank cell in the constraint tableau corresponds to success of the respective 
constraint, an asterisk * in a cell – to violation f the constraint. ! marks the exact 
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point where a candidate loses out to other candidates. Cells that do not participate in 
the decision are shaded. ☞  indicates the optimal candidate. 
For each candidate set we first give the underlying representaion to be matched. The 
underlying representations we use are those we arrived at after the analysis of the data 
in chapter 1. 
The meaning of angled brackets is different at the lev l of underlying representions 
and in the representations of output candidates. In the latter case, they indicate 
unparsed segments, as is usual in OT formalism. For instance, <n> in an output 
candidate — e.g., .pes.<n> — represents a segment [n] that is provided with a skeletal 
slot, but remains outside syllable structure because of the sonority sequencing 
hierarchy, for [n] is peripheral and more sonorous than [s]. In underlying 
representations, e.g. in the underlying form /pes<e>n/ of pesen 'song', a segment 
between angled brackets represents a floater, i.e. <e> is a floating vowel, a segment 




Three of the seven constraints that we use to account f r Bulgarian ghost vowel 
alternations and metathesis in a two-level OT framework are among the basic syllable 
structure constraints: PARSE, FILL  and *COMPLEX (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993). The 
first two are known as the Faithfullness family of constraints: "They declare that 
perfectly well-formed syllable structures are those in which input segments are in one-
to-one correspondence with syllable positions" (Prince & Smolensky 1993:88). In our 
analysis of Bulgarian ghost vowels, all three universal constraints are to be augmented 
with language-particular parameters. 
With two levels of representation and with underlying structures that contain floating 
segments, a language-specific parameter is necessary to restrict PARSE to non-floating 
segments, i.e. to segments that are provided with a skeletal slot underlyingly. The non-
parsing of a floater, i.e. the fact that a floating segment remains unsyllabified and, 





PARSE NON-FLOATERS:  
All non-floating segments of the underlying representation must be parsed. 
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The universal constraint FILL  must also be parameterized. Apparently, FILL  is not 
violated in Bulgarian, if a syllable position is filled with a segment (schwa) that is not 
underlyingly present, but represents the nucleus of a syllable whose coda is occupied 
by a sonorant. An additional condition is that there must be no floater available to fill 
the nucleus position in question. 
 
C2: FILL \sonorant; closed σ
 
FILL with the default vowel (schwa) only if: 
 a. before a SONORANT [r, l, m, n, v] 
 AND 
 b. the sonorant is in coda position, i.e. the schwa is in a CLOSED SYLLABLE 
 AND 
  c. there is NO FLOATER AVAILABLE  to be anchored before the sonorant 
 
The universal constraint *COMPLEX (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993:87 and 109) is 
restricted to codas in Bulgarian. This means that it bans branching codas, but allows 
branching onsets as well-formed syllable structures. This constraint should be 
parameterized as * COMPLEX\Coda:  
   
C3: * COMPLEX\Coda 
 
AVOID COMPLEX CODAS:  
A complex coda must be avoided. 
 
Another constraint, which is lower-ranked, proscribes open syllables whenever the 
nucleus is a floater that has been parsed.  
  
C4: AVOID OPEN σ\Floater 
 
AVOID OPEN SYLLABLES WITH A PARSED FLOATER AS NUCLEUS:  
If there are two candidates with parsed floaters, the one whose floaters are all in 
closed syllables is the better candidate. 
 
The first four constraints all refer to syllable structure. They interact with certain other 
constraints that relate more specifically to floaters: all floaters (C5), floaters of the 
root morpheme (C6), and floaters of the root in interaction with suffixal floaters in 
derivatives — lexically-marked cases (C7). 
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Generally, parsing of floaters is to be avoided. In French, what is traditionally called 
"mute E", or schwa, can be treated as a floater. In an OT framework, Tranel (1995:3) 
introduces the constraint AIF: "I regulate the appearance of floaters by introducing the 
univeral constraint AIF (Avoid Integrating Floaters). The force of AIF is to prohibit 
the 'insertion' of whatever higher structural node would turn a floater into a regular 
segment. AIF thus belongs to the group of faithfullness constraints." PARSE bans 
underparsing: leaving underlyingly anchored segments unparsed. FILL  bans 
overparsing: parsing of a segment which is not underlyingly present or 'total 
epenthesis'. According to Tranel, "AIF can be seen as b nning a type of 'partial 
epenthesis' whereby a higher structural node would be 'inserted'". In my treatment, the 
latter constraint bans parsing of segments that are underlyingly present on the 
segmental ("melodic") tier, but lack a skeletal slot. Therefore, it bans parsing of 
floating segments or floaters, and is, in a sense, the opposite of PARSE\non-Floaters, 
which requires parsing of anchored (non-floating) segments. F this reason I prefer to 
call this constraint differently:  
 
C5: AVOID PARSE\Floaters 
AVOID PARSING FLOATERS:  
A candidate with no parsed floaters is better than a candidate that contains at least one 
parsed floater. 
Formulated in this way, AVOID PARSE\Floaters is a binary constraint, unlike 
PARSE\Non-floaters, which is non-binary. AVOID PARSE imposes a single violation 
mark on every candidate that contains one or more pa sed floaters. The number of 
unparsed floaters is irrelevant. Conversely, when evaluated for PARSE, a candidate 
receives as many violation marks as the number ofnon- loaters that remain unparsed; 
i.e. different degrees of violation of PARSE are possible.   
 
But floaters that are part of the root morpheme, unlike suffixal floaters, tend to be 
parsed. This constraint is lower-ranked, and it requir s that the parsing of the root 
segments be exhaustive.  
 
C6: EXHAUSTPROOT 
EXHAUSTIVE PARSING OF THE ROOT :  
All underlying segments of the root morpheme, including floating segments, must be 
parsed. 
The last constraint is needed to account for words that contain an FGE-marked 
morpheme: ex.7d and ex.9d. It bans the parsing of a floater in the root when the 
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suffixal floater is parsed. A form must contain thenominalizing suffix -/<e>c/ (ex.7d) 
or be lexically-marked for this constraint (ex.9d). 
  
C7: *ROOT FLOATER\Suffixal Floater 
Do not allow a ROOT FLOATER to be parsed before a PARSED SUFFIXAL 
FLOATER if: 
 a. the suffix is -/<e>c/ 
 OR  
 b. the root is lexically-marked for this constraint (it carries the FGE lexical 
mark) 
 
2.5.2.2. Constraint ranking 
 
{PARSE\non-Floaters, FILL \sonorant;closed σ} >> *COMPLEX\Coda >> 
>> {A VOID PARSE\Floaters, *ROOT FLOATER\Suffixal Floater} >> 
EXHAUSTPROOT >> >>   AVOID OPEN σ\Floater 
 
 



















(18) /kost/        
 .kos.<t> *     *  
  .kost.   *     
 .ko.sEt.  *a      
 .kos.tE.  *a,b      
(19) /or<e>l/        
 .or.<l> *     *  
 .orl.   *   *  
  .o.rel.    *    
 .o.rEl.  *c    *  
 .or.lE.  *a,b    *  
(20) /mal+<E>k/        
 .mal.<k> *       
 .malk.   *     
  .ma.lEk.    *    
 .mal.kE.  *a,b      
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(18) above demonstrates that in Bulgarian FILL  dominates *COMPLEX\Coda: 
 
(21) FILL  >> *COMPLEX\Coda 
 
When there is no floater in the underlying representation of a given word, e.g. /kost/ 
for kost 'bone' fem.sg., a consonant cluster that is an admissible complex coda (cf. 
candidate .kost.) is preferred to a violation of FILL  (cf. candidates .ko.sEt. or .kos.tE.).  
From (19) and (20) we can see that *COMPLEX\Coda is higher-ranked than AVOID 
PARSE \Floaters: 
 
(22) *COMPLEX\Coda >> AVOID PARSE \Floaters 
 
With words containing an underlying floater, as part of the root (19) or of a suffix 
(20), to parse the floater (as in the optimal candidates .o.rel. and .ma.lEk.) is a smaller 
violation than to create a syllable with complex coda (cf. the suboptimal candidates 
.orl. and .malk.). 
 
2.5.3. OT accounts for the patterns of examples 1-9, Table 3 
 
2.5.3.1. <V>-roots, examples 1 
  
Examples 1a, 1´a reveal the domination of AVOID PARSE on EXHAUSTPROOT. The 
optimal candidates (ii) satisfy the former and violate the latter, which must therefore 
be lower-ranked: 
 
(23) AVOID PARSE  >> EXHAUSTPROOT 
 
Candidates (iii) in examples 1b, 1´b involve a violation of AVOID PARSE. 
Nevertheless, they are optimal, because the other candidates violate higher-ranked 
constraints: PARSE or FILL . Candidates (ii) in examples 1´b, 1´c receive violat n 
marks for FILL , because they contain a schwa insertion in a site where a floater, <e>, 
is available at the level of underlying representations. Candidates (ii) in 1b, 1c are 
attempts to avoid violation of *COMPLEX, but this leads to a more serious violation: a 
second unparsed underlying segment, which involves a second violation mark for 
PARSE. 
 
























1a  /filt< E>r+i/        
 i. .fil.tE.ri.    * !   * 
 ii. .fil.tri.      *  
1´a  /pes<e>n+i/        
 i. .pe.se.ni.    * !   * 
 ii. .pes.ni.      *  
1b  /filt< E>r/        
 i. .filt.<r> *  *    *  
 ii. .fil.<tr> * *     *  
 iii.  .fil.tEr.    *    
1´b  /pes<e>n/        
 i. .pes.<n> *     *  
 ii. .pe.sEn.  *c    *  
 iii.  .pe.sen.    *    
1c  /filt< E>r+če/        
 i. .filt.<r>.če. *   *   *  
 ii. .fil.<tr>.če. * *     *  
 iii.  .fil.tEr.če.    *    
1´c  /pes<e>n+ta/        
 i. .pes.<n>.ta. *     *  
 ii. .pe.sEn.ta.  *c    *  
 iii.  .pe.sen.ta.    *    
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1d  /filt< E>r+<e>n/        
 i. .filt.<rn> * *     *  
 ii. .fil.tErn.   * *    
 iii.  .fil.tren.    *  * !  
 iv. .fil.tE.ren.    *   * 
1´d  /pes<e>n+<e>n/        
 i. .pes.<nn> *     *  
 ii. .pe.sen.<n> *   *    
 iii.  .pes.nen.    *  * !  
 iv. .pe.se.nen.    *   * 
1e  /filt< E>r+<e>n+a/        
 i. .filt.<r>.na. *     *  
 ii. .fil.tre.na.    *  * ! * 
 iii.  .fil.tEr.na.    *    
 iv. .fil.tE.re.na.    *   * ! 
1´e  /pes<e>n+<e>n+a/        
 i. .pes.<n>.na. *     *  
 ii. .pes.ne.na.    *  * ! * 
 iii.  .pe.sen.na.    *    
 iv. .pe.se.ne.na.    *    * ! 
 
In examples 1d, 1´d EXHAUSTPROOT violations play a decisive role. Candidate (iii) 
and candidate (iv) tie on AVOID PARSE\Floaters. Otherwise, both candidates receive 
another violation mark: candidate (iii) for EXHAUSTPROOT and candidate (iv) for 
AVOID OPEN σ\Floater. The correct outputs are obtained by ranking EXHAUSTPROOT 
higher than AVOID OPEN σ\Floater: 
 
(24) EXHAUSTPROOT >> AVOID OPEN σ\Floater  
 
2.5.3.2. Metathetic <V>-roots, examples 3 
 
In 3a the decisive role is played by the relative ranking of AVOIDPARSE and 
EXHAUSTPROOT. 
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(25) AVOIDPARSE >> EXHAUSTPROOT 
  
In 3b, 3c candidates (ii) are the winners, because they incur the least serious violation 
– that of AVOIDPARSE which is lower-ranked with respect to PARSE, FILL  and 

























3a  /kr<E>v+av/        
 i. <kr>.vav. * *     *  
 ii. .krE.vav.    * !    
 iii.  .kEr.vav.      *  
 iv. .kE.rE.vav.  *b   *   * 
3b  /kr<E>v/        
 i. <krv> *     *  
 ii. .krEf.    *    
 iii.  .kErf.   *   *  
 iv. .kE.rEf.  *b  *    
3c  /kr<E>v+ta/        
 i. <krv>.ta. * * *       
 ii. .krEf.ta.    *    
 iii.  .kErf.ta.   *   *  
 iv. .kE.rEf.ta.  *b   *    
























3d  /kr<E>v+<e>n/        
 i. <krvn> *     *  
 ii. <kr>.ven. *   *  *  
 iii.  .krEv.<n> *   *    
 iv. .krE.ven.    *   * 
 v. .kEr.ven.    *  * !  
 vi. .kE.rE.ven.  *b  *    
3e  /kr<E>v+<e>n+a/        
 i. <krv>.na. *     *  
 ii. <kr>.ve.na. *   *  * * 
 iii.  .krE.ve.na.    *   * ! 
 iv. .kEr.ve.na.    *  * ! * 
 v. .kE.rE.ve.na.  *b  *   * 
 vi. .kE.rEv.na.  *b  *    
 vii.  .kErv.na.   *   *  
 viii.  .krEv.na.    *     
 
In 3d, candidates (iv) and (v) are tied until the evaluation for AVOID PARSE. They both 
receive a single violation mark for AVOID PARSE, a binary constraint, even though 
candidate (iv) contains two parsed floaters, while candidate (v) presents a single 
parsed floater. We see that, as in 1d, the decisive role for selecting (iv) as optimal 
candidate is played by the higher ranking of EXHAUSTPROOT over AVOID OPEN 
σ\Floater, cf. (24). 
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2.5.3.3. CS-roots, examples 2 and 4 
 
The optimal candidates in CS-roots are those with no violation marks. They all fill a 
nucleus with schwa in a closed syllable before a sonorant, which does not involve a 
FILL  violation. 
























2a  /misl+∆+E/        
 i. .mis.l∆E.        
 ii. .mi.sE.l∆E.  *b      
2b  /misl/        
 i. .mis.<l> *     *  
 ii. .mi.sEl.        
2c  /misl+ta/        
 i. .mis.<l>.ta. *     *  
 ii. .mi.sEl.ta.        
2d  /misl+en/        
 i. .mis.len.        
 ii. .mi.sE.len.  *b      
2e  /misl+en+a/        
 i. .mis.le.na.        
 ii. .mi.sE.le.na.  *b !      
 iii.  .mi.sEl.<e>.na. * !       
 
 
























4a  /vrv+olic+a/        
 i. <vr>.vo.li.ca. * *       
 ii. .vrE.vo.li.ca.  *b      
 iii.  .vEr.vo.li.ca.        
 iv. .vE.rE.vo.li.ca.  * *  b      
4b  /vrv/        
 i. <vrv> * * *       
 ii. .vrEf.        
 iii.  .vErf.   *     
 iv. .vE.rEf.  * b      
4c  /vrv+čic+a/        
 i. <vrv>.či.ca. * * *       
 ii. .vrEf.či.ca.        
 iii.  .vErf.či.ca.   *     
 iv. .vE.rEf.či.ca.  * b      
4d  /vrv+en/        
 i. <vr>.ven. * *       
 ii. .vrE.ven.  * b      
 iii.  .vEr.ven.        
 iv. .vE.rE.ven.  * * b      
4e  /vrv+en+a/        
 i. <vr>.ve.na. * *       
 ii. .vrE.ve.na.  * b      
 iii.  .vEr.ve.na.        
 iv. .vE.rE.ve.na.  * * b      
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5a  /begl+a/        
 i. .be.gla.        
 ii. .be.gE.la.  * !      
5b  /begl/        
 i. .beg.<l> * !     *  
 ii. .be.gEl.        
5d  /begl+<e>c/        
 i. .beg.<lc> * *     *  
 ii. .be.gElc.   *     
 iii.  .be.gE.lec.  * b  *    
 iv. .be.glEc.  * c       
 v. .be.glec.    *    
5e  /begl+<e>c+i/        
 i. .beg.<l>.ci. *     *  
 ii. .be.gle.ci.    *   * 
 iii.  .be.gE.le.ci.  * b  *   * 
 iv. .be.gEl.ci.        
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2.5.3.5. Metathetic <V>-root + -/<e>c/, examples 7 
























7a  /dr<E>ž+∆+E/        
 i. <dr>.žE. * *       
 ii. .drE.žE.    * !   * 
 iii.  .dE.rE.žE.  * b  *   * 
 iv. .dEr.žE.      *  
7b  /dr<E>ž/        
 i. <drž> * * *     *  
 ii. .dErž.   * !   *  
 iii.  .drEž.    *    
 iv. .dE.rEž.  * b  *    
7c  /dr<E>ž+k+a/        
 i. <drž>.ka. * * *     *  
 ii. .dErž.ka.   * !   *  
 iii.  .drEž.ka.    *    
 iv. .dE.rEž.ka.  * b  *    
7d  /+dr<E>ž+<e>c/        
 i. <držc> * * * *     *  
 ii. <dr>. žec. * *   *  *  
 iii.  .dErž.<c> *  *     
 iv. .drEžc.   * *    
 v. .drE.žec.    * * !  * 
 vi. .dEr.žec.    *  *  
7e  /+dr<E>ž+<e>c+i/        
 i. <drž>.ci. * * *     *  
 ii. <dr>.že.ci. * *   *  * * 
 iii.  .drEž.ci.    *    
 iv. .drE.že.ci.    * *   * 
 v. .dEr.že.ci.    *  * ! * 
 vi. .dErž.ci.   *     
 vii.  .dE.rE.že.ci.  * b  *  *  
 viii.  .dE.rEž.ci.  * b  *    
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Candidate (v) and (vi) demonstrate that *ROOT FLOATER\Suffixal Floater must be 
higher-ranked than EXHAUSTPROOT, because (vi), with a violation mark for 
EXHAUSTPROOT, is the optimal candidate: 
 
(26) *ROOT FLOATER\Suffixal Floater >> EXHASTPROOT 
 

























8a  /srn+a/        
 i. <sr>.na. * *     *  
 ii. .srE.na.  * b      
 iii.  .sEr.na.        
 iv. .sE.rE.na.  * b      
8c  /srn+dak/        
 i. <srn>.dak. * * *     *  
 ii. .sErn.dak.   * !     
 iii.  .sEr.nE.dak.  * a, b      
 iv. .srEn.dak.        
 v. .sE.rEn.dak.  * b      
























8d  /srn+<e>c/        
 i. <srnc> * * * *     *  
 ii. <sr>.nec. * *   *  *  
 iii.  .sErn.<c> *     *  
 iv. .srEnc.   * !     
 v. .srE.nec.  * b  *    
 vi. .sEr.nec.    *    
 vii. .sE.rE.nec.  * b  *    
8e  /srn+<e>c+i/        
 i. <srn>.ci. * * *     *  
 ii. .sErn.ci.   *     
 iii.  .srEn.ci.        
 iv. .sEr.ne.ci.    * !   * 
 v. .sE.rEn.ci.  * b      
 vi. .sEr.nE.ci.  * a, b, c      
 

























9a  /dr<E>zFGE+ost/        
 i. <dr>.zost. * *       
 ii. .drE.zost.    * !   * 
 iii.  .dEr.zost.      *  
 iv. .dE.rE.zost.  * b     * 
9c  /dr<E>zFGE+n+E/        
 i. <drz>.nE. * *     *  
 ii. .drEz.nE.    *    
 iii.  .dErz.nE.   * !   *  
 iv. .dE.rEz.nE.  * b  *    
























9d  /dr<E>zFGE+<E>k/        
 i. <drzk> * * * *     *  
 ii. <dr>.zEk. * *     *  
 iii.  .dErz.<k> *  *   *  
 iv. .dEr.zEk.    *  *  
 v. .drE.zEk.    * * !  * 
 vi. .drEzk.   * *    
9e  /dr<E>zFGE+<E>k+a/       
 i. <drz>.ka. * * *     *  
 ii. <dr>.zE.ka. * *   *  * * 
 iii.  .drE.zE.ka.    *   * ! 
 iv. .drEz.ka.    *    
 v. .dErz.ka.   *     
 vi. .dEr.zE.ka.    *   * ! 
          
3d  /gr<E>m+<E>k/        
 i. <grmk> * * * *     *  
 ii. <gr>.mEk. * *   *  *  
 iii.  .gErm.<k> *       
 iv. .gEr.mEk.    *  * !  
 v. .grE.mEk.    *   * 
 vi. .grEmk.   * *    
 
If we compare the OT analysis for ex. 9d — /dr<E>z+<E>k/ — with that for 
/gr<E>m+<E>k/ 'loud', which parallels /kr<E>v+<e>n/, ex. 3d, we can see that the 
different outputs from structurally identical underlying forms are due to the fact that 
*ROOT FLOATER is ranked higher than AVOID OPEN σ.  
 
(27) *ROOT FLOATER >> AVOID OPEN σ 
 
The root /gr<E>m/ does not obey  *ROOT FLOATER, because it lacks the lexical mark 
FGE. Thus, candidate (v) .grE.mEk., with a parsed root floater in the presence of a 
suffixal floater that is also parsed, does not receive a violation mark for  *ROOT 
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FLOATER. The decisive role for selecting the optimal candidate here is played by the 
domination order of EXHAUSTPROOT and AVOID OPEN σ, cf. (24). 
Candidate (v) for ex. 9d receives the same marks as candidate (v) for /gr<E>m+<E>k/; 
however /dr<E>z/ is a lexically-marked FGE root. Therefore, the simultaneous 
parsing of the root and the suffixal floater in the suboptimal candidate .drE.zEk. is a 
violation of *ROOT FLOATER. The latter violation is fatal, because *ROOT FLOATER 




An OT analysis accounts for the Bulgarian data present d in chapter 1 by means of 
seven constraints and their relative ranking. 
The constraints can be distributed in two groups: 
 
Constraints that refer to syllable structure: 
•  PARSE, FILL , AVOID PARSE (constraints that belong to the Faithfullness family of 
basic syllable structure constraints) 
•  *COMPLEX\Cod 
•  AVOID OPEN σ\Floater 
 
Constraints that regard floating vowels: 
•  AVOID PARSE 
•  EXHAUSTPROOT (with additional reference to morpheme structure) 
•  *ROOT FLOATER (with additional reference to both morpheme structure and 
lexical marks) 
•  AVOID OPEN σ \Floater. 
 
Some of the constraints, namely AVOID PARSE and AVOID OPEN σ \Floater, are found 
in both groups. 
 
The underlying representaions of the OT analysis are built on the same assumptions as 
those of the Harmonic Phonology (HP) account for ghost vowels in Bulgarian. The 
FGE lexical mark on a subset of metathetic roots and on the suffix -EC as needed in 
both treatments. 
The ordering of rules in the HP analysis follows from the relation between rules and 
constraints on syllabification that characterize specific levels. Thus, the Rule of 
Floater Anchoring affects floaters that are followed by consonants remaining 
unsyllabified after M-level syllabification has applied, while the rule of Schwa 
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Epenthesis is triggered by consonants that are still left unsyllabified after W-level 
syllabification has applied. Consequently, the rule conditioned by M-level 
syllabification (Floater Anchoring) takes precedenc over the rule associated with W-
level syllabification (E-Epenthesis). 
By contrast, the ranking of constraints, established by eliminating all rankings that do 
not select the right output as optimal candidate, is rather arbitrary. Moreover, the two 
conflicting constraints AVOID PARSE and EXHAUSTPROOT, see (23), require exactly 
the opposite as far as floaters of the root are concerned: AVOID PARSE requires them to 
remain unparsed, whereas EXHAUSTPROOT necessitates their parsing. The definition 
of the former as a binary constraint (the number of parsed floaters being irrelevant) is 




3. A diachronic view on the Bulgarian data 
 
The modern Bulgarian alternations involving ghost vowels (including metathesis) can 
be viewed as resulting from a series of sound changes affecting Old Church Slavonic 
(OCS) reduced vowels (jers) and syllabic liquids. 
 
3.1. Jers and liquids 
 
Our claim is that OCS had in its inventory of phonemes both reduced vowels (the 
front jer ь and the back jer ъ) and syllabic liquids (orthographically, r or l followed 
by either the front or the back jer; i.e. rь, lь, rъ, lъ).  
 
3.1.1. Strong and weak jers. Havlík's Law 
 
The jers were "basically high lax vowels, but subject to considerable phonetic 
variation according to phonological surroundings" (Lunt 1974:2.11). They are 
"traditionally viewed as a special case of reduced vowels and opposed to all the other 
full vowels" (Lunt 1974:2.5). 
In so-called strong positions – before another jer in the next syllable – jers were 
lowered to mid vowels: the front jer was replaced by e and the back jer by o in 
orthography.1 When several jers occurred in successive syllables in a single word2, 
every second jer, counting from the end of the word, was in strong position and could 
be lowered. This process is known in Slavic historical phonology as Havlík's Law (cf. 
Carlton 1991:165). Thus, the stem vъzьm- 'take', containing two jers in successive 
syllables, occurred with the first jer lowered in vozьmi, imper. 2p.sg., where the 
second jer is in weak position, because followed by the non-jer vowel 'i' in the next 
syllable, and with the second jer lowered in vъzemъ, past active part. 
nom.sg.masc.neut., where the second jer of the stemis in strong position, because 
followed by the jer vowel 'ъ  in the next syllable. 
 
                                                
1 This was most probably a process of regressive dissimilation for vowel height (cf. Velcheva 
1988:123, Velcheva 1990). 
2 The phonological word in OCS could include neighbouring clitics, e.g. prepositions. 
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3.1.2. Two types of 'liquid-jer' sequences in Old Church Slavonic 
 
It is well known that "Old Church Slavonic orthography fails to make a distinction 
between syllables originally containing ь/ъ + r/l  and those with original r/l  + ь/ъ, but 
regularly puts the jer after the liquid" (Lunt 1962:350).  
For simplicity, we use Y for ь/ъ and L for r/l . Thus, we distinguish between two types 
of LY ('liquid-jer') sequences in OCS: 
 
 LY1 (< *LY) 
 LY2 (< *YL) 
 
The two types of LY sequences behave differently in identical phonological contexts. 
LY2 (< *YL) "shows no signs of behaving like syllables containing jers" (Lunt 
1962:351). 
Jers in LY1 sequences were involved in lowering according to Havlík's Law: krьstъ 
and krestъ 'cross', slьzъ and slezъ 'tear' gen.pl,. krъvь and krovь 'blood' nom.sg., plъtь 
and plotь 'flesh' are attested alternative forms in OCS manuscripts (cf. Vaillant 
1964:33). 
Conversely, jer lowering was impossible in LY2 sequences: *prevъ, *vrexъ, *skrobь 
were impossible, and are not attested, as variants with lowered "jers" for prьvъ 'first', 
vrьxъ 'top' and skrъbь 'sorrow', respectively, where ь, rъ are LY2 sequences, coming 
from older *ьr, *ъr. 
As for the distribution of strong and weak jers, a LY2 sequence produced the effects 
typical of a full vowel, not those of a jer: 
•  It could trigger the loss of a previous jer: s'mrьti, 'death' gen. sg., is an attested 
form (Suprasliensis 489.16) for sъmrьti.  
•  It was not to be counted in a sequence of contiguous syllables containing jers, 
when determining the distribution of weak and strong jers: oto sъmrъti 'from 
death' is an attested (Psalterium Sinaiticum CXIV,7) alternative form for otъ 
sъmrьti. The lowering of the jer at the end of the prepositi n means that the initial 
jer of sъmrьti is in weak position even though it is followed by another jer. But rь 
in sъmrьti is a LY2 sequence and its "jer" is not to be counted as a real jer for 
Havlík's Law: otъ sъm(rь)ti, yielding oto sъm(rь)ti. 
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Lunt (1962) makes the following assumptions about the phonetic value of jers in the 
Cyrillic texts and the Kiev Fragment: the symbols ь and ъ have a double function: 
•  they have no phonetic value of their own, but just denote the quality of the 
consonant they follow (palatalized or not) 3 
•  "under proper conditions", they denote an independent vowel phoneme E
According to Lunt, this schwa-like phoneme E  is found: 
•  in the place of the old strong jers4  
•  in the place of the weak jers which were retained in certain roots 
•  as the basis of the back nasal vowel: o¶ > E¶ 5  
Moreover, Lunt assumes that the phoneme E was identified "with the vocalic element 
accompanying the syllabic liquids (and also the new syllabic nasals)" (Lunt 
1962:356). 
Lunt (1962) concludes that, although OCS did not distinguish orthographically 
CLY1C and CLY2C sequences, it clearly made a phonological distinctio  between 
them. However, Lunt (1962) does not make any assumption about the exact nature, 
phonemic and phonetic, of the contrast: "The exact nature of the phonological 
distinction between prьstъ (< ьr)6 and krьstъ7 escapes us, but it must have lain in the 
quality and prosody of the liquid." (Lunt 1962:355). 
My claim is that LY1 corresponded to a biphonemic sequence of a liquid and a schwa-
like vowel /LE/, while LY2 stood for a syllabic liquid /L/̀. This phonological 
distinction was most probably realized, in the case of rhotics, as the contrast between 
a schwa vowel of normal duration (as in the modern Bulgarian rhotic-schwa and 
schwa-rhotic sequences) and a much shorter vocoidal phase with schwa-like formant 
structure (as in the syllabic rhotics of other modern Slavic languages, e.g. Czech and 
Serbocroatian). 
 
                                                
3 This is similar to the function of the more modern 'hard-' and 'soft-signs' in Russian. 
4 "The krъvь/krьvь and plъtъ/plьtъ of Supr. [Codex Suprasliensis] and Sav. [Savvina Kniga] might 
very well have represented a phonetic krEv, plEt, entirely parallel to the krov, plot forms which the 
Mac. [Macedonian] spellings in glagolitic reveal clearly." (Lunt 1962:356) 
5 The nasal element could be simultaneous with the vowel – [õ] > [E)] – or follow the vowel – [oΝ] > 
[EΝ]; cf. Lunt (1962:356, footnote 14) and Velcheva (1988:150). 
6 prьstъ 'finger' contains a LY2 sequence. 
7 krьstъ 'cross' contains a LY1 sequence. 
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3.1.3. Acoustics: syllabic liquids vs. sequences 'liquid-schwa' 
 
To give an idea of what the situation in OCS could be, let us consider the acoustics of 
the sequences rhotic-schwa in modern Bulgarian and the syllabic rhotics in one of the 
modern Slavic languages that has retained syllabic liquids in its inventory of 
phonemes, namely Czech. A comparison between the sequence 'rhotic-schwa' in post-
consonantal position in Bulgarian and a syllabic rhotic in Czech (always in post-
consonantal position) reveals considerable similarity in the respective acoustic 
images.  
Consider the oscillograms of the Bulgarian word grăb 'back', phonetically ['g|Ep] 
(fig.1), where the sequence 'rhotic-schwa' is preced d by [g] and followed by another 
stop [p], and the Czech word trpe#t 'endure', phonetically ['t|̀p∆Et] (fig.2), where the 
syllabic rhotic [|̀] is also found between stops: [t] and [p]. In Bulgarian as in Czech, 
the closure of the apical tap, an almost empty space on the oscillogram, is both 







Figure 1. Oscillogram of a Bulgarian pre-consonantal rhotic in gr„b 
 





Figure 2. Oscillogram of a Czech inter-consonantal syl abic rhotic in trpE#t 
 
Compare the left and the right vocoidal part in both cases. In the case of the Bulgarian 
word, the preceding vocoid is shorter and of lower intensity than the following 
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vocoid. This makes the acoustic image of the Bulgarian sequence rhotic-schwa 
asymmetrical.  
Following Quilis (1987:296), we call the vocoidal phase between the initial consonant 
and the closure of the apical tap a svarabhakti elem nt (elemento esvarabático). It is 
an automatic vocoid that inserts itself between the burst of the preceding stop and the 
closure of the apical tap (fig.1). 
With pre-consonantal rhotics, e.g. in gărbav ['gE|baf] 'hunchbacked' (fig.3), the 
oscillogram of a sequence schwa-rhotic is the mirror image of fig.1: 
 





Figure 3. Oscillogram of a Bulgarian pre-consonantal rhotic in gărbav 
 
In the Czech word (fig.2), the two vocoidal parts are roughly of equal duration and 
intensity. The acoustic image of the Czech syllabic rhotic is rather symmetrical. Both 
vocoids of the syllabic rhotic function as svarabhakti elements. 
The following phonetic differences between a rhotic-schwa sequence and a syllabic 
rhotic has been noted in the literature: 
•  the duration of svarabhakti elements (about 30 ms; cf. Quilis 1987:298 for Spanish 
and Jetchev 1995 for Bulgarian and Czech) is shorter than the average duration of 
a Bulgarian schwa (80 ms if stressed, 74 ms if unstres ed, according to Lehiste & 
Popov 1970);  
•  svarabhakti elements are of lower intensity 
•  the duration of the vocoidal part of a syllabic /r/̀ is inversely correlated to the 
number of closures: the overall duration of the sequence svarabhakti element + 
closure + svarabhakti element is approximately equal to the average duration of a 
vowel in Serbocroatian; the average duration of one-closure /r/ and two-closure /r/ 
is roughly the same in Serbocroatian, while in Bulgarian liquid-schwa and schwa-
liquid sequences, /E/ maintains its duration independently of the manifestation of 
the liquid as one-closure tap or two-closure trill (Lehiste & Popov 1970:45) 
•  the relative value of durations as ratio of [E]:[r] (Cubberley 1987:9) is 
significantly greater in Bulgarian 'rhotic-schwa' sequences (the average ratio for 
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Bulgarian is of 1.46) than in syllabic rhotics of other Slavic languages (the 
average ratios are: for Czech 0.76, for Slovak 0.60, for Serbocroatian 0.89).8 
 
3.1.4. Sound changes: schwa epenthesis and schwa loss 
 
When perceiving the acoustic signal containing svarabhakti elements, the listener 
normally factors them out. However, if the listener fails to correct the acoustic signal, 
he will perceive additional vowels. This kind of misperception (hypo-correction, 
according to Ohala 1992:348) will produce a sound change: the epenthesis of a vowel.  
This sound change is largely attested in different la guages. In informal style of 
Spanish, the svarabhakti element in CL sequences produces the phenomenon 
traditionally known as 'vocal relajada': insertion f a vowel which is identical to that 
of the next syllable, e.g. Inglaterra > Ingalaterra 'England', crónica > corónica 
'chronicle', iglesia > igelesia 'church', etc. (Ohala 1992:348). An epenthetic schwa 
('Sproßvokal') occurred in the Middle High German (MHG) period, as can be seen if 
the MHG forms are compared to the corresponding Modern Standard German (MSG) 
forms: Middle Bavarian zoren, arem, melichen, galigen; cf. MSG Zorn 'anger', Arm 
'arm', melken 'to milk', Galgen 'gallow-trees' (Noske 1996:15).   
The pattern of this sound change can be reversed: then, a vowel is erroneously 
factored out (misperceived as a svarabhakti element) in the neighborhood of a liquid 
and the resulting sound change is a vowel loss, e.g. the early vowel deletions that took 
place in Pre-Classical Latin: calidus > caldus, laridus > lardus, validus, adj., without 
vowel loss vs. valde, adv., etc. (Zink 1986:38). Vowel deletions also characterized 
Early New High German, where a progressive development towards the MSG 
situation can be observed, e.g., beliben > bliben, bleiben 'to stay', genade > Gnade 
'mercy', anefang > anfang 'begin' (Noske 1996:14). 
As for syllabic laterals, additional length is used as a durational cue by the listener to 
identify them (Prince 1980, Fokes & Bond 1993). Some echanism, similar to the 
misperception of svarabhakti elements of rhotics as schwa vowels, must be 
responsible for the schwa epenthesis in the neighborhood of laterals. Probably, the 
extra length portion of syllabic laterals is misperceived as an independent vowel. 
Conversely, a vowel adjacent to a lateral can be factored out (misperceived as the 
extra length portion of a syllabic lateral) and theresulting sound change will be a 
vowel loss. However, from a purely phonetic point of view, the explanation of vowel 
                                                
8 A ratio of 1.00 means equal proportions of vocoidal/consonantal part; a ratio < 1.00 corresponds to a 
syllabic (vocalic) /r`/. 
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epenthesis and vowel loss with adjacent laterals is es  obvious than with adjacent 
rhotics. 
In Bulgarian, the formant structure of the vocoidal p rt of /r/ is identical to that of a 
schwa (approximately, F1 = 500 Hz, F2 = 1500 Hz, F3 = 2400 Hz; cf. Lehiste & 
Popov 1970, table I for independent schwa and table III for vocoidal part of /r/). 
Therefore, the epenthetic vowel is expected to be a schwa. 
Moreover, schwa is an independently existing vowel phoneme in Bulgarian.  
It will be claimed that the following mechanism distinguished the asymmetrical [E|E] 
sequences (fig.1) from the symmetrical [E|E] sequences (fig.2) in OCS: the former 
were phonologically interpreted, by factoring out only the first schwa-like segment, 
as sequences of a rhotic and an independent schwa-like vowel (jer), while the latter 
were phonologically interpreted, by factoring out bo h schwa-like vocoids, as syllabic 
rhotics. 
 
3.2. Merger of syllabic sonorants and sequences 'sonorant-jer' 
 
The fall of weak jers created new syllabic liquids. The result was a merger of LY1 
sequences, where Y1 was a weak jer, with LY2 sequences, interpreted here as 
representing OCS syllabic liquids. The sequences 'liquid-weak jer' gave rise to 
'syllabic liquids', e.g. in krьsta  'cross' gen.sg., slьza 'tear' nom.sg., krъvi 'blood' 
gen..sg., plъti 'flesh'  gen.sg. The newly created syllabic liquids in the above words 
were merged with the old syllabic liquids in words like vrьxa 'top' gen.sg. and skrъbi 
'sorrow' gen.sg. 
Jers in weak position were located in two contexts: at the word-end and word-
internally at morpheme boundaries, when followed by a syllable whose nucleus was a 
non-jer vowel.  
The deletion of word-final jers produced new syllabic liquids, but also some syllabic 
nasals ([ǹ] and [m̀]) and labiodentals ([v]̀). 
The normal spelling for all syllabic sonorants (and [v]̀) was SY, where S stands for r, 
l, n, m, v, i.e. SY could be nъ, mъ, vъ, nь, etc. Here are some forms from the Manasi 
Chronicle, a 14th-century manuscript: mo¶drъ 'wise', myslъ 'thought' acc.sg., žьzlъ 
'sceptre', päsnь 'song', kъznь 'craft', kosmъ 'strand of hair', mrъtvъ 'dead'. My claim is 
that the italicized letters in the above examples corresponded to syllabic consonants. 
The deletion of weak jers at morpheme boundaries gave rise also to some word-
internal syllabic sonorants, including [v]̀, that were normally spelled in the same way 
as word-final syllabic sonorants (as SY): sьrebrьnъ 'silver' adj., mo¶drъce¶ 'wise man' 
acc.pl., kъznьnymi, 'craft' adj., instr.pl., mrъtvьci, 'deceased' nom.pl. (Manasi 
Chronicle). 
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However, in manuscripts from the 13th (Dobrejšov Gospel, Bologna Psalter, 
Grigorovič Parimeinik) and 14th centuries (Manasi Chronicle), the spelling SY was 
often replaced by YSY or YS. The variety of spellings for the sequences of a sonorant, 
including v, and a former weak jer (SY, YSY, YS) indicates that their actual 
pronunciation was subjected to variation.  
Mirčev (1978:141) reports that in the Dobrejšov Gospel th  spellings LY prevail, but 
many forms exhibit deviating spellings: YLY (sъvъrъšenie 'accomplishment', 
mьrьzostь 'abomination', tьrъmi 'three' instr., vъlъkъ 'wolf', mьlъva 'rumor'), YL 
(xъlmъ 'hill', mьlčo7 'be silent' 1p.sg.pres., pьlti 'flesh' gen.sg., kъlnetsę, 'swear' 
3p.sg.pres.) 
Similar deviations can be found with the sequences vY and nY: dьvrexъ  vs. dvьrexъ 
'gate' loc.pl. (Bologna Psalter), sъvtäše vs. svьtäše, 3p.sg.pres. of svьtäti 'shine' infin., 
mrъtъvci vs. mrъtvьci 'deceased' nom.pl. (Manasi Chronicle), klętъvna vs. klętvьna, 
fem.nom.sg. of klętvьnъ, adjective derived from klętva 'oath' (Grigorovič Parimeinik); 
kъzъnmi vs. kъznьmi 'craft', instr.pl., kъzъnъnymi vs. kъznьnymi, instr. pl. of 
kъznьnyj, adjective derived from kъznь 'craft' (Manasi Chronicle). 
Syllabic liquids could develop from liquids adjacent to strong jers as well. If strong 
jers in LY1 sequences were identified with a schwa-like vowel, as claimed by Lunt 
(see footnote 4), they could be misperceived, by hyper-correction, as svarabhakti 
elements of the adjacent liquids, and finally, be lost. This would result in syllabic 
liquids in the place of sequences 'liquid-strong jer' as well. The latter process could be 
favored by a constraint on the amount of morphophonological variation in stem (see 
3.5). 
Koorbanoff (1992:49) assumes that in Bulgarian strong jers were preserved in the 
neighborhood of liquids. In her interpretation, adjectives like krъvьnъ 'blood' and 
grъmъkъ 'loud' developed a syllabic liquid only in the masculine singular, where the 
jer adjacent to r found itself in weak position: krъvьnъ, grъmъkъ. By contrast, in the 
feminine, neuter and plural of the same adjectives, the root jer adacent to r was in 
strong position: krъvьna, krъvьno, krъvьni; grъmъka, grъmъko, grъmъki. According 
to Koorbanoff, the latter forms did not give rise to syllabic liquids. However, if we 
assume that jer loss by hyper-correction took place next to liquids in OCS, then all 
adjectival forms of the type krъvьnъ, krъvьna, grъmъkъ, grъmъka, regardless of 




3.3. Schwa- and [e]-epenthesis 
 
A later stage of Middle Bulgarian did not tolerate the occurrence of sonorants as 
syllable peaks. During this period leftward or rightward anaptyxis of a mid vowel— 
/E/ or, rarer, /e/ — took place in the neighborhood of formerly syllabic sonorants.  
Some anaptyctic [E] developed before a formerly syllabic sonorant that d become 
word-final after the loss of a final jer: mo¶drъ > mădăr 'wise', myslъ > misăl 'thought', 
žьzlъ > žezăl 'sceptre', kosmъ > kosăm 'strand of hair', mrьtvъ > mărtăv 'dead'. As for 
rhotics, this sound change consisted in a reanalysis of the svarabhakti element 
between the preceding consonant and the closure of the syllabic rhotic, e.g. mo¶drъ 
[mO)dE|], as an independent vowel schwa: [mO)dE|]. For laterals, nasals and voiced 
labiodentals, what was erroneously perceived as a vowel is probably the extra length 
portion of the syllabic sonorant. Before a word-final asal, the epenthetic vowel was 
sometimes [e] instead of [E]: desnъ > desen 'right-hand', täsnъ > tesen 'narrow', päsnь 
> pesen 'song', pläsnь > plesen 'mould'. This anomaly could be due to confusion with 
the productive adjectivizing suffix -en (< -ьnъ). 
Other anaptyctic [E] appeared before a word-internal, formerly syllabic sonorant in 
pre-consonantal position: mlъčati 'be silent' infin. [mlt̀Sati] > mălča 'be silent' 
1p.sg.pres.; cvьtitъ > căfti 'blossom' 3p.sg.pres. After a [-anterior] coronal consonant, 
the epenthetic vowel could be [e] instead of schwa: črъpati > čerpja 'ladle out', črьta > 
čerta 'line', žrьtva  > žertva 'victim'. 
Before two consonants, the syllabic liquid was desyllabified by means of rightward, 
rather than leftward, anaptyxis: *tъlstъ (cf. Rs. tolstyj) > tlăst 'fat'; *pьrstъ (cf. Rs. 
perst) > OCS prьstъ, prъstъ  > prăst 'finger'; *krьstъ (cf. Rs. krest) > OCS krьstъ > 
krăst 'cross'. 
When a syllabic liquid immediately preceded a single word-final consonant, the 
direction of anaptyxis could be either leftward or rightward. Examples with rightward 
schwa epenthesis: *vьrxъ (cf. Rs. verx) > vr̀xъ, OCS vrьxъ > vrăx 'top'; *mъlkъ (cf. 
Rs. molk 'become silent' past tense masc.sg.), cf. OCS mlъčati 'be silent' infin. > mlăk 
'be silent' interj. Examples with leftward schwa epenthesis: *xъlmъ (cf. Rs. xolm) > 
OCS xlъmъ > xălm 'hill'; *v ьlkъ > OCS vlьkъ, vlъkъ > vălk 'wolf'. Words that chose 
leftward epenthesis do not belong to the metathesizing paradigm in modern 
Bulgarian. 
Koorbanoff (1992:47) assumes that all forms with a CLY2CY# sequence "passed 
through a stage with a syllabic liquid […], followed by a reinterpretation of the 
syllabic liquid as /ъL/, since the segment was followed by a single consonant". 
Therefore, such forms should not have given rise to metathetic roots in modern 
Bulgarian. However, forms like vrьxъ 'top' (< *ьr) and skrъbь 'sorrow' (< *ъr) 'top' 
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developed a post-liquid, instead of pre-liquid, schwa (vrăx, skrăb) and they do belong 
to the metathesizing paradigm in the modern language (cf. the respective plurals 
vărxove, skărbi) even though they came from OCS words with CLY2C #  sequences. 
The schwa-like reflexes of the back nasal vowel o¶ (cf. Velcheva 1988:156) must also 
have given rise to syllabic liquids, when preceded by r or l. Thus, we can explain why 
some OCS words containing the nasal o¶ in adjacency with a liquid developed 
metathetic roots in modern Bulgarian: gro¶dъ > grăd 'bosom' fem.sg., gro¶di > gărdi, 
pl., meaning 'breast'. Another example that can be accounted for by assuming a 
syllabic [l`] from former lo¶ is: glo¶bokъ 'deep' masc.sg. (> glEbok > gl̀bok > dl̀bok) > 
dălbok. 
In sum, our assumptions are: 
1) In Middle Bulgarian manuscripts, the word-final sonorant-jer (SY) orthographic 
sequences represented phonemic syllabic sonorants /S̀/. So did word-internal SY 
sequences at morpheme boundaries where Y was in weak position. Even SY 
sequences with a strong jer could correspond to syllabic sonorants, assuming that the 
schwa-like reflex of the strong jer could be misperceived as a svarabhakti element 
(extra length portion) of a syllabic rhotic (or a lateral, nasal, voiced labiodental). 
2) Word-internally, if followed by a single consonant, these syllabic sonorants later 
gave rise to leftward schwa epenthesis: 
 
(1) S̀ → ES / __ CV 
 
Conversely, if followed by more than one consonant, they yielded rightward 
epenthesis: 
 
(2)  S̀ → SE / __ C2V 
 
3.4. Reanalysis of Havlík's Law 
 
After the loss of weak jers, the lowered strong jers are involved in 
morphophonological vowel ~ zero aternations. 
Consider one of the modern Bulgarian GV roots that end in an obstruent: lakăt 
'elbow', lakt+i , pl. The corresponding OCS forms were: 
 
 lakъtь  lakъti lakъtьnъ lakъtьna 
 




(3) lakEt  lakti lakten lakEtna 
 
Note that the difference between the singular and the plural of the noun is limited to 
the presence/absence of a single vowel (E), while the masc.sg. and the fem.sg. of the 
adjective differ by the presence/absence of two of their vowels (E, e). This is not the 
case with the modern Bulgarian forms where the difference within both the nominal 
and the adjectival paradigm is reduced to the presence/absence of only one vowel:  
 
 lakăt lakt+i lakăt+en lakăt+n+a 
 
The mid vowels [E] and [e], reflexes of the retained strong jers, alternate wi h zero. If 
we represent them as underlying floaters, the lexical forms will be: 
 
 lak<E>t  lak<E>t+i lak<E>t+<e>n lak<E>t+<e>n+a 
 
During Middle Bulgarian, Havlík's Law has been replaced by a rule of floater 
anchoring. Originally, as a corollary of the older Havlík's Law, floaters anchored only 
when a consonant would otherwise remain unsyllabifile. The rule was most 
probably an intra-level (W,W) rule. This yielded the forms in (3). 
Havlík's Law, and the resulting rule of floater anchoring, created a situation where 
two ghost vowels in successive syllables were never both retained. Either the first or 
the second of the two successive ghost vowels could manifest itself. This means that 
a floater was anchored only when the subsequent consona t was otherwise by no 
means syllabifiable. Hence, at that stage of Middle Bulgarian, the rule that anchored 
floaters was harmonic, not arbitrary. 
But this manner of application of the rule created considerable morphophonological 
variation in stems containing two successive syllables with floaters. In a later stage of 
Middle Bulgarian a constraint on the amount of variation in stems developed. It 
required that different forms of one and the same stem exhibit no more than one 
discrepancy in vowels between them. 
Probably, to reduce variation in stems, the status of the rule of floater anchoring was 
changed: it became a cross-level (M,W) rule, thus applying on every floater followed 
by a consonant that was not yet syllabified on M-leve  (see 2.4.3.1). Thus, the rule of 
floater anchoring ceased to be entirely conditioned by syllabification. In its new 
version, the rule triggered the anchoring of some floaters that were not followed by 
unsyllabifiable consonants. 
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The change in the rule that anchored floaters can be viewed as a kind of repair 
strategy that served to reduce morphophonological variation in stems. 
 
3.5. Reanalysis of lexical representations 
 
Middle Bulgarian developed some other strategies aiming to reduce 
morphophonological variation in stems. They were also used when a twofold 
discrepancy between vowels in forms of the same stem was created. 
Consider the following inflectionally and derivationally related forms of the OCS 
nouns o¶glъ 'corner' (I), päsnь 'song' (II) and skrъbь 'sorrow' (III)9. (a) gives the 
masc.sg.nom. of the noun, (b) the pl.nom., (c) the masc.sg.nom. short form of the -ьn
suffixed adjective and (d) the fem.sg.nom. of the same adjective. 
 
(4)  a b c d 
 I o)glъ  o)glli o )glьnъ o)glьna 
 II päsnь  päsni päsnьnъ päsnьna 
 III skrъbь   skrъbi skrъbьnъ skrъbьna 
 
Imagine a regular development for all the forms according to the assumptions we 
made in section 3.3. The jers were subjected to Havlík's Law. At an earlier stage, 
weak jers adjacent to liquids were lost, giving rise to syllabic liquids. Thus, the 
pronunciation for the above forms after the loss of weak jers and the lowering of 
strong jers should have been as follows: 
 
(5)  a b c d 
 I o)gl ̀ o)gli o)glen o)glǹa 
 II päsǹ päsni päsnen päsǹna 
 III skr̀b  skr̀bi skr̀ben skrb̀na 
 
Later, all forms with syllabic sonorants should have developed leftward anaptyctic 
mid vowels except skr̀bna, where the epenthesis should have been rightward, because 
the syllabic r  ̀ is followed by 2 consonants. This should have yielded the following 
pattern: 
 
                                                
9 skrъbь 'sorrow' contains a LY2 sequence; cf. Russian skorb .́  
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(6)  a b c d 
 I EgEl  Egli Eglen EgElna 
 II pesen pesni pesnen pesenna 
 III skrEb skErbi skErben skrEbna 
 
Now compare these with the modern standard forms: 
 
(7)  a b c d  
 I ăgăl ăgl+i ăgăl+en ăgăl +n+a  
 II pesen pesn+i pesen+en pesen+n+a  
 III skrăb skărb+i skrăb+en skrăb+n+a  
 
Next consider the same inflectional and derivational forms of the OCS nouns myslъ 
'thought' (IV), ognь 'fire' (V) and vrьvь 'twine' (VI)10: 
 
(8)  a b c d 
 IV myslъ  mysli myslьnъ myslьna 
 V ognь   ognьnъ ognьna 
 VI vrьvь vrьvi vrьvьnъ vrьvьna 
 
According to Havlík's Law, these forms should have yielded the following: 
 
(9)  a b c d 
 IV mysl̀  mysli myslen mysl̀na 
 V ogǹ   ognen ogǹna 
 VI vr̀v  vr̀vi vrv̀en vr̀vna 
 
After the renalysis of syllabic liquids by mid vowel anaptyxis, the forms should have 






                                                
10 vrьvь 'twine' also contains a LY2 sequence. 
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(10)  a b c d 
 IV misEl misli mislen misElna 
 V ogEn  ognen ogEnna 
 VI vrEv vErvi vErven vrEvna 
 
Now compare the above forms with the actual forms of the modern language: 
 
(11)  a b c d  
 IV misăl misl+i misl+en misl+en+a  
 V ogăn  ogn+en ogn+en+a  
 VI vrăv vărv+i vărv+en vărv+en+a  
 
Note that the differences between (6) and (7) are located in their column 'c', while (10) 
and (11) differ in their column 'd'. 
My hypothesis is that the anaptyctic vowels /E/ and /e/ that can be seen in (6) and 
(10) were later treated in two different manners in Bulgarian. Some were reanalyzed 
as underlying floating vowels. This was the case of the epenthetic schwa in Ia and Id, 
IIIa and IIId, as well as of the epenthetic [e] in IIa and IId.  Others kept their 
epenthetic nature, e.g. in IVa, Va and VIa. In IV-VI it is the /e/ in the suffix that 
changed its status from floating to stable. This is why IV-VId in (10) and (11) are 
different. 
The patterns of (6) and (10) would be obtained if the underlying forms were: 
 
 a b c d 
I Egl  Egl+i Egl+<e>n Egl+<e>n+a 
II pesn pesn+i pesn+<e>n pesn+<e>n+a 
III krv krv+i krv+<e>n krv+<e>n+a 
IV misl misl+i misl+<e>n misl+<e>n+a 
V ogn  ogn+<e>n ogn+<e>n+a 
VI vrv vrv+i vrv+<e>n vrv+<e>n+a 
 
To achieve the modified patterns in (7) and (11), the above underlying forms must 






 a b c d 
I Eg<E>l  Eg<E>l+i Eg<E>l+<e>n Eg<E>l+<e>n+a 
II pes<e>n pes<e>n+i pes<e>n+<e>n pes<e>n+<e>n+a 
III kr<E>v kr<E>v+i kr<E>v+<e>n kr<E>v+<e>n+a 
IV misl misl+i misl+en misl+en+a 
V ogn  ogn+en ogn+en+a 
VI vrv vrv+i vrv+en vrv+en+a 
 
IV-VI choose the non-GV variant of the -EN suffix, because the underlying form of 
their root ends in a 'consonant-sonorant' (CS) sequence. This is not the case with I-III, 
where a floater separates the root-final consonant and sonorant in the underlying 
form. 
The double treatment of anaptyctic vowels accounts for the existence of two different 
patterns of alternation in derivatives from roots with a formerly syllabic sonorant 
where the suffix contained another jer. 
The first pattern (with reanalysis of the root) is illustrated by I-III. It involves 
suspension of the mid vowel syncopation before another alternating vowel, the reflex 
of a former jer. 
The second pattern (with reanalysis of the suffix) is illustrated by IV-VI. It involves 
regular syncopation of the alternating mid vowel in the root. In this case another 
allomorph of the adjectivizing suffix, with a non-alternating /e/, began to be used. 
Both treatments applied on stems whose morphophonological variation went beyond 
a given limit.  
All stems that were subjected to reanalysis exhibit a twofold discrepancy in vowels 
between their surface forms of column 'c' and column 'd'. 
Consider the forms of I-IIIc vs. I-IIId taken from (6) above: 
 
(12)  c d 
 I EgØ1le2n EgE1lØ2na 
 II pesØ1ne2n pese1nØ2na 
 III skEr1be2n skrE1bØ2na 
 
In each of the above pairs, the double difference between its members is as follows:  
I. 1) Ø ~ E ; 2) e ~ Ø ; II. 1) Ø ~ e ; 2) e ~ Ø ; III. 1) Er ~ rE ; 2) e ~ Ø . 
The situation is similar in IV-VIc vs. IV-VId of (10) above. 
I conclude that the reanalysis of the forms in (6) as (7) and the reanalysis of the forms 
in (10) as (11) took place in order to satisfy the constraint on the amount of 
morphophonological variation that operated at a given stage of Middle Bulgarian. 
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This constraint restricted the discrepancy between forms of the same stem to a single 
difference in absence/presence of vowels and/or sequential order of vowel-liquid. A 




To sum up, we give a synopsis of the sound changes that were described in the 
different sections of this chapter: 
 
Section Type of diachronic change Reanalysis of representations and rules 
3.1.1 
 
Lowering of strong jers  
and  
Loss of weak jers 
reduced vowels  floaters 
Havlík's Law  Rule of Floater Anchoring 
3.2 Syllabification of sonorants sequences 'sonorant-jer'  syllabic 
sonorants 
3.3 Desyllabification of sonorants  
by means of  
Mid vowel epenthesis 
syllabic sonorants  sequences 'mid 
vowel-sonorant' or 'sonorant-mid vowel' 
3.4 Change in the rule of Floater 
Anchoring:  
it ceased to be entirely conditioned 
by the process of syllabification 
(harmonic) intra-level rule  (arbitrary) 
cross-level rule 
3.5 Reanalysis of lexical 
representations in order to minimize 
morphophonological variation in 
stems 
epenthetic vowel  underlying floater; 
suffixal floater  stable vowel 
 
Thus, in our interpretation, the synchronic alternations involving ghost vowels in 
modern Bulgarian (GV alternation and metathesis) are the product of three types of 
diachronic changes that took opposite directions in different stages of Middle 
Bulgarian: 
•  loss of vowels vs. anaptyxis of vowels  
•  syllabification of sonorants vs. desyllabification f sonorants 
•  creation of floaters vs. stabilization of epenthetic/floating vowels 
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As for the phonologically conditioned suspensions of GV alternations and metathesis, 
they can be viewed as a corollary of the constraint o  the amount of morpho-
phonological variation in stems, that later developd. 
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4. Ghost [Œ] vowels  in French 
 
4.1. Discussion of the data 
 
Being one of the main domains of phonological variation in French, together with 
liaison, the phenomenon traditionally referred to as 'French E muet' or 'French schwa' 
is often subjected to analyses that are based on heterog neous data, i.e. data that 
belong to "qualitatively different varieties of French" (Morin 1987). There is often 
strong disagreement concerning even the basic data on 'French E muet'. Morin (1987) 
points out the risks that runs the phonologist who tackles the problem of French 
schwa:  
"Data on which recent theoretical analyses have been based are not always homogeneous. Even 
statistical surveys do not necessarily represent a coherent system […]. Often, analyses are based on 
traditional presentations to which new data are added, whose sources are rarely identified. […] 
Another source of disagreement is what I called monitored French, which is analyzed on a par with 
other more traditional data. Its interpretation is often presented as unambiguous, whereas duplicate 
experiments show much more variability." (Morin 1987:837-8).  
Morin exemplifies the first typical misuse of data with Noske's earlier treatment of 
French schwa (Noske 1982)1 based on markedness of syllable types: part of the data 
contradict the traditional accounts of standard French.2  In another article, Morin 
(1988:252) cites Rialland's work (Rialland 1986) as providing data that are obtained 
in monitored experimental conditions and "not yet independently supported". This is 
an instance of the second typical misuse according to Morin. Thus, a problem with 
Hyman's analysis of French schwa as a weightless vowel (Hyman 1985:60-64) could 
be that it is entirely based on Rialland's data. 
Some of the recent phonological developments based on French schwa take into 
account specific varieties of French. Durand (1990:27-30), for instance, is a standard 
generative treatment of schwa in Midi French, while Durand (1995) accounts for the 
same data3 in a Dependency Phonology framework. The main work on French schwa 
                                                
1 The questionable data from Noske (1982) are abandoned in Noske's unified account for schwa and 
gliding in French (Noske 1993:192-240). 
2  Noske assumes that schwa is deleted after a single consonant (froidement), after a sequence 
'liquid+obstruent' (débarquement, sveltement) or '/s/+obstruent' (manifestement), but not after other 
sequences of two consonants (exactement). 
3 A detailed description of the data on schwa in Midi French can be found in Durand, Slater & Wise 
1987. 
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in the framework of Government Phonology - Charette's thesis (1988) - uses subsets 
of data that are specific for the author's dialect of Quebec French: in some cases, 
reference to this variety is explicit (p.89, ex.14), in other cases, the significant 
deviation from other authors' data for the Parisian v rieties of French could be 
attributed to specific patterns of Quebec French (for instance, p.117 ex.24 and p.339 
ex.8). A positive aspect of Scheer's analysis of French schwa (1996:330-358) is that it 
accounts for two different groups of French speakers: those that can realize 
fort(e)resse 'fortress' and le d(e)gré 'the degree' without a schwa (group A) and those 
that cannot (group B). Scheer is also aware of the existence of many additional 
subgroups of speakers (Scheer 1996:336). The problem is that the empirical data on 
which the distinction of the two main varieties (A and B) has been done are not 
included in Scheer's thesis.  
The analysis that I propose here is based on data from Dell (1985), the most 
exhaustive description available in the literature on French schwa I know about, and 
some additional examples found in articles by the same author, namely Dell (1976), 
Dell (1978) and Dell (1984). Unfortunately, these data have not been tested by 
empirical inquiry with a larger group of speakers. The author says his goal is to 
provide a thorough description of his own variety of French, being aware of the 
disagreements that it will arouse:  
"Le comportement de schwa est l'un des domaines où les variations d'un locuteur à l'autre sont très 
fréquentes, même entre gens dont les prononciations s t très semblables. Il est donc à prévoir que 
de nombreux lecteurs, même universitaires, parisiens, t de la même génération, se trouveront en 
désaccord sur un point ou sur un autre avec les données qui servent de base à notre discussion." 
(Dell 1985:195)  
However, there is one advantage of Dell's data: they ar  homogeneous. The variety 
they represent can be characterized as a rather 'conservative' (as Dell himself 
recognized in a personal communication) variety of the language spoken by educated 
Parisian speakers of standard French. 
The two most typical characteristics of this variety, as far as schwa is concerned, are 
formulated by Morin (1987) as follows: 
•  the phonetic distinction between nondeleted schwa and [Œ]4 , the mid front 
rounded vowel, has been neutralized (Morin 1987:825); 
•  schwa, i.e. alternating [Œ], does not delete when it is preceded by a group of two 
consonants word-internally, even when the result is syllabifiable (Morin 
1987:835). 
                                                
4 The exact meaning of the capital 'Œ' as phonetic symbol is given below .  
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Dell's data on French schwa have been taken as a point of reference by some French-
speaking phonologists looking for a description of schwa in a variety of French that is 
close to what they consider to be the "social norm". These data are the basis for the 
description of French 'E muet' in Tranel's The Sounds of French (1987), whose main 
goal is to teach standard pronunciation to foreign students of French phonetics. When 
specifying the behavior of schwa in the Saint-Etienne regional variety of French, 
Morin (1983) also takes as a point of reference the variety of standard French 
described by Dell (1973).5 
The variety described by Dell (1973, 1985) coincides n ither with group A nor with 
group B of Scheer (1996). Like group A it admits of schwa syncope in le d(e)gré 'the 
degree' but like group B it prevents schwa from deleting in fort(e)resse 'fortress'. 
 
4.1.1. The system of mid vowels in modern standard French 
 
Following Wioland (1991), we assume that the Parisin variety of standard French 
neutralizes the opposition between mid-open and mid-close vowels, ┸  ~ e, ┱ ~ o and 
œ ~ ø, respectively, in syllables that Wioland refers to as "unstressable" 
("inaccentuables"), namely those that never find themselves at the end of a rhythmic 
unit and, therefore, never receive final stress. However, many of these "unstressable" 
syllables can bear emphatic stress ("accent d'insistance"). Given that in French 
emphatic stress is incompatible with lengthening (it uses only pitch and intensity, to 
the exclusion of duration, as perceptual cues, cf. Mertens 1987:85-88, Vaissière 1991) 
and that final stress systematically requires lengthening of the syllable, a more 
adequate term for Wioland's "unstressable" would be "non lengthenable" syllables. 
Wioland assumes that the realizations of the mid vowels in closed "non lengthenable" 
syllables are rather open and recommends to transcribe them as [┸ ], [┱], [œ]. As for 
open "non lengthenable" syllables, the mid vowels that appear in them may cover a 
range of different realizations from mid-close to mid-open and Wioland recommends 
to transcribe them with the capital letters [E], [O], [Œ].6 French schwa is always 
                                                
5 "La description de Dell est la plus précise de toutes. Elle comporte un assez grand nombre de règles 
qui peuvent être obligatoires ou facultatives; la chute ou l'épenthèse des  muets y est conditionnée non 
seulement par la suite des phonèmes en présence, mais aussi par la présence de frontières prosodiques 
(début et fin d'énoncé), de frontières de mots et de frontières morphologiques." (Morin 1983:73) 
6 «L’oreille française, du fait de la rapidité de l’articulation dans cette position peu importante, n’st 
pas sensible à une différenciation des timbres vocaliques respectifs. Aussi est-il pédagogiquement 
préférable de transcrire respectivement par les archiphonèmes [O], [Œ] et [E] afin de ne pas donner à la 
prononciation de ces voyelles une importance qu’elles n’ont pas.» (Wioland 1991:82) 
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found in an open "non lengthenable" syllable. The ponetic realization of nondeleted 
schwa coincides with [Œ].7  Only where a closed syllable is created as a consequence 
of the deletion of another schwa in the immediately fo lowing syllable (see 4.2.3.1), 
the realization of nondeleted schwa is mid-open [œ], e.g. je n(e) sais pas, with the first 
schwa realized and the second schwa deleted, will be transcribed [.さœn.s┸ .pa.] with 
[œ] instead of [Œ], because the non-realization of schwa in ne makes the preceding 
syllable closed. 
Table 1 below sums up the different realizations of the mid vowels in all four syllable 
types. Where the opposition mid-close vs. mid-open is possible, I give both vowels 
related by '~'. In the cases of neutralization of the opposition, the actual realization of 
the respective mid vowel is given: mid-close (o, ø), mid-open (┸ , ┱, œ), or the whole 







 Closed Open Closed Open 
front 
unrounded 
”  E ”  e ~ ”  
back rounded O O O ~ o o 
front rounded œ Œ œ ~ ø8 ø 
 Table 1 
 
4.1.2. Alternating and non-alternating [Œ] in French 
 
I assume that, phonetically, nondeleted schwa (traditionally transcribed by means of 
the IPA symbol [E]) is not different from the realization of the nonalternating mid 
front rounded vowels in open non lengthenable syllables: [Œ]. The difference is that 
schwa is a ghost [Œ] vowel, a vowel that alternates with zero. Not all [Œ] vowels in 
French are involved in vowel-zero alternations. Some of them are stable vowels and 
never undergo syncope.  
                                                
7 «La graphie «e» suit donc les mêmes tendances générales de prononciation que les autres voyelles 
inaccentuées à deux timbres et ne relève pas d’un cas particulier.» (Wioland 1991:82) 
8 [ø] is pronounced for 'eu' when the syllable is closed by [z] or [t]. Otherwise [œ] is pronounced. 
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According to Tranel (1987:87), the two sequences given in (1a-b) below are 
homophonous when the alternating [Œ] in (1a) is pronounced. Likewise, those in (2a-
b) are homophonous according to Dell (1984:99) if the alternating [Œ] at the end of 
autre is realized. The difference is that the sequences in (1a) and (2a) contain an 
alternating [Œ] (respectively, in the article le and at the end of autre), while those in 
(1b) and (2b) contain an [œ] which is non-alternating (namely, in leur and œuf, 
respectively): a realization with syncopation of [œ] is unacceptable for the latter 
sequences. 
 
(1)a dans le rétablissement dA)lŒrEtablismA) dA)lrEtablismA)  
 'in the re-establishment'    
(1)b dans leur établissement dA)lœrEtablismA) 9 * dA)lrEtablismA)  
 'in their shop'    
(2)a l’autre faux plat lotrŒfopla lotfopla  
 'the other false dish'    
(2)b l’autre œuf au plat lotrœfOpla * lotfOpla  
 'the other fried egg'    
 
Alternating [Œ] is found in monosyllabic clitics like le (namely je, me, te, se, ce, de, 
ne, que), but also in the initial syllable of polysyllables (e.g. neveu, demain, repartir, 
tenailles, (ça) sera, (on) devrait, secrétaire, monsieur), in prefixes (re-, de-, e.g. in 
repartir, devenir), and at the end of words like autre (e.g. pauvre, possible, taxe, 
casque, (il) parle). 10  The behavior of French prefixes being similar to that of 
proclitics11, we consider internal syllables that immediately follow a prefix as initial 
of phonological word, e.g. re+demander, de+venir contain alternating [Œ] both in the 
prefix and in the initial syllable of the root.12 
                                                
9 In transcribing our examples, including those taken from other authors, we follow the principles 
established in Wioland 1991. Thus, we transcribe [œ] in leur, as it is in a stressable syllable, even 
though it does not happen to be under stress in the example in question, but cf. Je connais votre 
établissement, mais je préfère le leur. 'I know your shop, but I prefer theirs.' In the latter example leur 
finds itself in a stressed syllable.  
10 All French words that end in a consonant cluster exhibit an alternating [Œ] word-finally even when 
the latter is not orthographic and not etymological like in ours[Œ] blanc 'polar bear'. 
11 Slavic prefixes also behave like proclitics, see Booij & Rubach (1994). 
12 Glide formation and nasalization provide additional evidence for the stronger boundary between 
prefix and root compared to root and suffix in French (cf. Basbøll 1981:262 and Hannahs 1995). 
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Nonalternating [Œ] is usually related to complex spellings like «eu», «œu» and «ue» 
(e.g. jeunesse, leurrer, cueillir , sœurette, creuser), but can also be orthographically 
represented, like most alternating [Œ]'s, by a simple «e» without diacritic, e.g. 
crevasse, grenier, premier, bredouiller, mercredi, saugrenu, amplement where [Œ] 
occurs after two consonants that are analyzed in a branching onset; forgeron, 
gouvernement, hurlement, calmement, brusquement, fumisterie, where the two 
consonants preceding [Œ] are distributed in two different syllables (the first one is in 
the coda of the preceding syllable, the second one builds the onset of the syllable 
whose nucleus is [Œ])13; dehors, rehausser where we find a non-syncopating [Œ] in a 
prefix before a stem which coincides with an 'h-aspiré' word; (des) querelles, (du) 
fenouil, (agent) secret, (la) femelle, (la) guenon, (à) peser, (la) vedette, (il faut) sevrer 
where a process of stabilization of a previous alternating [Œ] seems to have taken 
place14. There are also some cases of allomorphic roots: the base form exhibits an 
alternating [Œ], e.g. in mener 'to lead', chemin 'path', semer 'to sow', whereas some 
derivatives present a stable, non-syncopating [Œ], e.g. in meneur 'leader' cheminer 'to 
walk', semailles 'sowing' (cf. Dell 1985:229). 
 
4.1.3. Two classes of alternating [Œ]'s 
 
Alternating [Œ]'s display two different patterns of alternation in identical segmental 
and prosodic environment. 
[Œ]'s of initial syllable of polysyllables (secoue) and [Œ]'s in monosyllables (se, le) 
can be dropped after one consonant as in (3a), but not after two consonants as in (3b).  
 
                                                
13 The presence of non-alternating [Œ] in this series of examples characterizes the standard variant of 
French spoken in Paris. Some dialects of French, e.g. French spoken in the region of Saint-Etienne 
described in Morin (1983), have not stabilized [Œ] after two consonants that constitute an inter-
constituent cluster (coda+onset). In the Saint-Etienne dialect, the same words contain an alternating 
[Œ]. 
14 The Saint-Etienne dialect of French allows syncopati n of [Œ] in the initial syllable of the same 
words, see Morin (1983:84-85). 
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(3)a Jean secoue (la branche) ZA)sku ZA)sŒku 
 'John is shaking (the branch)'   
 Jean se courbe ZA)skurb ZA)sŒkurb 
 'John is bending down'   
 Henri le soutient A)rilsutj”)  A)rilŒsutj”) 
 'Henry supports him'   
    
(3)b Jacques secoue (la branche) * Zaksku ZaksŒku 
 'Jack is shaking (the branch)'   
 Jacques se courbe * Zakskurb ZaksŒkurb 
 'Jack is bending down'   
 Pierre le soutient * pj”rlsutj”) pj”rlŒsutj”) 
 'Peter supports him'   
 
By contrast, polysyllable-final [Œ]'s, i.e. word-final [Œ]'s that do not constitute the 
only syllable of the word, e.g. in taxe, (il) parle, allow of syncopation after more than 
one consonant, as demonstrated in (4); cf. also match (nul) [matぉ(Œ)nyl], ours (blanc) 
[urs(Œ)bl┮〈], where an [Œ] may appear word-finally in the absence of orthographic 
«e».  
 
(4) toutes taxes comprises tuttakskO)priz tuttaksŒkO)priz 
 'inclusive of tax'    
 duplex confortable dyplΕkskO)fOrtabl dyplΕksŒkO)fOrtabl 
 'comfortable duplex'    
 il parle souvent ilparlsuvA) ilparlŒsuvA)  
 'he often speaks'    
 
[Œ]'s that exhibit the second pattern of alternation (see 4) cannot receive emphatic 
stress (Dominicy 1984:8). Conversely, alternating [Œ]'s displaying the first 
syncopation pattern (see 3), including [Œ] in prefix s, can bear emphatic stress; e.g. in 
re+demander 'ask again' the syllables containing [Œ] can be emphasized 
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(REdemander, reDEmander), because they are initial in their phonological domain 
(prefix and stem, respectively); cf. Dominicy 1984:20.15 
For convenience, I call Class 1 [Œ]'s those that exhibit the pattern in (3) and may 
receive emphatic stress, while [Œ]'s that display the pattern illustrated in (4) and 
cannot bear emphatic stress will be further referred to as Class 2 [Œ]'s.  
Additional evidence for the special status of Class 2 [Œ]'s is provided by the patterns 
of manifestation of [Œ] in sequences of two contiguous syllables, where the first one 
contains a Class 2 [Œ], while the second one contains  Class 1 [Œ], see the examples 
in (5) taken from Dell (1973) and Dell (1978). The pattern is different in sequences 
where the two contiguous syllables contain both Class 1 [Œ]'s, see (6). In (5) one can 
see that the first (Class 2) [Œ] cannot be retained if the second (Class 1) [Œ] is 
dropped. It seems that a Class 1 [Œ] is more resistant to syncopation than a Class 2 
[Œ]. The pattern of (6a), which is the opposite of (5) is due to the impossibility of 
Class 1 [Œ]'s to be realized after two consonants, cf. (3b). This is not the case in (6b) 
where both [Œ]'s are of Class 1 and both can be syncopated, because the first one is 
preceded by only one consonant. 
 
(5) on aborde le virage O)nabOrdŒlŒviraZ O)nabOrdlŒviraZ * O)nabOrdœlviraZ 
 'we enter the curve'    
 ils partent demain ipartŒdŒm”) ipartdŒm”) * ipartœdm”) 
 'they leave tomorrow'    
 la veste de Paul lavΕstŒdŒpOl lavΕstdŒpOl * lavΕstœdpOl 
 'Paul's jacket'    
 quatorze devoirs katOrzŒdŒvwar katOrzdŒvwar * katOrzœdvwar 
 'fourteen pieces of homework'   
 l’autre melon lotrŒmŒlO) lotmŒlO) * lotrœmlO) 
 'the other melon'    
 porte-fenêtre pOrtŒfŒn”tr pOrtfŒn”tr * pOrtœfn”tr 
 'French window'    
     
(6)a une patte de renard 
fox's paw 
patdŒrŒnar * patdrŒnar patdœrnar 
                                                
15 Emphatic stress is marked by capitalization of the respective syllable. 
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 elle te demande 
'she asks for you' 
”ltŒdŒmA)d * ”ltdŒmA)d ”ltœdmA)d 
 
 
    
(6)b une queue de renard 
'fox's tail' 
kødŒrŒnar kødrŒnar kødœrnar 
 on te demande 
'they ask for you' 
O)tŒdŒmA)d O)tdŒmA)d O)tœdmA)d 
 
4.1.4. Sensitivity to rhythm 
 
The syncopation of Class 1 alternating [Œ]'s can be sensitive or not sensitive to 
rhythm according to the number of consonants that immediately precede [Œ]. As for 
Class 2 [Œ]'s, their distribution (occurrence/non-occurrence) seems to be always 
constrained by rhythm. 
 
4.1.4.1. Rhythm-insensitive [Œ]-syncopation 
 
The syncopation of Class 1 alternating [Œ]'s depends first of all on the number of 
preceding consonants: if only one consonant precedes, syncopation is always possible, 
i.e. it cannot be blocked by the rhythmic pattern of the utterance; if two consonants 
precede, syncopation is restricted to certain rhythmic configurations.  
The examples in (7) below, taken from Dell (1984:75), exhibit identical segmental 
strings and different rhythmic structure. Dell reprsents (7a) with a primary stress 
(level 1 stress) on the final syllable of demain, a secondary stress (level 2 stress) on 
the final syllable of préférerais and no stress on pas. Conversely, in (7b) there is a 
level 2 stress on pas and no stress on préférerais. Thus, the alternating [Œ] of venir 
finds itself in an internal syllable of the second rhythmic unit in (7a), but in the initial 
syllable of the second rhythmic unit in (7b). In both cases syncopation can occur. 
 
(7)a tu préférerais / pas venir demain? 






 'Would you prefer not to come tomorrow ?'    
(7)b tu préférerais pas / venir demain? 






 'Wouldn't you prefer to come tomorrow ?'    
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As can be seen in (8), which repeats an example found in Delattre (1966:21), 
syncopation of [Œ] in venir is also allowed in pre-stress syllable if there is only one 
consonant preceding it. 
 
(8) il veut venir 
'he wants to come' 
ivøvŒ'nir ivøv'nir 
 il veulent venir 
'they want to come' 
ivœlvŒ'nir * ivœlv'nir  
 
4.1.4.2. Rhythm-sensitive [Œ]-syncopation 
 
When a Class 1 [Œ] is preceded by more than one consona t, its syncopation is still 
not impossible, but it seems to be restricted to some speakers of Standard French only 
and to very fast speech. Consider the following statements by Dell:  
"il semble que dans la parole très rapide le schwa d'un petit nombre de mots commençant par 
#CE- puisse tomber même si le mot précédent est terminé par une consonne […] Les faits touchant 
ce point varient d'un locuteur à l'autre . Certains semblent se tenir toujours strictement à VCE1 
[Dell's rule that prevents schwa from deleting in this context] même dans le débit le plus rapide." 
(Dell 1983:230) 
Moreover, the latter type of [Œ]-syncopation is impossible in pre-stress syllable (see 
9a). It is allowed only in a syllable separated from the stressed one by at least one 
intervening syllable (see 9b). The examples in (9) are taken from Dell (1985:231). 
 
(9)a la terre se vend lat┸rsŒv┮〈 * lat┸rsv┮〈  
 'the land sells'    
(9)b la terre se vend bien lat┸rsŒv┮〈bj┸〈 lat┸rsv┮〈bj┸〈  
 'the land is selling well'    
 
As reported by Morin (1983:82), for speakers of theParisian variant of standard 
French, the deletion of [Œ] after two consonants is the easier the more distant is [Œ] 
from the following stressed syllable (within the same rhythmic unit): 
 
(10) au bord de l'eau Ob┱rdŒ'lo ?? Ob┱r'dlo 
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'at the water's edge' 
 au bord de la mer 
'at the seaside' 
Ob┱rdŒla'm┸r  ? Ob┱rdla'm┸r  
 au bord de l'Atlantique 
'on the coast of the Atlantic' 
Ob┱rdŒlatl┮〈'tik  Ob┱rdlatlΑ┮〈'tik  
 
The same sensitivity to rhythm is observed whit [Œ]-syncopation in utterance-initial 
syllable (i.e. after a pause): the longer the distance from stress, the easier the 
syncopation of [Œ]. Consider the following data from Morin (1983:76)16. 
 
(11) ce gars 'that lad' sŒ'ga ?? 'sga 
 ce garçon 'that boy' sŒgar's┱〈 ? sgar's┱〈 
 ce garçon-là 'that boy' sŒgars┱〈'la sgars┱〈'la 
 
Class 2 [Œ]'s exhibit a similar sensitivity to the rhythmic pattern of the utterance. 
Look at the examples in (12) taken from Tranel (1987:table 6.24). The manifestation 
of [Œ] is favored before a monosyllabic stressed word and disfavored when the 
hypothetical syllable that would result from the phonetic realization of [Œ] is at least 
one syllable distant from the final stressed syllable in the rhythmic unit. A similar 
rhythm-sensitive pattern of [Œ]-alternation is found in compounds where the first 
constituent has two consonants before its final «e». This «e» may or may not be 
pronounced if the second constituent contains more than one syllable and must be 
pronounced if the latter is monosyllabic, see (13).  
 
(12) la carte verte 'the green card' lakartŒ'v┸rt ? lakart'v┸rt 
 la carte vermeille 'the red card' ? lakartŒv┸r'm┸j lakartv┸r'm┸j 
 il parle trop 'he talks too much' ilparlŒ'tro ? ilparl'tro 
 il parle trop peu 'he talks too little' ? ilparlŒtro'pø ilparltro'pø 
 
                                                
16 «en effet la syncope est plus facile dans ce garçon-là, que dans ce garçon, et surtout dans ce gars.» 
(Morin 1983:76) 
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(13) garde-meuble 'furniture storehouse' gardŒ'mœbl * gard'mœbl 
 garde-malade 'home nurse' gardŒma'lad gardma'lad 
 ouvre-boîte 'can opener' uvrŒ'bwat * uv'bwat 
 ouvre-bouteille 'bottle opener' uvrŒbu't┸j uvbu't┸j 
 
The non-manifestation of Class 2 [Œ]'s, like that of Class 1 [Œ]'s after two 
consonants, is hardly possible in pre-stress position. As for syncopation of Class 1 
[Œ]'s after only one consonant, there seems to be no r striction related to rhythm. 
 
4.1.5. The nature of Class 1 and Class 2 alternating [Œ]'s: underlying or 
epenthetic? 
 
As for Class 1 alternating [Œ]'s, their distribution cannot be accounted for by 
epenthesis. Consider the following data: 
 
(14) Jacques secoue … さaksŒku * さaksku 
 'Jack is shaking …'   
 Jacques skie *さaksŒki さakski 
 'Jack is skiing'   
 cette pelouse s┸tpŒluz ? s┸tpluz 
 'this lawn'   
 cette place *s┸tpŒlas sεtplas 
 'this place'   
 
Except Hirst (1985:96-97), who treats every complex onset that cannot be split up by 
schwa in French as a single segment, the few treatments that deny phonological status 
to French schwa and consider it to be an automatic vowel, "lubrifiant phonique" 
(Martinet 1972 and some followers of his school of Functionalist Linguistics, e.g. 
François 1974 and Bazylko 1981), are unable to account for the data in (14), as was 
demonstrated by Dell (1985:187). 
All other phonological theories propose a specific underlying structure to encode 
Class 1 alternating [Œ]'s in the lexical form of words that exhibit them. Linear 
phonology posits an underlying segment /E/; multilinear phonologies use different 
underlying structures for schwa: a combination of a flo ting vowel and a floating 
skeletal slot or a floating skeletal slot with no segment (Three-dimensional 
Phonology, Encrevé 1988:212-232,), an underlyingly present empty nucleus 
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(Government Phonology, Charette 1988, 1991), an empty nucleus with a lexically 
encoded "melody" [E] underneath17 (the CVCV version of Government Phonology, 
Scheer 1996). 
As for the status of Class 2 alternating [Œ]'s, opinions are divided. Most authors, 
including Dell, consider orthographic word-final [Œ]'s to be underlyingly present. I 
will claim that they need not be represented in lexical forms and can be triggered by 
epenthesis. 
Words with final orthographic (and etymological) alternating [Œ] do not behave 
differently from consonant-final words in French. Dell states that, except in poetry 
and songs, «tout mot qui se prononce [XCC] devant une pause ou une voyelle peut se 
prononcer [XCCE] devant une consonne … Cette généralisation vaut po r tous les 
mots, qu'ils prennent ou non un «e muet» final dans l'orthographe.» (Dell 1985:236) 
In «verlan», a way of pronouncing some French words based on a linguistic game that 
inverts the order of syllables, consonant-final monosyllables with and without a final 
orthographic «e» give identical forms, cf. Méla (199 :77). According to Méla's 
analysis, both mère 'mother' and mer 'sea' give [mΕ.rŒ] by «resyllabification» at an 
intermediate stage and [rŒ.mΕ] by «permutation» that may become [rœm] by 
«truncation». 
Tranel (1981:286) gives some additional arguments against the alleged evidence for 
the underlying presence of so-called «protective schwas» that correspond to our Class 
2 alternating [Œ]'s. He demonstrates that for all three contexts of phonetic 
manifestation of protective schwas (at the end of wrds ending in a consonant cluster 
before a consonant-initial word, as in texte possible [t┸kstŒpOsibl] 'possible text'; 
before rien 'nothing', as in il ne mange rien [ilnŒm┮〈さŒrj┸〈] 'he eats nothing'; before 
«h-aspiré» words, as in cette haie [s┸tŒ┸] 'this hedge') it is possible to detect 
realizations of words without final orthographic (and etymological) «e» that take 
phonetic [Œ], e.g., contact possible 'possible contact' pronounced [k┱〈taktŒpOsibl]; il 
ne perd rien 'he loses nothing' realized as [ilnŒp┸rŒrj┸〈]; sept haies 'seven hedges' 
with the phonetic realization [s┸tŒ┸]. The latter pronunciations are less frequent than 
the former, but Tranel attributes this to the influence of orthography: even when they 
correspond to orthographic «e»'s, these phonetically realized [Œ]'s «are not the 
phonetic reflexes of final protective schwas, because they also occur in words where 
no such schwas may be postulated. […] In addition, the insertion is constrained by the 
                                                
17 As opposed to empty nuclei devoid of "melodicity", i.e. without segmental content, that correspond 
to consonant clusters which are traditionally analyzed as complex onsets. 
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orthography: the presence/absence of a final 'e' atthe end of the preceding word tends 
to reinforce the occurrence/nonoccurrence of the scwa.» (Tranel 1981:289) 
Another alleged argument for positing underlying word-final schwas is their 
functioning as morphological markers: according to many phonologists of French, the 
feminine marker, the first-conjugation thematic vowel and the subjunctive marker are 
schwas. These schwas are eliminated by late rules that are extrinsically ordered after 
such phonological processes as vowel nasalization and consonant deletion. In an 
autosegmental phonological framework, the markers in question may be encoded as 
skeletal slots (cf. Tranel 1995:807, Paradis & El Fenne 1995:187). The phonological 
difference between the masculine p tit 'little' (15a) and the feminine petite (15b), the 
indicative (il) sort 'he goes out' (16a) and the subjunctive (qu'il) sorte (16b), can be 
attributed to the underlying floating/anchored final [t]. Skeletal slots are provided by 
the feminine and subjunctive morphology, respectively, in order to anchor the final 
floating [t]. 
 
(15)a •  • •  (15)b •  • • • 
 |  | |   |  | | | 
 p Œ t i t  p Œ t i t 
 
   petit      petite 
 
 
(16)a • • •   (16)b • • • •  
 | | |    | | | |  
 s ┱ r  t   s ┱  r t  
 
       (il) sort         (qu'il) sorte 
 
4.2. Harmonic Phonology analysis 
 
The analysis put forward here is in the framework of Harmonic Phonology (cf. 
Goldsmith 1990, Goldsmith 1993:21-33). It makes useof the three-level M/W/P 
model with three levels of representation, see chapter 2 (2.4.1). This will enable us to 
compare the account for the French data with that for the Bulgarian ghost vowels. 
Our analysis aims at accounting for the different patterns of alternating [Œ]'s 
described above: 
•  for the distinction between Class 1 and Class 2 alternating [Œ]'s 
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•  for the distinction between rhythm-sensitive and rhythm-insensitive syncopation 
of Class 1 alternating [Œ]'s. 
Class 1 alternating [Œ]'s are assumed to be present in M-level representations. To 
distinguish them from non-alternating [Œ]'s, we will represent the former as floating 
segments [Œ], i.e. underlying segments with no skeletal slot to be anchored to18. 
Conversely, non-alternating [Œ]'s have their own skeletal slot and are underlyingly 
anchored to the skeleton. Compare the M-level representations of neveu 'nephew' 
with an alternating Class 1 [Œ] and jeunesse 'youth' with a stable non-alternating 
[Œ]: 
 
 •  • • • • • • • 
 |  | | | | | | | 
 n Œ v ø さ  Œ n ┸  s 
 
       neveu     jeunesse 
 
Following Goldsmith (1990:123), I assume that French syllables are constructed at 
W-level («the deepest level at which phonotactic conditions can be stated») in such a 
way as to build the largest syllables (i.e. the smallest number of syllables) consistent 
with the language's restrictions on possible syllables. A segment can be syllabified 
only if it is provided with a skeletal slot. Therefore, anchoring is a pre-condition for 
syllabification of floaters. In this analysis I use the symbol <Œ> for a floating [Œ] at 
M-level. 
 
4.2.1. The French syllable: structural restrictions 
 
An important assumption in the present analysis is that the French syllable can have a 
complex (branching) onset, but only a simple (non-branching) coda. 
Some descriptions of French syllabification (Wioland 1985, Laks 1995) include 
superheavy syllable types with complex 'codas' such as (C)VCCC, CGVCCC, e.g. 
quartz /kwartz/ 'quartz', etc. These complex 'codas' are restricted to word-final 
position 
                                                
18 This is an instance of what Tranel erroneously calls «skeletal flotation»: segments that are viewed as 
«lexically marked as unable to project their own skeletal slot» (Tranel 1995:801) as opposed to 
«syllabic flotation» and to «double flotation», the latter being represented by Encrevé's 1988 three-
dimensional analysis (cf. Tranel 1995a). As Pierre Encrevé pointed out to me, the skeleton cannot floa
if there is no skeletal slot available. What floats is the segment [Œ]. 
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Word-internal three- and four-consonantal clusters can be decomposed in a simple 
coda and a complex onset, e.g. mercredi [m┸r.krŒ.di], abstrait [ab.str┸]. The only 
French words whose word-internal clusters escape such decomposition I know about 
are arctique 'Arctic' and the two compounds parcmètre (with the alternative form 
parcomètre) 'parking meter' and voltmètre 'voltmeter'.  
Plénat (1987) describes the syllable structure only f words "with masculine final 
endings", i.e. with no final orthographic 'e'. Many of them end in two (ours 'bear', film 
'film', ouest 'west', concept 'concept') or three consonants (hertz /┸rts/). Rialland 
(1994) includes in the inventory of word-final clusters also words with "feminine 
endings", i.e. with final orthographic 'e'. She proposes the following maximal template 
for word-final clusters in French: "coda + extrasyllabic consonant + potential 
branching onset": 
"The coda position has only one slot […] the structure of the remaining part of the cluster is the 
same as the one we find in word-initial position. To account for this similarity we posit the same 
constituents in the template, that is, an extrasyllbic position preceding a potential onset which can 
itself contain two positions. […] Moreover, the poten ial syllable becomes a full syllable when the 
schwa is pronounced. These consonants in post-coda p sition can be considered a special type of 
extrasyllabic consonants, since they are only potentially syllabified." (Rialland 1994:§3.2) 
The maximal template is illustrated by dextre /d┸kstr/ 'right-hand' and cepstre 
'cepstrum'. 
The same assumptions about French syllable structure are made by Bouchard 
(1980:20): «there can only be one consonant in the coda in the French syllable». 
Bouchard also admits the existence in French of a third constituent besides the onset 
and the rime: the appendix, which is found only in word-final syllables (Bouchard 
1980:39, note 10).In the framework of Harmonic Phonol gy, the occurrence of 
consonant clusters word-finally can be attributed to the property of the word-end to 
function as an additional licenser (the Ω-licenser, cf. Goldsmith 1990:127). In French, 
the word-end licenses word-final extrasyllabicity, see 4.2.4.1 below. The 
Ω -constituent in French words can be composed of a single consonant (herbe 'grass' 
/[┸r]σ[b]Ω/, peste 'plague' /[p┸s]σ[t]Ω/, mettre 'put' /[m┸t]σ[r]Ω/, table 'table' /[tab]σ[l] Ω), 
of two consonants (ordre 'order' /[┱r]σ[dr]Ω/, cercle 'circle' /[s┸r]σ[kl] Ω) or of three 





(M,W) <Œ>-ANCH: A floater <Œ> anchors between levels M and W if it does not 
find itself before an onsetless syllable at P-level.  
 
So-called 'h-aspiré' words that prevent liaison consonants from anchoring into the 
skeleton and (optionally, at least for some speakers and some 'h-aspiré' words) word-
final fixed consonants from 'enchaînement' (Encrevé 1988:196-203) are assumed to 
begin with a floating (empty) skeletal slot (cf. Goldsmith 1990:57). Hence, their first 
syllable is not onsetless: it is provided with an empty onset. Thus, a floater that finds 
itself before an 'h-aspiré' word on P-level undergos <Œ>-Anchoring (see fig.1b) as if 
it found itself before a consonant-initial word (see fig.1a). 
 
 M:         
  Œ   Œ   Œ  
 b         
 W: •   •     
  |   |     
  Œ   Œ   Œ  
 b         
 P: • •  • •   • 
  | |  |    | 
  Œ C  Œ    V 
 
 fig.1a fig.1b fig.1c 
 
 
Consequently, a floating <Œ> does not anchor only when it is followed immediately 
by a vowel at P-level. In the latter case, <Œ> remains unassociated to the skeleton at 




(W,P) Œ-DEL: An Œ may delete between levels W and P if 1) it matches a floater 
<Œ> at M-level; and 2) it is followed by a consonant t P-level; and 3) the preceding 
consonant is allowed to resyllabify at P-level. 
The first condition for deletion of Œ refers to level M in a cross-level rule that relates 
levels W and P. This is not a problem in the framework of Harmonic Phonology, 
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given that levels (M, W, P) are only different ways of describing the same linguistic 
expression (Goldsmith 1993:30). The representations of all three levels may interact 
between them. According to Goldsmith the existence of (M,P) rules is not excluded 
even though it is denied by the traditional hierarchical conception of phonology 
(Goldsmith 1993:32). 
The second condition is needed to exclude Œ-Deletion before the empty skeletal slot 
in the onset of the initial syllable of an 'h-aspiré' word (fig. 2c). Actually, an 
alternating Class 1 [Œ] never deletes before an 'h-aspiré' word. This is an essential 
difference between consonant-initial words and 'h-aspiré' words; see (17). As has been 
pointed out by Tranel (1995:811), 'h-aspiré' words exhibit some properties of their 
own. 
 
(17) dans le haut 'at the top' [d┮〈lŒo]  * [d┮〈lo] 
 dans le bas 'at the bottom' [d┮〈lŒba]  [d┮〈lba] 
 
The resyllabification of the preceding consonant at P-level can be leftward or 
rightward. In the former case the consonant is reanalyzed as coda of the preceding 
syllable (fig.2a), while in the latter case a complex onset is created in the following 
syllable (fig.2b). 
  
 M:     M:    
   Œ     Œ  
 b     b    
 W: • •   W: • • • 
  | |    | | | 
  [σ C      Œ]σ    [σ C      Œ ]σ   [σ C  
 b     b    
 P: •  •  P: •  • 
  |  |   |  | 
    C]σ   C   [σ C   C 
 




 M:    
   Œ  
 b    
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 W: • • • 
  | |  
  [σ C      Œ]σ  [σ   
 b    
 P: • • • 
  | |  
  [σ C       Œ]σ  [σ   
 
       fig. 2c 
 
For all speakers of French, there are no restrictions to the resyllabification of a 
consonant as coda of the preceding syllable at P-level. That is why the deletion of a 
W-level Œ that matches an <Œ> at M-level is always po sible when it is preceded by 
a single consonant which is syllabifiable to the left at P-level.  
At least for some speakers of French (represented by Dell's pronunciation), there are 
some restrictions to the P-level resyllabification of a consonant in a complex onset: 
•  it is restricted to very fast speech; 
•  it is constrained by rhythmic structure: a complex onset cannot be created at P-
level in a stressed syllable. 
The above restrictions affect only P-level resyllabification, not W-level 
syllabification, where complex onsets do occur in stressable syllables, i.e. syllables 
that may be stressed at P-level. 
Consider the examples in (18) from Morin (1983:74): 
 
(18)a (il n’a) pas de scrupule padskrypyl padŒskrypyl  
 'he has no scruples'    
(18)b (je ne veux) pas de ce crétin * padskret┸〈 padsŒkret┸〈 padŒsŒkret┸〈 
 'I don't want this cretin'  padœskret┸〈  
 
Together, the rules of <Œ>-ANCH and Œ-DEL account for the fact that [dskr] ([tskr] 
with voice assimilation) is a possible sequence in (18a), but not in (18b). In (18a) 
[skr] is built as a complex onset on W-level; [d] finds the coda of the preceding 
syllable vacant at P-level and resyllabifies to the left, see (19). This gives [dskr]. In 
(18b) the onset that is created on the word-level is [kr]. When the first Œ deletes, see 
(20a), the coda has been already occupied by [d]; therefore, [s] is unable to resyllabify 
as coda and the second Œ cannot be deleted. The second Œ may undergo Œ-DEL 
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only if the first Œ has been retained, see (20b). In the latter case, [s] resyllabifies as 
coda of the syllable created with the retained Œ as nucleus: [dœs]. 
 
(19) M   pa  d<Œ>      skrypyl   
        ↓   <Œ>-ANCH  
 W [pa]σ [dŒ]σ [skry]σ[pyl]σ   
        ↓   Œ-DEL  




(20)a M    pa d<Œ> s<Œ>   kret┸〈  
         ↓       ↓   <Œ>-ANCH 
 W   [pa] [dŒ] [sŒ] [kre][t┸〈]  
         ↓    Œ-DEL 




(20)b M    pa d<Œ> s<Œ>   kret┸〈   
         ↓       ↓   <Œ>-ANCH  
 W   [pa] [dŒ] [sŒ] [kre][t┸〈]   
          ↓   Œ-DEL  
 P (ii)  [pa] [dœs]  [kre][t┸〈]   
 
 
In (21) below I give the account for example (9). The coda of the preceding syllable 
being occupied by [r], [s] cannot resyllabify to the left. However, given that [sv] is a 
possible onset in French (cf. svelte 'slender'), [s] resyllabifies into the onset of the 
following syllable. Resyllabification is possible, because the following syllable is not 
stressed at P-level. Therefore, the deletion of Œ is also possible. 
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(21) M   la   t”r s<Œ>  vA)   bj”)   
          ↓    <Œ>-ANCH  
 W  [la]σ [t”r]σ [sŒ]σ [vA)]σ [bj”)]σ   
          ↓    Œ-DEL  
 P  [la]σ [t”r]σ  [svA)]σ [bj ”)]σ 19   
 
In (22) the deletion of Œ in de is impossible, because the consonant cluster that would 
result – [dkr] or [tkr] with voice assimilation – is not an admissible onset. 
 
(22) un bac de crapauds 'a tub of toads' ”)bakdŒkra'po * ”)bakdkra'po 
 
The deletion in (23a) is much easier than in (23b), cf. Dell (1985:231), because [sp] is 
a well-formed onset in French (cf. sport, perspicace [p”r.spi.kas]), whereas [tp] is 
hardly possible as a complex onset.  
 
(23)a pour se peigner 'to comb oneself' pursŒpE'≠e purspE'≠e 
(23)b pour te peigner 'to comb yourself' purtŒpE'≠e ? purtpE'≠e 
 
At the beginning of an utterance, i.e. for the syllable that immediately follows a pause, 
there is a considerable loosening of the restrictions n admissible consonant clusters 
in French (Dell 1985:226): after a pause we can even observe deletions that generate 
sequences with sonority reversals, e.g. 'liquid+fricative' as in r(e)venez demain 'come 
back tomorrow', 'fricative+stop' as in j(e)tez-y un coup d'œil 'take a glance at it', 
'liquid+stop+liquid' as in r(e)trouvez-moi cet argent 'find again that money for me'. 
However, a sequence of two stops is inadmissible, e.g. in  debout sur une table 'get up 
on a table' a pronunciation [dbu] for debout is excluded. 
 
4.2.3.1. Two and more Œ's in contiguous syllables 
 
(20a) and (20b) are instances of the more general pattern of ghost [Œ] alternation in 
sequences of two and more contiguous syllables containi g Œ's. The derivations in 
(24) account for three of seven possible realizations f the sequence (j'ai) envie de te 
le demander 'I feel like asking you about it': (i) [A)vidŒtŒlŒdŒmA)de]; two of four 
[Œ]'s are deleted: (ii) [A)vidtœldŒmA)de], (iii) [A)vidœtlœdmA)de], 
                                                
19 This syllable and the other syllables in bold type ar  the stressed syllables in the respective rhythmic 
units. We assume that stress in French is assigned at P-level. 
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(iv) [A)vidtŒlœdmA)de]; one of four [Œ]'s is deleted: (v) [A)vidtŒlŒdŒmA)de], (vi) 
[Α)vidœtlŒdŒmΑ)de], (vii) [A)vidŒtœldŒmA)de], (viii) [A)vidŒtŒlœdmA)de]. The 
following generalizations can be drawn: 1) it is impossible to drop more than two Œ's 
in a sequence of four; 2) it is impossible to delete simultaneously two Œ's in 
contiguous syllables. Both generalizations are direct consequences of the way of 
application of Œ-DEL. 
 
(24)a 
M    A)vi d<Œ> t<Œ> l<Œ> d<Œ>mA)de   
        ↓      ↓      ↓       ↓  <Œ>-ANCH  
W  [A)]σ[vi] σ [dŒ]σ [tŒ]σ [lŒ]σ [dŒ]σ[mA)]σ [de]σ   
        ↓       ↓   Œ-DEL  




M    A)vi d<Œ> t<Œ> l<Œ> d<Œ>mA)de   
        ↓      ↓      ↓       ↓  <Œ>-ANCH  
W  [A)]σ[vi] σ [dŒ]σ [tŒ]σ [lŒ]σ [dŒ]σ[mA)]σ [de]σ   
        ↓        ↓  Œ-DEL  




M    A)vi d<Œ> t<Œ> l<Œ> d<Œ>mA)de   
        ↓      ↓      ↓       ↓  <Œ>-ANCH  
W  [A)]σ[vi] σ [dŒ]σ [tŒ]σ [lŒ]σ [dŒ]σ[mA)]σ [de]σ   
        ↓         ↓  Œ-DEL  
P (iv) [A)]σ[vid]σ  [tŒ] σ [lœd]σ           [mA)]σ [de]σ   
 
4.2.3.2. Special behaviour of certain sequences of monosyllables 
 
According to Morin (1983:77-78) and Tranel (1987:92-93), some sequences of 
monosyllabic clitics with alternating [Œ] tend to have a fixed pronunciation, e.g. je ne 
with the first [Œ] always pronounced; ce que with the second [Œ] always pronounced. 
However, when a vowel-inital word follows, the first [Œ] in je n' can be dropped and 
that of ce qu' can be retained, see (25). 
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(25) je ne sais pas 
'I don't know' 
ZŒnŒs”pa Zœns”pa * ZnŒs”pa 
 je n’ose pase 
'I don't dare' 
 ZŒnozpa Znozpa 
 ce que j'ai vu 
'what I saw' 
sŒkŒZ”vy * sœkZ”vy skŒZ”vy 
 ce qu'on voit 
'what I see' 
 sŒkO)vwa skO)vwa 
 
Morin analyzes je ne and ce que as "amalgams" only when they are found before a 
consonant, i.e. je ne /ZŒn<Œ>/ with stabilization of the first Œ, ce que /s<Œ>kŒ/ 
with stabilization of the second Œ, while before a vowel they are ordinary sequences 
of monosyllabic clitics containing floaters: je n' /Z<Œ>n<Œ>/, ce qu' /s<Œ>k<Œ>/. 
 
4.2.4. Rules relating to Class 2 [Œ]'s 
 
In French there is additional loosening of restrictions to syllabification in word-final 
position also. Some licensed extrasyllabic material is llowed word-finally. There are 
two possibilities for licensed extrasyllabic consonants in French: they may be 
anchored or floating. The latter function as liaison consonants: if skeletal slot 
insertion occurs (cf. Tranel 1995:806), they become anchored and may syllabify with 
the following vowel or as a coda of the preceding syllable in the cases of «liaison sans 
enchaînement» (cf. Encrevé 1988:177).  
Licensed extrasyllabic consonants that are anchored may either be integrated in 
syllable structure by means of creating an appendix (cf. Goldsmith's Ω-licenser) or 
remain extrasyllabic. Even in the latter case, being u derlyingly anchored, they cannot 
be deleted: they remain as an ill-formed structure at P-level. The intra-level rule of 
[Œ]-Insertion (see 4.2.4.3) is a kind of repair strategy aiming at well-formed 




(P/P) Ω-CRE (blocked in pre-stress position): Optionally create a Ω-appendix with 
anchored consonants that remain unsyllabified at the word-end at P-level, unless the 
following syllable is stressed. 
 
 W: • • • 
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  | | | 
         C]σ  C C 
 b    
 P: • • • 
  | | | 
         C]σ   [ΩC     C]Ω 
 
    Ω-CRE 
 
Ω-CRE does not apply if the following word is vowel-initial and not a syllable island, 
because in this case «enchaînement» takes place, i.e. the word-final consonant gets 
syllabified with the following vowel at P-level. 
 
4.2.4.2. Liquid Deletion 
 
(P/P) L-DEL (optional before a pause): Delete the final liquid in a Ω-appendix if 
preceded by an obstruent. (L=liquid, O=obstruent) 
 
 P: • • 
  | | 
  O    L]Ω 
 b   
 P: •  
  |  
     O]Ω  
 




(P/P) Œ-INS: An [Œ] is inserted after an anchored consonant or after a cluster of 
anchored consonants that would otherwise remain unsyllabified at P-level. (*C = 
unsyllabified consonant)  
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 P: •  
  |  
    * C  
 b   
 P: • • 
  | | 
  C Œ 
 
         Œ-INS 
 
The three (P,P) rules – Ω-CRE, L-DEL and [Œ]-INS – suffice to account for the two 
possible realizations of l'arbre pourri 'the rotten tree' – [larbpuri] and [larbrŒpuri], 
see (26) and (27) below – as well as for the impossibility of *[larbrpuri] and 
*[larbŒpuri]. The first is impossible because L-DEL is obligatory, once a Ω-appendix 
has been created. Otherwise there would be an [Œ]-insert on. The second one is 
excluded as the liquid deletion implies a previous Ω-appendix creation, i.e. 
syllabification of [br] as [br]Ω which prevents Œ-INS from applying on [b]Ω, already 
syllabified.  
 
(26) M  l<Œ> arbr puri.   
      (<Œ>-ANCH)  
 W  l<Œ> [ar]σbr [pu]σ[ri] σ   
        
 P  [lar]σbr [pu]σ[ri] σ   
                   ↓   Ω-CRE  
  (i) [lar]σ[br]Ω [pu]σ[ri] σ   
                   ↓   L-DEL  
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(27) M  l<Œ> arbr puri.   
      (<Œ>-ANCH)  
 W  l<Œ> [ar]σbr [pu]σ[ri] σ   
        
 P        [lar]σbr [pu]σ[ri] σ   
     (Ω-CRE)  
  (ii)       [lar]σbr [pu]σ[ri] σ   
                     ↓   Œ-INS  
   [lar]σ[brŒ]σ [pu]σ[ri] σ   
 
All three (P,P) rules are repairs for getting well-formed syllabification. Ω-CRE and L-
DEL are more specific than Œ-INS. The first two rules regard only certain classes of 
unsyllabified consonants: only word-final unsyllabified consonants (Ω-CRE), only 
unsyllabified liquids (L-DEL). Being more specific, Ω-CRE and L-DEL precede Œ-
INS in accordance with the Elsewhere Condition. By definition, L-DEL can be 
undergone only by liquids that are part of a Ω-constituent. Therefore, it cannot take 
place before Ω-CRE. Œ-INS applies after every anchored consonant (consonant 
cluster) that has not been rescued (by Ω-CRE) or eliminated (by L-DEL). 
 
4.2.5. Interaction of Œ-Deletion and [Œ]-Insertion 
 
Being a (W,P) rule, Œ-DEL takes precedence over Œ-INS, a (P,P) rule. This accounts 
for the patterns of [Œ]-manifestation in (5) above. L t's look at the derivation of some 
of the examples: (la) veste de Paul, see (28) and (29), and l'autre melon, see (30) and 
(31). 
 
(28) M  v”st d<Œ> pOl  
         ↓   <Œ>-ANCH 
 W  [v”s]σ t [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
      (Œ-DEL) 
 P  [v”s]σ t [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
              ↓    Ω-CRE 
  (i) [v”s]σ[t]Ω [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
      (Œ-INS) 




(29) M  v”st d<Œ> pOl  
         ↓    
 W  [v”s]σ t [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
      (Œ-DEL) 
 P  [v”s]σ t [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
      (Ω-CRE) 
  (ii) [v”s]σ t [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
                ↓    Œ-INS 
   [v”s]σ[tŒ]σ [dŒ]σ [pOl]σ  
 
 
(30) M  l<Œ>  otr m<Œ>lO)    
           ↓  <Œ>-ANCH  
 W  l<Œ> [ot]σ r [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
      (Œ-DEL)  
 P  [lot]σ r [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
                   ↓   Ω-CRE  
  (i) [lot]σ [r]Ω [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
                   ↓   L-DEL  
        [lot]σ  [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
  
 
     
(31) M  l<Œ>  otr m<Œ>lO)    
           ↓  <Œ>-ANCH  
 W  l<Œ> [ot]σ r [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
        
 P  [lot]σ r [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
     (Ω-CRE)  
  (ii)       [lot]σ r [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
                     ↓   Œ-INS  
   [lo]σ [trŒ]σ [mŒ]σ[lO)]σ   
 
 
4.2.5.1. The treatment of quelques, presque 
 
A small set of words, namely presque 'almost' and quelques 'a few', exhibit a pattern 
of [Œ]-manifestation which is different from that illustrated in (5) and accounted for 
in (28)-(31), where two contiguous syllables contai  «Class 2 [Œ] + Class 1 [Œ]» 
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combination, and similar to the pattern of (6b) where the combination is «Class 1 [Œ] 
+ Class 1 [Œ]»; cf. Tranel (1987:105, table 6.30) and (33) in Dell (1985:255). With 
our representations and rules, it is possible to assume that the special behavior of the 
words in question is due to the underlying presence of a floater <Œ> in their M-level 
representation: /pr”sk<Œ>/, /k”lk<Œ>/. This makes the pattern of presque jeter 
different from that of quatorze jetons given in (5), where there is no final floater 
underlyingly. The account for quelques secondes realized as [k”lkœzgO)d] is given in 
(34). 
 
(32) quelques secondes k”lkŒsŒgO)d k”lksŒgO)d20 k”lkœzgO)d 
 'a few seconds'    
(33) il pourrait presque jeter la balle pr”skŒZŒte pr”skZŒte pr”skœSte 
 'he could almost throw the ball'    
 
(34) M k”lk<Œ> s<Œ>gO)d  
        ↓       ↓  <Œ>-ANCH 
 W [k”l]σ[kŒ]σ [sŒ]σ[gO)d]σ  
        ↓  Œ-DEL 
 P [k”l]σ[kœz]σ           [gO)d]σ  
 
4.2.5.2. The treatment of entre, contre 
 
entre 'between' and contre 'against' are another special case according to Dell (1978) 
and Dell (1985:240). As with quelques and presque, the realizations in the right 
column are acceptable, whereas those of the middle column (with the first Œ retained 
and the second Œ dropped) are judged as impossible. Moreover, realizations with 
deletion of the liquid are not impossible before a pause; see (35). The forms that are 
judged unacceptable cannot be accounted for by the resistance of some speakers to 
complex onset creation at P-level discussed in 4.2.3, because the resyllabiffication 
here is leftwards, the coda of the preceding syllable being free. Assuming that the 
underlying forms are /A)tr<Œ>/, /kO)tr<Œ>/ with underlying floater <Œ> to account for 
the acceptability of the right column realizations, the impossible forms of the middle 
column remain without explanation. 
     
                                                
20 This form is not given in Tranel's text, but apparently it is not judged as impossible by this author. 
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 entre Genève et Paris A)trŒZŒn”vepari * A)tZŒn”vepari A)trœZn”vepari 
 'between Geneva and Paris'    
 contre le mur kO)trŒlŒmyr * kO)tlŒmyr kO)trœlmyr 
 'against the wall'    
 
As for the examples in (35) taken from Dell (1985:240), the deletion of the final <Œ> 
there occurs before a pause (which could be a silence or a psychological pause). The 
floater cannot anchor by <Œ>-ANCH, for the pause exrts the same effect as an 
immediately following vowel; see (36). 
 
(35) (il faut) s’asseoir entre pour être à l’aise 
'one must sit in between to be comfortable'  
saswarA)tpur”tral”z saswarA)trŒpur”tral”z 
 ceux qui sont contre lèvent la main 
'those who are against raise their hand' 
søkisO)kO)tl”vlam”) søkisO)kO)trŒl”vlam”) 
 
(36) M kO)tr<Œ>    
    <Œ>-ANCH  
 W [kO)t]σ r<Œ>    
    Œ-DEL  
 P [kO)t]σ r<Œ> (pause)   
    Ω-CRE  
  [kO)t]σ[r]Ω<Œ> (pause)   
    L-DEL  
  [kO)t]σ  <Œ> (pause)   
    Stray Erasure  
  [kO)t]σ (pause)   
 
4.2.5.3. The treatment of words like «pègre», «astre», «buffle» 
 
In the variety of French described by Dell, words like pègre 'underworld', astre 'star', 
buffle 'buffalo' never lose their final liquid despite the fact that they end in an 
«obstruent+liquid» cluster, see (37) (cf. Dell 1976, Dell 1985:238)21. 
                                                
21 Laks (1977), who studied the loss of French /r/ as a ociolinguistic variable in the speech of 6 
teenagers from Villejuif, a suburban area of Paris, di tinguished four possible realizations of /r/: voiced, 
voiceless, zero realizations and 'residual trace'. 
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(37) (la) pègre parisienne p”grŒparizj”n * p”gparizj”n 
 'the Parisian underworld'   
 (c'est le roi de) la pègre lap”gr * lap”g 
 'he is the king of the underworld'   
 
In our framework, these words should be treated as lexically marked not to undergo 
Ω-CRE. As only liquids inside a Ω-constituent are subjected to the effects of L-DEL, 
the words in question cannot undergo L-DEL and, therefore, their final liquid will 




The distinction between Class 1 and Class 2 [Œ]'s is encoded in M-level 
representations. I assume that only Class 1 [Œ]'s are present underlyingly. Class 2 
[Œ]'s are introduced by a rule of epenthesis (Œ-INS). 
Among Class 1 [Œ]'s, those whose manifestation is sensitive to rhythm were 
distinguished from those whose syncopation occurs independently of rhythm 
according to the type of resyllabification that takes place at P-level (creation of a 
coda/creation of a complex onset). Assuming that in French constraints on 
(re)syllabification are different at W- and P-level, we can account for the fact that (at 
least in the variety of French described by Dell) speakers much more easily drop 
ghost [Œ] after a single consonant, which resyllabifies leftwards in coda position, than 
after a group of two consonants, where the second csonant resyllabifies rightwards, 
thus creating a complex onset at P-level. Complex onset creation on W-level is 
restricted only by the Sonority Sequencing Generalization, while on P-level it is much 
more constrained, being hardly possible for some speakers and possible only in very 
fast speech for others and only in syllables that are not stressed. Creation of word-
final appendices from licensed extrasyllabic consonants, which is a specific P-level 
syllabification procedure, is also prevented when the immediately following syllable 
is stressed (Ω-Creation, 4.2.4.1). As for coda creation, it is equally constrained on 
both levels W and P: it may always apply if the coda position is vacant and if only a 
single consonant is (re)syllabified as coda. 
Our Harmonic Phonology analysis of ghost [Œ] vowels in French need not establish 
extrinsic ordering of rules. As an (M,W) rule <Œ>-ANCH precedes Œ-DEL that is a 
(W,P) rule. The (P,P) rules relating to Class 2 [Œ]'s (cf. 4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3) 
are intra-level rules. They apply after the cross-leve  rule of Œ-deletion. [Œ]-INS 
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systematically inserts [Œ] in pre-stress position, because the rule of Ω-CRE that 
precedes it in accordance with the Elsewhere Conditi  (being a more specific repair 
for unsyllabified consonants), is rhythm-sensitive: the latter rule is blocked when the 
immediately following syllable is the stressed syllab e of the rhythmic unit. Thus, the 
consonants left unsyllabified after the application of Ω-CRE, namely those in pre-
stress position, have to undergo the more general rp ir rule: [Œ]-INS. 
The system of cross-level and intra-level rules adopted here is able to account for the 
main patterns of ghost [Œ] alternation in the variety of French described here, cf. (19), 
(20), (21), (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31). 
Moreover, the formalism admits of either positing underlying floaters for ghost [Œ] 
vowels or introducing them by the rule of [Œ]-INS in contrast to underlyingly 
anchored [Œ] vowels that are not ghosts. Thus, it is possible to account for some 
special cases that characterize the variety of French described here: «amalgams» of 
monosyllabic clitics (4.2.3.2) ; words like presque, quelques (4.2.5.1), entre, contre 
(4.2.5.2) that exhibit more complex patterns of [Œ]/zero alternations. 
 
 
4.4. Contrasting the Bulgarian and French ghost vowel alternations  
 
Both in Bulgarian and French a threefold distinction has been established for part of 
the mid vowels: 
        Bulgarian French 
 stable vowels      E, e  Œ 
 ghost vowels that are underlying floaters  E, e  Œ 
 ghost vowels that are default vowel insertions E  Œ 
 
Between the rules that account for the ghost vowel alternations there are some 
similarities and many differences. 
 
Similarities: 
1) The rule that anchors floaters is a (M,W) cross-level rule in both language. 
 
2) In both Bulgarian and French the rule that is reponsible for default vowel 
insertions is an intra-level obligatory rule triggered by unsyllabified consonants.  
 
Differences: 
1) The rule that anchors floaters is differently conditioned in Bulgarian and in French: 
•  in Bulgarian it depends on M-level syllabification: a floater anchors iff the next 
consonant remains unsyllabified at M-level 
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•  in French W- and P-levels are also involved: a floating vowel anchors if the next 
syllable is provided with an onset (be it empty) at W- or P-level 
 
2) French has a rule that deletes [Œ]-vowels matching a floater at M-level: Œ-DEL. 
Œ-DEL is an optional cross-level rule and it is conditioned by possible 
resyllabification of consonants at P-level. 
Bulgarian has no such rule. Consequently, possible resyllabification at P-level is 
irrelevant for ghost vowel realizations in this language. 
 
3) The Bulgarian  Rule of Schwa Epenthesis obligatorily applies to every 
unsyllabified consonant at W-level. The corresponding French rule (Œ-INS) is also 
compulsory: it applies to anchored unsyllabified cons nants (floating unsyllabified 
consonants that represent so-called 'liaison consonants' escape this rule and are 
eventually subjected to Stray Erasure), but is preced d by two optional rules that are 
more specific repairs aiming at total syllabification: a rule creating word-final 
appendices that optionally syllabifies word-final anchored consonants (Ω-CRE); a 
rule that deletes unsyllabified liquids (L-DEL). Thus, Œ-INS is triggered only where 
neither Ω-CRE nor L-DEL have applied. 
 
4) In Bulgarian the default vowel – [E] – is inserted to the left of the unsyllabified 
consonant, while in French the default vowel – [Œ] – is inserted to the right of the 
unsyllabified consonant. 
 
5) The Bulgarian rule of default vowel epenthesis is a W-level rule, while the 
corresponding French rule applies at P-level. Both are intra-level harmonic rules. 
 
6) The Bulgarian rules of Floater Anchoring and Schwa Epenthesis are related to the 
two lower levels (M and W); cf. fig.3a. In French, t e set of rules responsible for 
ghost vowel alternations involves P-level also (fig.3b). 
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 M:    M:  
       
 b b Floater Anch  b b <Œ>-Anch  
       
 W: ↔ E-Epenthesis  W:   
       
 b    b b Œ-Deletion 
       
 P:    P: ↔ [Œ]-Insertion 
       
         fig.3a    fig.3b 
 
7) As far as the Bulgarian ghost vowel alternations are concerned, the P-level is not 
involved at all. Consequently, in Bulgarian the alternations are restricted within word 
boundaries. 
 
8) The French rule Œ-DEL and the rules that interact with Œ-INS at P-level (Ω-CRE 
and L-DEL) are always optional. This yields a great amount of variation in 
realizations of (sequences of) words containing ghost vowels in French. As for 
Bulgarian, a given inflected or derived form of an alternating (GV or metathetic) root 
systematically exhibits either the form with the ghost vowel realized or that without 
the ghost vowel, thus excluding variable realizations f the same form. 
 
9) Stress being assigned at different levels in Bulgarian (W-level) and in French (P-
level), the interaction of ghost vowel alternations with stress patterns is located at W-
level in Bulgarian, whereas in French, the rules and constraints that are rhythm-
sensitive (Ω-CRE, Œ-INS, resyllabification of a consonant in a complex onset) are 
located at P-level. 
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